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INTRODUCTION
1. GyrocompagsinR
A classical gyrocompass designed for use on the surface of the Earth - -
more precisely, at sea - - consists of a gyroscope with a nominally horizontal
spin axis and a center of mass below the point of support of the gyro _imbal.
The lowered center of mass tends to keep the input axis of the _ro horizontal
(in the absence of lateral translational accelerations), and the _yro responds
to the component of the Earth's angular velocity on this inpoint axis. Damp-
ing in the device settles the gyro into such an orientation that the sensed
Earth rate is zero, whence the spin axis points North along the local meridian.
The two essential ingredients of the classical gyrocompass, therefore, are
a means of sensing a known an£ular rate and a means of establishing a known
"line of sight" (in this case, the geographic vertical). From this information,
the orientation of the device may be deduced.
In more general terms, one can define 6yrocompaesing as any means of estab-
lishing orientation by one line of sight or its equivalent, together with one
component of angular rate, however obtained.
The purpose of this work is to pursue the subject of _yrocompassing in
general, considering both the situations under which it is used and the instru-
mentation utilized. Uses considered include operation at a fixed site on the
Earth or any other celestial body, or in a moving vehicle(e.g, ship, aircraft,
etc.) more or less confined to the surface of such a body, or in a vehicle in
free orbital flight about such a body.
2o elapse I of Techniques
2.1 Definitions
It is convenient to distincu/shtwo broad classes of techniques° These
do not have standard names, so they are called here sinply$
C6-332/3061
1. Measurement (or direct) gyrocompassing
2. Indirect gyrocompassing
The names are not completely descriptive, so the categories are
perhaps best visualized by analogies to elementary measuring devices
which are divided into two types, ordinarily described as "direct-
reading instruments" and "nulled instruments". The measurement gyro-
compass techniques are analogous to direct-reading instruments, the
indirect gyrocompassing to hulled instruments.
2.2 Measurement Gyrocompassin _
Measurement gyrocompaseing is the process of determining the
direction of rotation and the direction of the local vertical by direct
measurement employing such instruments as horizon sensors, optical tele-
scopes, accelerometers, gyroscopes, and possibly others. This is the
basic approach utilized by a strapdown system, so there might be some
justification for calling it strapdown gyrocompassing. However, other
simpler forms of azimuth determination are als0 included in this general
category. For instance, one might design a single degree of freedom
gyroscope with its spin axis parallel to its mounting base. The axis
of freedom would be perpendicular to the base. Ifsuch an instrument
was operated with the base leveled, the earth's rotation would cause
the gyro to precess. With proper dampingwere provided, the gyro would
come to rest with the spin axis alined with the Component of earth's
rotation lying in the base plane, i.e.t perpendicular _o the gyro axis
of freedom. Thus, if the gyro base were carefully leveled, the spin
axis would indicate the northerly direction. Other examples can be
thought of.
Results obtained from measurement gyrocompassing are degraded by
instrument errors, such as electronic noise, and instrument misaline-
ment, and by spurious rotations of the instrument package. Improvement
may be obtained with statistical filtering techniques. In some applica-
tions, improvement has been sought by placing the instruments on a
stable platform. A stable platform is basically a gimballed platform
whose attitude is controlled by gyroscopes and associated servo systems.
It is designed to remain fixed in inertial space unless commanded to
change attitude. It is kept locally level by the accelerometers mounted
on it, and can provide isolation from angular motion for the gyroscope
being used for earth rate measurement.
2.3 Indirect Gyrocompassing
The concept of a stable platform introduces the second approach
to gyrocompaseing. _ In this method, no direct measurement of the direc-
tion of the reference rotation vector is made, rather the direction of
the vector is inferred through use of the measurements which are made;
hence the name, "indirect gyrocompassing".
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The logic proceeds as follows. Let us assume that an inertial
platform is located at a point on the earth's equator. Its attitude
will remain fixed in inertial space. As the earth rotates, the plat-
form will appear to rotate with respect to the earth, If the platform
is to remain locally level, it must be rotated about its north pointing
axis at earth rate. But, we do not know where north is, Let us rotate
the platform about an axis we think is north. The platform can remain
locally level only if the axis about which it is rotating is indeed
pointed north and if the angular velocity is indeed earth rate. We
can use the accelerometers to measure platform tilt. Any indicated
acceleration in the horizontal axes is actually equivalent to the accel-
eration of gravity times the small tilt angle. Through proper utiliza-
tion of tilt information, we can rotate the platform in azimuth until
its rotation axis points north, and also make any small adjustment to
platform rotation rate which may be necessary to make it equal to earth
rate.
The problem in logic may essentially be stated as follows. "There
exists a platform which is rotating about a specified platform axis at
an angular velocity equivalent to that of the earth. Find the one and
only orientation of the platform for which it will remain locally level".
The complete solution proceeds from a knowledge of tilt angles only.
Some reasonably good estimate of proper rotation rate is helpful though
not necessary. One can also _ee that this process works equally well
whether the gyrocompaseing platform is on the equator or elsewhere.
If the platform is not on the equator, the fixed rotation rate is divided
between platform vertical axis and platform north seeking axis. A slight
extension to the logic will make this approach applicable to a vehicle
moving over the earth's furface.
The indirect gyrocompaesing method utilizing a platform offers a
process by which vibration and undesired vehicle motion which degrades
the measurement gyrocompassing process may be filtered out. Knowledge
of attitude is improved, up to a point, by continued observation. Very
little computation is required.
There is no reason why the same logic may not be applied to the
strapdown case. The sensing instruments may be body mounted, but an
imaginary platform can be created, and the indirect gyrocompaselng
mechanization employed. In this situation, more computational capacity
is required.
2.4 _xotic Gyrocom_aesinK
As has been mentioned, measurements of local vertical and angular
rotation are degraded by deterministic and stochastic errors. Modern
filtering techniques might be expected to improve the results. For
instance, Kalman'e technique which essentially employs time varying
3
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m
coefficients is used effectively for rapid alinement of the platform
in some inertial navigationsystems for cruise vehicles. Present
_eChn01ogY in adaptive control systems suggests the possibility of
further improvements.
.... These more sophisticated approaches require more computational
capabilities than the more direct methods. They were not extensively
considered as a part of this study.
2.5 Applications
It appears reasonable to divide gyrocompassing into regions of
application such as prelaunch alinement; final stages of boost; in
orbit around the earth; etc. That procedure has been followed in this
document. In addition, each application has been further divided into
the two categories, i.e., measurement gyrocompassing and indirect gyro-
compassing.
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_BII II
1. Matrice_ Of Base Veg_or8 and Traneformation_
To simplify the respresentation of the triad of unit vectors associated
with a particular reference frame, a single symbol may be used to define the
complete triad. A triad o£ orthonornal vectors, 1x. 1_7, 4' associated with
an orthogonal frame is defined symbolically as a column matrix of the unit
vectors.
The superscript T denotes matrix transpose.
Subscripts may be used to identify certain coordinate frames, as for
instance, iv may be used to designate the vehicle coordinate triad. This
leads to double subscripts for the x, y, and z unit vectors, as Ixx' _'
and 4Z"
All direction cosine matrices are specified by the following "self-defin-
ing" notation. Let l_a and l b define two triads of orthogonal coordinate
systems. The forward direction cosine transformation matrix, S of frame l a
to frame l b is defined as
= sba -al (i)
and the inverse as
s'b . (sb )-1b . (sb°)T b (2)
In this work linear orthogonal transformations are of primary concern,
for which the inverse of the transformation matrix is equal to its transpose.
The ba superscript on the direction cosine matrix of Eq. (I) indicates
that the matrix will rotate a column matrix from the a frame into the b frame.
The direction cosine angles are measured from a to b. This convention for
direction of measurement of the angles is important. If the angles were
measured from b to a, the signs of the elements of the Sba matrix would be
transposed about the principle diagonal from that defined by Eq. (I).
Using this notation, a chain of transformation can be represented as
= Sba 1
"8
1 = Scb Scb Sba Sca
= = (3)
and the inverse
i = (Scb sba) -I Sab Sbc i I (4)i = = (Scb sba) T
--a --c --c "-c
W
J
t
u
2. Angular Velocity
To specify the angular velocity of one triad relative to another, a con-
venient notation is to use a double superscript. The angular velocity matrix
in turn can be related to the direction cosine matrix. The angular velocity
of triad b relative to triad a resolved into triad b can be expressed as the
vector
ba ba wba ba ba T
With any column matrix such as w ba can be associated a skew-symmetric
matrix _ba defined by I
= L .Lp] = ]
1The summation convention is used for repeated subscripts. Greek lower case
indices have the range 1, 2, 3; when x, y, z subscripts are used, they are
to be considered equivalent to 1, 2, 3 respectively.
u
W
m
W
L_
w
u
t
W
~ba
I
ba ba
z y
_ba 0 _ ba
Z •
ba wba
-w 0
Y •
(6)
where _,tAfl are the epsilon symbols of tensor analysis.
It can be shown that
_ba ffi __basab . (7)
Thus the angular velocity of two frames can be found in terms of the deriva-
tive of the direction cosine matrix which connects them.
The skew-symmetric matrix of Eq. (6) plays an especially, important role
in the matrix representation of vector cross products. Let RD be the vector,
R, represented in the b- frame. The cross product_, ba x _ resolved into the
b- frame can be written in matrix notation as _ba _u.
In case the direction cosine matrix consists of a chain of transforma-
tions, typically as a product of two direction cosine matrices
S ca = Scb S ba
then
T
_ca = (sCb sba) (sob 3ba) = _c_ + sob_bas_C. (s)
This corresponds to the vector representation in the i frame
-no
ca cb scb ba
= _ + _ j (9)
and expresses the total angular rate of triad _ with respect to triad --al •
7
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0 Referenc e Frame_
3.1 C_lestia I IInertial) Frame _I)
This frame is typically defined by the triad
l .q
I
u
m -me
l
__xK_ 1
North Celestial Pole
Direction of First Point of Aries
(lo)
w
U
U
3.2 Orbital Frame (0)
This frame is locally level and defined by the orbital trajectory
of the vehicle center-of-masa
|
1 x 1 (Downrange)
"7 --z
Normal (out-of-plane) to Instantaneous
Orbital Plane
Direction (Radial) to Geocenter
For the gyrocompass problem in particular, this frame is used to refer-
ence vehicle roll, pitch, and yaw rotations. Nominally body roll, pitch,
and yaw axes, respectively, are represented:
i
1
"X
1
"7
1
"Z
_E
Nominal Roll
Nominal Pitch
Nominal Yaw
(12)
The actual roll, pitch, and yaw are, of course, measured relative to
the vehicle axes.
(ll)
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The orbital frame is described in terms of the inertial by the
equation
!o " s°_! (13)
whore S0I is determined from the knowledge of the position and velocity
(navigation information) of the vehicle center-of-mass in the inertial
frame of reference. The navigation data typically is determined from
orbit determination. As an example, S01 can be determined from the posi-
tion and velocity vectors, _ and _.
r_ = xZ_ + y J +
z - ix_ + 9__ +
-'Z
rxv
z _ = represented in
celestial frame
K = represented in
celestial frame
' f_7 " _ '(_-x ,_)• (__• z)
(_ x Z)
1 = 1 xl = x --
_ _ ,,f'7_,- r
(14)
Equations (14) can be expanded in terms of the unit vectors _, _, and
from which the elements of S0I can be represented.
One convenient representation for S01 is given in terms of the
orbitalconstante and the true anomaly
-,_,u+c_c _cu s¥cu -c_ su- ,_ c _ c_-
-c_ , _ c_ ,g_ •
,0 c_+ cO s_ su a_ ,u c c_- •D c _ ,_
(15)
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where
= right ascension of Aries
u = + v = argument of latitude
= argument of perigee
v = true anomaly
= inclination of orbital plane to equator plane
and s, _ abbreviate sin and cos.
3.3 Local Referenc e Frame
When utilizing gyrocompassing on the earth for prelaunch aline-
ment, it is convenient to define a locally level reference frame as follows
4
n
1 xl ( et)
"i --z
Due North
Vertically upward from the location
of the vehicle
(16)
This frame is used as a reference for roll, pitch, and yaw of the
vehicle's inertial platform in a manner identical to Eq. (12).
Typically, the direction of a plumb line is taken as the local
vertical defined as iz. Because of the earth's rotation, this is not
the geocentric vertical except at the equator. The effective accelera-
tion of gravity measured at the earth's surface includes the centripetal
acceleration resulting from planet rotation. This latter acceieration
is a function of local latitude, as well as planet diameter and rotation
rate.
Presumably the direction of the local "apparent N gravity vector
will be known with respect to the geocentric vertical at any terrestrial
launch site. Alinement of the inertial platform with the local mapparent"
gravity defined vertical may be used, or the acceleration which would be
sensed by each accelerometer with the platform alined to the geocentric
vertical may be computed and applied as a negative bias to accelerometer
output.
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3.4 0rientatiQnAn_lee (Roll. Pitch, and Yaw)
In most cases we are concerned with the attitude of the platform
with respect to the reference set, be it orbital or locally level on
earth. Occasionally we may be concerned with the alinement of an imagin-
ary coordinate frame defined in the vehicle navigation computation, but
this is treated similarly to the situation where a physical platform is
used.
The platform will have its own x, y, and z axes, which will be
nominally alined with the reference set, but which actually, of course,
are not. Thus, Eq. (2.16) obtain
1 - sP°
--p _0 in orbit
or
--P 1L on earth (17)
In order to characterize the elements of the S direction cosine
matrix, the canonical Euler angle representation may be used. £ conven-
ient description is
s_° = _R (_)sp (e)Sy (_) (lo)
where _, e, and _ represent Euler angles of rotation about the roll,
pitch, and yaw axes, or the x, y, and z axes, respectively. It further
follows that
i 0 0 1
sR(_). o c_ ,_
o -,_ o_
(19)
ce O -s@ 1
,_p(e) - o I 0 (20)
se 0 . _ce
iI
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and
I o_ e_ 0 1
Ey(_)= -sW c_ o (21)
0 0 i .
If indeed the platform axes are nominally alined to the orbital (local
level) frame, then small deviations of the platform axes from the orbital
frame are characterized as
SPO = I-_ (22)
where
I 0 0 1
I - 0 i 0 = unit matrix (23)
0 0 i
and
J- 0 -_ - -(As_°)so' (24)0
Equation (22) can be obtained from Eq. (18) by setting cO - 1, e8 = e,
and performing the operation of Eq. (24).
Alternate representations of _0 are possible by interchanging _,
Ep, and Ey; however, the small angle formulation (24) will be the same.
3.5
T
Vehicle Frame (v) For GyrocompaosinR in Orbit
This frame is fixed in the vehicle. One can imagine this frame to
be designated by three marker lines, mutually orthogonal, scribed in the
structure of the vehicle. Again, for the gyrocompass problem, a conven-
ient orientation of this frame is in alinement with the orbital frame.
In this configuration the vehicle attitude deviation can be described by
roll, pitch, and yaw angle deviations relative to the orbital frame,
The various transformations to describe this triad are given on the next
page.
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" sv°4 " s°I11
@
1 = roll axis
VX
ivy - pitch axis
1 = yaw axis
VZ
i
I
(25)
3.6 Reference Frame Summary
Some of the more important reference frames required for this
study are summarized in Table i.
O_her Conventlo_s
4.1 Subscrivt8 and 3uDerecrtvt_
The use of superscripts and subscripts has, in general, already
been covered above.
Superscripts are used to designate relative quantities, as in the
case of w ca, which is the angular rotation of frame c with respect to
frame a. When expressed in matrix form, it would be in the c system.
Thus the superscript may also be used to designate the reference frame
to which the elements of a matrix are related.
Subscripts are utilized to indicate elements of a matrix or com-
ponents of a vector such as _a wca and also as a part of the defini-
tion quantity such as 4' 4Y' and_ .
In certain cases where the intent i8 obvious, superscripts and sub-
scripts may be left off. _or example, _'_ Is commonly used for earth's
rotation vector. Properly this should be designated as _LI where L
stands for earth fixed locally level coordinate frame and I for the iner-
tially fixed frame. Superscripts in this situation are really unnecessary
and will not be employed.
In some instances there will be duplication of symbols. In the
foregoing paragraph /_ was used to represent earth rate. This symbol
is also commonly found as the right ascension of Aries. Since the two
are not likely to be found in the same discussion, this duplication
should pose no real problem. It is felt by the authors that use of
commonly accepted symbols will offset, for most readers, any inconven-
ience resulting from duplication.
13
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1
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i
-p
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I
J
K
rth celestial pole
rection of first point of arie
celestial frame
• u
I
"x
1
-y
1
--Z
• w
w i
Down range
Out-of-pls/_
Radial
,rob
= SOl I orbital frame
m
--VX
I
I
-vy
1
--VZ
B
sVO _0 = SvO SOII vehicle axes
1
-p_.
!
|
i , | _-
-p_ |
i
-p_
- j
g
_latform Roll
Platform Pitch
Platform Yaw
D
Spv I = S_ S_ _i
-V !O n orbit
\
= sPVsVOsOI_
or = s !L on earth
platform
frame
--IL_
m
East
= North Locally level frame
on the earth.
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m
i
i
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i
m
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W
W
Table I
Summary of Definition of Reference Frames
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4.2 Differen$iation
The total derivative of a vector or column matrix will be indicated
by a dot over the symbol representing the vector. In many situations,
differentiation with respect to the vector reference frame is desired
rather than the total derivative. This will be indicated by a small circle
in place of the dot. The reference frame will be indicated by the super-
script (or the first symbol of the superlcript if there are two), unless
it has been specified clearly by other means.
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CH£PTER III
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w
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1. Sensors For Gyrocompa_sinl
The gyrocompassing problem is concerned with the measurement, directly
of indirectly, of a rotation vector and a line-of-sight vector or its equiva-
lent. Several types of devices can be used, at least in principle, to imple-
ment such measurements. They include gyroscopes, accelerometers, horizon
sensors, and optical telescopes. The behavior of these instruments is well
understood and well documented. Their essential characteristics are summari-
zed briefly in this chapter to the extent needed for the gyrocompassing study.
2. The GyroscoPe
2.1 The _ingle Axis Platfgrn
There is a vast literature on the nature and behavior of gyro-
scopes. Therefore, it is assumed that the reader is relatively familiar
with general characteristics of gyros. Thus the briefest possible
description should suffice here.
The discussion focuses on the single axis, two-gimbal gyroscope
with a servo follow-up controlling the outer gimbal generally called a
single axis platform. Figure 2.1 is a schematic representation of such
a device.
It will be convenient to define the following quantities|
h
s
h i
= angular momentum of the spinning wheel
angular momentum of the inner gimbal system and wheel,
expressed in terms of the inner gimbal reference coordinate
frame as indicated by the superscript "i".
16
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Fig. 2.1
A schematic representation of a single axis platform. The
z-axis is the spin axis of the gyro wheel. The resolvers
are not important to this discussion, but they demonstrate
the means by which angular position of the shaft with respect
to the outer case may be measured.
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hi
ji
ji
Qi
i
pi
hi gimbal + hi wheel = ji _ + hi
s
l
moment of inertia of the inner gimbal and wheel
(except that, of course, the moment of inertia
of the wheel does not effect the moment of inertia
of the gimbal system about the axis parallel to
the wheel spin axis)
Jll 0 0
0 J22 0
0 0 J33
- i
total angular velocity of the outer case expressed
in the inner gimbal coordinate frame
total an_lar velocity of the inner gimbal expressed
in the inner gimbal frame
angular velocity of the inner gimbal with respect
to the outer case
i pi Di
From an understanding of the basic behavior of gyroscopes, one
knows that the spin axis of the wheel will try to aline itself with the
direction of any externally applied rotation of the case. If such exter-
nal rotation is about the z-axis, however, the spinning wheel cannot
sense this. If the rotation is about the y-axis, no precession is pos-
sible because the servo holds the outer gimbal firmly so that the wheel
is not free to precess about the x-axis. It is true that sufficient
rotation of the outer gimbal about the y-axis would move the pickoff
away from null as a result of the inertia of the inner gimbal. Only a
small torquing signal from the servo is required to overcome this. Such
an effect is insignificant.
If, on the other hand, the case is rotated about the x-axis, the
wheel will_precess about the y-axis so as to aline its spin vector with
the case spin vector. In order to hold the pickoff at null, the servo
must rotate the outer gimbal in the opposite direction from the case
rotation so as to hold the x-axis shaft at a constant angular position
with respect to inertial space. Let Ti represent the total torque on
the inner gimbal. It is now possible to construct the basic Euler'e
equation of motion for the inner gisbal.
-- 18
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i
÷
_i+ _ hi _i = _i+ _i hs s. + _i h + _iji i (2.1)
But,
_i _i . i (2.2)
The small circle indicates derivative with respect to the specific
coordinate frame.
Equation (2.1) may be rewritten using Eq. (2.2) and the basic
definitions.
Jll 0 0
0 J22 0
0 0 J33
I " ÷
0
0
0
0
h
S
-i
u
o -_, _z
_.. o -_,
_f_, f_, o
-i -im
0
0
h
8
m
m
0
-_Z
--tU
Z
0
tU X
t_ Z
- _K
0
- i n
Jll
0
0
0
J22
0
0
0
J33
mm
Tx i
0
Tz I
(2.3)
iJ
a
J
±
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w
J
m
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which reduces to
[11x]l[zhjifohlJ22 _y + - Pxhs + he
:33 % o
- 0
T
Z
m !
÷
R
w z _z(J33-J22 )
wz  x(Jll-:33)
_z Wx(J22-Jll )
(2.4)
v
The first and third rows of matrix Eq. (2.4) are not of primary
concern. The components T_ and T z of total torque are transmitted to
the outer glmbal. Since t_e outer gimbal is servo controlled, it can
and will sustain any torques required to satisfy the desired control
conditions. The second row represents the summation of torques about
the y-axis. No torques may be transmitted to the outer gimbal about
the y-axis because there is a free bearing on this axis. Hence the
servo control must sense the pickoff angle and rotate the x-axis in
proper fashion to precess the gyroscope back to pickoff null. For con-
venience, the second row of Eq. (2.4) is displayed again.
J22 my + _x_z
h h
s s
(Jn- :33) =
Under ideal conditions, Jll and _3 are made equal so that the
second term is identically zero. The "'x term represents the component
of case rotation along the x-axis of the inner gimbal. When the pick-
off angle is zero, the x-axis of the inner gimbal is coincident with
the x-axis of the outer gimbal and the outer case. In order to main-
tain the pickoff angle at zero, _ y must be maintained at zero. This
is accomplished through the mechanism of the servo controller driving
the outer gimbal x-axis at an angular velocity equal to -_x, (i.e.,
& _x ). This only reiterates what has been said before. The
servo must rotate the outer glmbal in the opposite direction from the
case rotation about the case x-axis.
20
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It is apparent then that the x-axis of the outer gimbal (under
ideal circumstances) does not rotate in inertial space, even though
the case to which it is mounted may rotate. As an extension of this
process, one can envision three such gyroscopes mounted on a common
platform in such a way that their input axes are mutually orthogonal.
In this way the platform could be held fixed in attitude with respect
to inertial space.
2.2 Vibration; Kinematic Drift
It is instructive to examine the behavior of the single axis
gyroscope when there is a small pickoff angle. For this purpose, let
the pickoff angle be defined as @. Further, let W be the total angular
velocity of the outer gimbal in Fig. 2.1, expressed in terms of the
outer gimbal coordinate system. The angular velocity of the inner gim-
bal may be expressed in terms of W, @, and @,
_x = gx - gz e -
Wy_ Wy +_
+ we
_z _ ¥z x
(2.6)
where derivatives of 0 and g are taken with respect to their respective
coordinate frames. By substitution of Eq. (2.6) into Eq. (2.5), the
following expression may be obtained.
T_vj
W
U
= =
w
W
_e
w
Wx¥ _ g 2 0 + g 2 0 - W ¥ 02
"_h(3 ÷ _)÷ z , h x x • (_ll- _33)= 'x- wzo
S s
(2.7)
Usually (Jll - J33 ) can be safely assumed to be equal to zero.
However, this term should be kept in mind; because if it is non-zero,
it can result in rectification of rotary vibration. This is apparent
because products of components of W as well as the squares of W com-
ponents appear as coefficients. Assuming the term to be zero results
in a simplification.
J22 _ ÷ _22 _ ÷ wze
S s
(2.8) i
J
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w
It is well to mention once again that the desired condition is
that Wx, the true inertial rotation of the outer gimbal about the
x-axis, be equal to zero. The right hand terms of Eq. (2.8) consti-
tute error terms. The average value of @ is zero so this term cannot
contribute to any average error. The Wy term will, in general, have
zero mean though this is not necessaril_ true in all situations. Of
more direct concern is the Wz e term.
The serve controller functions to hold O equal to zero, but if
the outer case is subject to vibrations at a frequency above the pass
band of the serve, @ will not be held to zero. Let it be assumed that
friction and spring force on the inner gimbal are negligible (indeed
they have been assumed so thus far). As an approach toward the worst
possible behavior, a function for @ may be obtained from Eq. (2.8) by
assuming that Wz e can be dropped.
h
(2.9)
This worst case function can be used to evaluate the W e error term
in Eq. (2.8). z
w dt2 - Wz / Wz dt (2.10)Wz @ = Wz J22
Consider the case where the disturbing vibration iz located mid-
way between the x, y, and z reference directions. The component of
this vibration on each axis may be described as
/ /dt -- W dtWx dt = Wz z
.J
= A sin _ t (2.11)
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Equation (2.10) now becomes
A 2 h
W @ = - _ (cosQt) 2 - A 2_ cos_t sinQt
z J22
(2.12)
The last term on the right is not important except under condi-
tions where there is a phase difference between the drivin_ rotary
vibration and the oscillatory response of @. Unfortunately such a
situation would not be uncommon. The first term on the right obviously
rectifies rotary vibration and has an average value of
h A 2
_.%___
2J22
This corresponds to a drift rate resulting from unfortunately phased
rotary vibration.
On the other hand, it should be noted that the term which is
definitely undesirable involves Wx. But the vibrational frequency
under consideration is above the pass band of the servo. If the
inertia of the servo drive does not restrain the x-axis shaft, then
the freedom of the bearing and inertia of the gimbal assembly will
provide partial isolation from rotation about the x-axis.
The discussion thus far has concerned itself with rotary vibra-
tion. Translational vibration can be damaging to accuracy also. The
gimbals and wheel of the gyroscope are designed with great care so
that the mass of each is symmetrically distributed about each axis
around which that element or collection of elements is free to rotate.
Any pendulous mass will produce a torque in the presence of transla-
tional vibration. Through this mechanism, translational vibration
may be converted into rotational vibration with the possibility of
creating some non-zero-mean gyro-drift error.
The study of instrument response to vibration is a very detailed
problem. It is closely associated with the actual design and construc-
tion of the particular instrument and the environment in which it is
used.
2.3 The Gyroscope Error Model
From a practical viewpoint, gyroscope errors may be characterized
by the following error equation.
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z =
v
where
s!
2
÷ PI2 Ax Ay + PI3 Ax Az ÷ P22 Ay
4- ÷...
= _ro drift (i.e., error)
2
+ P23 Ay A z = F33 A z
(2.13)
L
/gy and/G z - misalinement of the input axis as described by
small rotations about the y and z axes
AI, Ay, and A are the orthogonalized components of total sensed
z acceleration
_y _ = rotation rates of the case about the y and z axesand z
P
T
random drift of the instrument
= instrument error parameters
= input axis rate co_anded by any external torquing
signal
= torquing scale factor error
The_ misalinuent angles are really alinuent errors. They
represent errors in positioning of the input axis at the time the gyro-
scope is mounted in the vehicle or platform.
The torquing scale factor error applies only to rotation of the
input axis in response to external commands. It is not applicable to
closed loop servo control represented in Eq. (2.5). In that instance
sufficient torque will be generated to drive the pickoff to null because
of the feedback.
24
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Equation (2.13) might be extended to include higher order P terms,
but this is usually not done. In fact, Eq. (2.13) includes terms in
excess of the number usually found to be significant. The number of
which are significant depends upon the type and design of the instrument
and its intended use. The_, P, _ , and T parameters are obtained
empirically. In most cases theoretical Justification for their exis-
tence may be found. Parameter values may be obtained from experimenta-
tion on each individual instrument, or they may be inferred statistically
for the ensemble through experiments performed on a random sample. In
the first instance, the actual value is obtained for the instrument, with
arms measurement error. In the second instance, there is still am rms
measurement error as well as the individual instruments deviation from
the mean for the ensemble.
There are two possible ways of dealing with the error parameters
which apply regardless of the measurementtechnique. If the parameter
has a non-zero mean, corrections may be made in the on-board navigation
computations, but need not be. If they are not, then a deterministic
error in the output of the instrument will result. If the parameter has
zero mean, then, of course, corrections are uncalled for. In either
case, the rms variation from the mean, which may be caused by measurement
error or parameter shift since measurement, cannot be compensated by
on-board means. In most cases, significant error parameters will be com-
pensated in one way or another so that the error analysis for the instru-
ment deals solely with rms values for the/_, P, and T parameters. A
suitable error model for a typical single axis gyroscope might include
only the misalinement terms, _ , PI' P2' P3' and PI3"
When dealing with the two-axis gyro, Eq. (2.13) must be repeated
for the other input axis. In this case there will likely be correla-
tion between similar parameters for the two axes.
A gyroscope may not be mounted on a platform (either single axis
or three axis), for some applications but may be affixed firmly to the
vehicle. The outer case and associated servo control system depicted
in Fig. 2.1 would then be absent. The outer gimbal would be mounted
directly to the body of the vehicle. Now, unless some means is found
to apply torque to the inner gimbal, the gyro wheel will preceas away
from pickoff null. The required torque is usually supplied by electric
induction. The servo system of Fig. 2.1 is replaced by another one
which applies torque directly to the inner gimbal (now the only gimbal).
Measurement of the torquing current required to maintain the gyro at
pickoff null gives an exact indication of the angular rotation of the
vehicle about the gyro input axis. The error equation for the strapdown
gyro would be identical to Eq. (2.13). Conceptually, the problem is not
much different from the single axis platform case.
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3, Ac_elQ_ometerq
Accelerometers are devices which measure vehicular acceleration with
respect to inertial space as well as gravitational acceleration. Indeed,
the instrument cannot differentiate between the two types of acceleration.
The sum of the two may be referred to as sensed acceleration.
The error model for an accelerometer may be expressed in general form
as follows
A " Ax + _y Az + /_z Ay + F I Ax ÷ F 2 A + F 3 AX Z
2 2
+ FII Ax + F12 A x Ay + FI3 Ax A z + F22 Ay + F25 Ay A z
2
+ F33 Az + N + B + ... (3.1)
where
!
A
X
is the accelerometer output
A
X
the desired measurable (sensed acceleration along
the input axis)
_y and _z represent misalinement of the input axis described
as small rotations about the y and z axes
Ax, Ay, and A are the orthogonalized components of total sensed
_cceleration, of which A x is the quantity being
measured.
F I, F 2, etc., are constants peculiar to the particular instrument
N _ random noise
B = bias
The equation could be continued to h_gher order F terms, but this is
seldom required.
The previous discussion of gyroscope parameters is directly applicable
to accelerometers. The E misalinement terms refer to inaccuracy in orienta-
tion of the input axis and not anything inherent to the accelerometer. They
are similar in nature to F2 and F3, which are peculiar to the nature of the
26
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instrument. It is possible to calibrate the accelerometers after assembly
if used on an inertial platform. By this means the misalinement errors
may be reduced to an rms residual measurement (or calibration) error. Such
calibration after mounting will be employed only where high accuracy is
essential. Measurement of instrument errors and calibration of instruments
before and after mounting are normal practices in the inertial guidance
industry and are in no way peculiar to gyrocompassing. Consequently they
will not be covered in greater detail.
The generality of Eq. (3.1) makes it applicable to any sort of acceler-
ometer. Perhaps the most common instrument available today is the PIGA
(Pendulous Integrating Gyro Accelerometer). In this case Fig. (3.1) may
be used to describe more clearly the significance of each of the F parameters
in terms of input, output, and spin axes.
A typical error model for a PIGA would include the FI and F_ coeffi-
cients, bias, noise, and the misalinement terms. This is the _odel which
will be employed in this document. Because the PIGA is basically a single
axis platform with a pendulous mass added to the spin axis, it is sensitive
to rotations about the input axis. Whether platform-mounted or body-mounted,
the output of the PIGA's must be corrected for rotation of their input axes.
This poses no real problem since rotational information is available. The
gyroscopes measure the rotation of a strapdown system. In the case of the
inertial platform system, the platform remains inertially fixed in attitude
unless commanded to rotate by an external torquing signal which is known or
can be measured.
Because the PIGA is basically a single axis platform, it may be subject
to the rotational vibration errors discussed in Section 2.2. The error model
given by Eq. (3.1) also indicatel that rectification of translational vibra-
tion is possible. Any terms involving products of acceleration components
or squares of single components will produce rectification errors. Again,
unfortunately, evaluation of the extent to which vibration will perturb the
system is an involved process closely associated with the peculiarities of
the particular instruments being used.
4. Gravity Gradient Attitude Detectign
4.1 Principles of Operation
Orbiting vehicles or vehicles that are in free fall, i.e., whose
center of mass O is in free fall, sustain an acceleration at point O
that is equal to the gravity field value at 0
R -G = O
"-O "-O
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An accelerometer at a nearby point, whose acceleration with respect to 0 is
structurally constrained to be E and which has an increment of gravity _K
due to being removed from point 0, will measure
eu .i
A__ - (R--O+ "_r')- (GO + _) = --r- L_L
@,@
If the vehicle is rigid and not rotating, _ = _, and such an accelerometer
measures only the desired gravitational difference - _ 8 = g • 2, where
is the gravity gradient tensor. -- =
It remains to be shown how accelerometers should be arranged so that the
gravity gradient principle may be profitably employed to indicate vehicle
attitude. In order to do this, it becomes necessary to recognize that the
gravity gradient has nine components; i.e., it is a tensor of rank 2 being
made up of all possible partial derivatives of the gravity vector with
respect to the poJition vector. With this in mind, it is possible to state
that the vehicle attitude can be represented by that transformation matrix
which diagonalizes the gravity gradient tensor, namely that transformation
matrix which relates the eigenvectors of the gravity gradient tensor to the
principal axes of the vehicle. The mechanization associated with this defini-
tion can be simplified considerably if one realizes that for gyrocompassing-
in-orbit, it is desirable to indicate the attitude tilt deviation from null
rather than the total attitude. There are two possible such mechanizations
which indicate first order sensitivity to tilt. For simplicity only the
inverse square central force field is assumed. Two coordinate systems are
assumed: The base coordinate system and the vehicle coordinate system.
Considering the inverse square law, let the gravity vector _ in the base
coordinate system, denoted by unit vectors _, _, and _ be expressed as follows
g = 312
- (2 + y2 + 32)
(i • + j y + k z) = i g'i + j g'j + k g'k,
 ig• ÷j gy ._kg z
(4.1)
where _ • + _ y + _ z is the vehicle location relative to the force center, and
the force center is located at the origin of the coordinate axes.
The vehicle axes, denoted by _' _' and _', , are related by an orthogonal
transformation T to _, _, and _, as follows
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First, it becomes necessary to obtain g in vehicle coordinates; that is to
find i_'_.l_' , _'r._' , k_'l.k_' from Eq.--(4.2)_nd (4. !)
_-l_' = (ri_ i_ + L'_ _ ÷ _'k_ k_)"(i' "i_ i_ + i' "_ _ + t' .k k)
Similarly, K'_'
and K'_'
= (rD:": + (r_)!"A + (r_):"_
= (_-_)_"_ + (r_)_"A + (_'_)I'_
= (_.:)_"£ ÷ (r_)_"_ + (L'_)_"_
(4.3)
or, in matrix form
m
gx '
gy,
gz '
l,_.i £' "£
_'_"/ = _" "£
/
= T _'_'/ = T _x
,_'k_.'..J gx
_.' "£ A",I
k' "_ k' "k
m m
_'__
(4.4)
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The position vector _x +_ + _z = _ can be projected along vehicle coordinates
axes as follows
ffi r_'A' ffi xl"A + y1"l + -A'-k_
•,j r.k_'J __"A + yk_'._+ -k'-k
g
ErJEl= T r.1 - T y
r.k z
(4.5)
The inverse of T is the transposed matrix TT, since T is orthogonai.
Hence Eq. (4.5) inverts to the following with an added convenient redefini-
tion of T stated as well
ElTIIy ffi y' ffi
Z Z !
E
bx' by' bz'
bx' by' _z'
bx' by' bz'
Ix1y'
Z*
(4.6)
Prom the rules of partial differentiation for cascaded variables
bgx' 8gx' "x bgx' by + bgx' bz
_x' = bx bx' + by _x' bz bx' (4.7)
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vApplying this same pattern of differentiation to all nine partial derivatives
of the three components of g with respect to the three components of _ (the
gravity gradient tensor), o_e obtains
_x ' _y_ bgz___._L'
_x' bx' bx'
_gx' _ _g_.___l
_y' _y' by'
bgx ' _ bgz '
bz' bz' _z'
m
_x' _x' bx'
__x__ .__ ___
_y' by' bY'
bz' _z' as'
and from Eq. (4.6), this is restated am
- T
_x
By transposing Eq. (4.4)
_gx ' _'_6v' _gz '
bx bx _x
agx ' _ _gz '
_gx' _ bgz'
bz bz bz
(4.8)
(4.9)
(gx'gy'%') " (% gy s,)TT (4.1o)
Taking "-_ax _by ' and _ of Eq. (4.3), arranging it in matrix form, and
substituting in Eq. (4.9) one obtains
_J
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bgx' _ _gz'
bx' bx' bx'
_gx' 5gy, bgz,
_y' by' _y'
@gx' _ bgz'
_z' bz' _z'
- T
n
bx Dx bx
_gx __ _g._.Az
by _y _y
bz bz bz
m
TT (4.ll)
The significance of Eq. (4.11) is that the gravity gradient tensor in vehicle
coordinates is merely the similarity-transformed gravity gradient tensor in base
coordinates. Transformation T is the vehicle attitude transformation.
The transformation T represents only a small angle approximation for gyro-
compassing in orbit. Consequently, it is permissible to let
w
J
W
g
w
T
n
1
_Z --_y --
-_x 1
m
(4.x2)
W .
where _x' _y' and _z are small-angle tilts.
Taking partial derivatives on Eq. (4.1), and arranging in matrix form,
one obtains
_x _x bx
_y _Y _y
_z _z _z
- -(-2x2q7 2+z2) 3xy 3xz
3xy -(x2-2¥2+a 2) 3yz
3x= 3yz -(x2÷y 2-2z2)
(4.13)
W
e=1
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2 2 y2where r = • + ÷ z2. Note that this matrix is symmetric, implying mutually
perpendicular eigenvectors. Selecting the base coordinates to be the local
level coordinates to which it is desired to null
i...x+/y +k...z= i_O+AO +k..r
*,m,¢
The gravity gradient tensor becomes
m
_x bx _x
_y _Y _y
_z _z _z
D
-i 0 0
0 -i 0
0 0 +2
(4.15)
Transforming this into vehicle coordinates, according to Eq. (4.12) and (4.11),
_x ax _x
_gx' _
_y _y by
8gx' _ _g_
_z _z _z
1.,_.2+2_y2 -2_x 3_y-_,,._x
(4.16)
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Neglecting all _ terms of power 2 (a valid assumption for small angles)
results in the following very simple gravity gradient tensor as a function
of tilt
_gx' _ bgz'
x b x _x
_gx ' _ _gz__'
_y _y _y
_z _z _z
r 3
1 0
o 1 -3_ x
-2
(4.17)
One sees that only the following four gravity gradient expressions are functions
of tilt in the tensor Eq. (4.17)
and
_gz' . _gx, : _ (4.18)
_x' _z' r3
as,, (4.19)
_y' Bz' r 3
Based on the above expressions, one can mechanize approximately for tilt angle
_y by placing accelerometera in either of two ways as shown in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2.
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According to some investigators, it is possible to continually
rotate an accelerometer with the sensing axis tangential to the circle
of rotation. This produces a sinusoidal output I, which can be resolved
back to deter=ine _ and _ . In this case, T is a einueoidal time-
varying transformation andYthe resulting
ag X ,
z' or _z'
terms vary sinusoidally. This approach provides the capability of
separating inertial and gravitational accelerations as well as avoid-
ing the requirement for accelerometer matching.
iDiesel, John ¥., "A New Approach to Gravitational Gradient Determination
of the Vertical", AIAA Journal Vol. 2, No. 7, July 1964.
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4.2 Practical prgspgct _
Acceleroaeter performance oraoment arm length nay be specified
on the basis of acceptable tilt performance through the use of the
following equations
(4.2o)
in accordance with Eq. (4.15) or (4.16). Gyrocompassing in orbit re-
quires consideration of the two possible extremes: low altitude orbits
and synchronous orbits. For low altitude orbits it is appropriate to
consider a tilt error due to threshold accelerometer error of not more
than 1 min, which is about 0.3 mr. At sea level
H
tel
_J
Hence,
2 (4.21)
-'_ = go or _= goro
r
o
2
_gz' 3,_r g°r°
_x " 7
Assuming r_ - 6370 o_ and r =gradient m_asurement
(4.22)
6700 km, one obtains a threshold gravity
2
. _ x o._ x zo-3 _ g's/_
x' = go 6700 ]an x 6.7
= 1.35 x 10-7 g's/km for a 1 min tilt
Threshold sensitivities lower than 10-6 g's are rare in accelerometer
state-of-the-art development. Consequently, one would have to mount
such an accelerometer at a moment arm of at least
(4.23)
dz = dg_, km = 10-6 = 7.4 km
1.55 x 10-7 1.55 z 10- 7
(4.24)
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Considering practical acceleroneters, with IOSg-- sensitivity,
the moment arm would have to be ten times this length or 74 ks. Clearly
orbiting structures of this magnitude are not practical. Until accel-
erometers of two to three orders of magnitude finer sensitivity are
built (and can be suitably ground-tested), the acceleroneter-neasured
attitude method will not be applicable to gyrocompassing in orbit. When
such devices do become available, noise problems due to structural
accelerations will still have to be dealt with as indicated in Ref. A.
At the synchronous altitude, assuming a requirement for 0.i min in tiltt
one would require a boom of 20,OOOka for a threshold sensitivity of
lO-6g's, which is even more far fetched.
Because the accelerometers are tangentially oriented, any vehicle
attitude control torques will seriously disturb the instruments, further
compounding the difficulty. The need for rotational isolation arises,
and the method of Ref. A serves to eliminate this.
5. Horizon Sensor
The Close-Body Optical Sensor, more commonly known as the Horizon Sensor,
has great promise of playing a key role in orbital gyrocompassing. It is used,
by definition, with those orbits which closely graze the surface of the planet,
and consequently provide the largest angular rate of the vertical. The char-
acteristic is most desirable for effective gyrocompassing. At the present, the
horizon sensor is the only device which has the capability of sharply defining
the vertical direction to the orbiting craft. It is not burdened by the in-
herent angular momentum coupling of stabilization techniques utilizing gravity
gradient, and it does not require the extreme sensitivity of the gravity grad-
ient sensing devices. On the other hand, depending on the planet sensed, the
horizon sensor has phenomenological limitations, which have been dealt with to
varying degrees of success and continue to interest various investigators.
The key feature to keep in mind when dealing with horizon sensors is
their role in orbital gyrocompassing. In the literature, horizon scanners
are generally treated from the standpoint of their ability to detect the
position of the vertical, i.e., the static ability. However, when gyrocon-
passing is contemplated, both the static and t_e dynamic performance need to
be taken into account. According to R. Gordon', the azimuth error is related
to the sensed roll error by the following equation in Laplace transform nota-
tion
e - KA )#(,)(s) . Cs.l)
-[e2 " ",'O
IAIAA Paper No. 64-238, "An Orbital Gyrocompass Heading Reference for
Satellite Vehicles", by Robert Gordon
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where
= Azimuth error
= Horizon sensor to roll axis gain
= Horizon sensor to azimuth axis gain
= Orbital angular rate
_(s) = Roll error
It is assumed that gyrocompassing is performed by coupling the horizon sensor
to a nominally level gimballed platform; feeding the horizon sensor outputs
to the leveling gyros; and feeding the horizon sensor roll output to the asi-
muth gyro as well.
According to Gordon 1, gains KA and KB are set at 5 rad/hr and 2.25 rad/hr
to give well behaved responses to a wide variety of input error sources. The
value of _ is typically 4 rad/hr, for close earth orbit. Assuming a steady
state response Eq. (5.1) reduces to
Assuming this type of mechanization, one can state, as a rule of thumb, that
the azimuth error is roughly equal to the roll error for orbital gyrocompass-
ing at low altitudes. The gain relations can probably be adjusted to provide
similar results for gyrocompaseing in orbit about the moon and other planets.
Gordon believes it should be possible to obtain an azimuth error of 1.O8 mln
with compensation for oblateness, instrument error, latitude, season, and
diurnal variation. The largest uncompensatable error source seems to be diur-
nal variation, and the resulting instrument compensation error. These amount
to .55 and .75 min respectively. Present hardware has not achieved this type
of performance, but the theoretical analysis indicates potential for the future.
F. Singer 2 reports that according to D. Q. Wark and J. Alishouse of the
U.S. Weather Bureau, the sharpest, cleanest horizon is seen aS filtered radiance
in the carbon dioxide band at 15 micron wavelength. This is an infra-red wave-
length which also minimizes sensitivity to solar radiation interference. Fur-
thermore, the horizon provided by the is micron band is invariant with day or
night, eliminating the need for terminator compensation and the resulting
special scanning techniques. Mars will pose problems since it has only a weak
atmosphere resulting in slight diffusion of the horizon, according to Barnes
Engineering Co. 3 The absence of atmosphere on the moon creates even more severe
IIBID
2Torques and Attitude Sensing in Earth Satellites, S. F. Singer, Academic
Press, 1964
3Infrared Horizon Sensor Techniques for Lunar and Planetary Approaches,
Gerald Falbel, Tech Planning Staff, Barnes Engineering Co. Paper 63-358.
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problems in this regard. Most investigations have shown that Albedo and air
glow are poor alternate phenomena for horizon scanning at present (Singer).
More experimental work is proceeding in this area.
Scanning schemes for near body sensors tend to fall into two categories:
is
2.
Conical scanning
Edge tracking
Edge tracking is subdivided into three types:
l.
2.
3.
Several vibrating heads fixed in the craft
One or more vibrating heads rotating in azimuth
Radiation balancing, using specially shaped apertures
Conical scan employed on such space crafts as Mercury and Tiros has shown only
moderate accuracy performance. However, work to improve this approach and com-
pensate for the errors is continuous. The edge trackers employing vibrating
heads show promise as candidates for high accuracy gyrocompassing in orbit.
The rotating azimuth action, by neutralizing scanner instrument bias, should 1
provide the highest form of compensation possible. According to E. W. Morales-,
the potential instrument accuracy for this scheme may be 0.6 minutes. Hence,
the vibrating head scheme is most important to describe in detail for the pur-
pose of gyrocompassing in orbit.
Early developmental work is also proceeding on an edge tracker employing
the principle of radiation balance. However, this will require further proof
_s to its applicability to gyrocompassing.
5.1 Second Harmonic Edge Tracking Horizon Scanner-Fixed Heads
The second harmonic edge tracking scanner consists of four fixed
telescopes which use vibrating deflection mirror for scanning. Each field
of view is sinusoidally dithered across the horizon, as illustrated in
Fig. 5.1, in sweeps of a few degrees approximately normal to the horizon.
Fig. 5.2 shows how the second harmonic output is derived. The radiance 2
variance as a function height above mean sea level as reported by Singer
is shown in upper left. The dither motion of the mirror is drawn as an
input to the curve. The resulting sensor output, shown upper right, has
a second harmonic content. For this system, the horizon is defined as
the condition under which the second harmonic content of the output wave-
form is zero. It turns out that the shape of the radiance curve for
various geographic locations and seasons has been experimentally verified
to be quite similar. Hence, even with variations in peak radiance, the
l"second Harmonic Edge Tracking Horizon Scanner, Edge Tracking Type",
Eleazar W. Morales, Proceedings of the First Symposium on Infrared
Horizon Scanners for Spacecraft Guidance and Control, May 1965.
2"Torques and Attitude Sensing in Earth Satellites", S. F. Singer,
Academic Press, 1964.
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second harmonic null horizon is fairly insensitive to peak radiance
variations, mainly due to the steepness of the radiance slope and the
amplitude of the dither sweep (about 4 degrees). The second harmonic
error signal so derived would be used to drive the horizon scanner to
null, i.e., to second harmonic zero content. It is always preferable
to employ such a horizon scanner as part of a closed loop, rather than
as an open loop measuring device, because it has poor scale-factor
stability due to radiance level variations, but has good null stability
for the reasons mentioned. The tracker output to the gyrocompassing
system would be the properly transformed nulled central mirror angles
relative to the base, i.e., the pitch and roll errors of the base.
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Fig. 5.1 Edge Tracking
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Fig. 5.2 Output vs Sweep
Second harmonic detection is very simply mechanized. As is well
known from Fourier analysis, one can obtain frequency components of a
wavsform by multiplying it by a line wave of the frequency to be analy-
zed, and averaging the product. Hence, one can employ the same fre-
quency that is used to vibrate the mirror, double it to get the second
harmonic, multiply the Sensor output, and average-filter the product.
Even simpler thanmultiplylng by the second harmonic is switching the
sensor output at the second harmonic frequency, using a synchronous
rectifier.
42
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A construction of the vibrating mirror is shown in Fig. 5.3.
This "meter movement" type of drive structure has the ability to
position the mirror precisely both in the wide sesrch angle as well as
the narrow dither angle. A D-C flux through the drive coil deflects
the mirror, until the flexure pivot torsion counterbalances the electro-
magnetic torque. Since the flexure pivot torsion is not precisely cali-
brated, the position of the mirror is picked off electromagnetically.
A 5 kc voltage is applied to the field coils. The drive coils 5 kc
output voltage is a function of mirror angle.
w
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Because of the higher sensitivity of this horizon scanner, it im
affected by the near presence of other celestial bodiem. Hence, when
the sun appears in the field of view of one Of the trackers, the affected
telescope output is momentarily ignored while the remaining three track-
ers are used in a different logic mode.
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5.2 Tracker Mechanization EQuations. Edg9 Tracker
The tracker's primary purpose is to indicate to the gyrocompassing
system only the infinitesimal rotation errore of the tracker base about
the roll and pitch axes. Consequently the uncompensated mechanization
equations are extremely simple. From a aechanizational viewpoint, the
m£rrors can be visualized as being slaved to the horizon at their parti-
cular location as indicated in Fig. 5.4.
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Note that the sensors have a wide angle capability so that they can
slave themselves to the horizon at a large variety of altitudes and atti-
tudes. The assumption in the above mechanization is that the attitudes
are not cross-coupled; that is, the vehicle attitude is close enough to
level that Euier angles need not be employed. In the event that large
base attitude inclinations are encountered, the attitude mechanization
becomes more complicated. In this case, (see Fig. 5.5) the direction
cosines of the vertical relative to the scanner-defined base becomes:
' ' 2 2 (5.3)
and the corresponding Euler angle equalities may be set up; in these the
direction cosines are defined as
(sin e, - cos e sin _, cos e cos _)
where _ is the rotation about the roll axis, and e the rotation about
the rolled pitch axis. Consequently pitch e is
Q
8
u
W
= =
8 - tan -I (tan_ co_r_2D ) (5.4)
and roll _ is
m
u
g
2
According to R. Caveney I, a computer study was made of the second
harmonic null variation due to the variation of radiance with altitude
function given by Singer. The results of this study showed a peak varia-
tion of 0.09 deg at a IOO mile altitude, which swamps out the potential
instrument errors. The instrument errors did not exceed 0.02 deg.
t_
I--
l"second Harmonic Edge Tracker Horizon Sensor, Fixed Point Type",
Robert Caveney, Advance Technology Laboratories, Proceedings of
the First Symposium on Infrared Sensors for Spacecraft Guidance
and Control, May 1965. W
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5.3 Second Harmonic Edge Tracker Horizon Sensor with Azimuth Rotation
Since the possibility of local horizon anomalies exists (cold
clouds for instance), it appears possible to eliminate these by aver-
aging out their effect through continual rotation of the previously
discussed tracker configuration in azimuth. Even with this feature
the 0.09 deg error mentioned above cannot be circumvented. Hence the
extra complexity of this scheme is difficult to justify.
5.4 Development Considerations for Future Designs
According to Morales I it is possible to propose a design accuracy
(except for the above mentioned horizon variations) near 0.01 degree.
For instance one could have four telescopes mounted on a common azimuth
base and separated in azimuth by 90 ° . The dither frequency would be
set quite high to permit high tracking loop gain relative to the azimuth
frequency employed. Fast optics would be employed to obtain an adequate
signal to noise ratio. Instantaneous readout of the telescope angles
would be required, and all pitch and roll data processing would be digi-
tal. Altitude and ellipticity compensation would be digitally computed,
and suitable relation to the absolute yaw angle would be incorporated.
A rigid structure and mounting would be required to prevent permanent
mechanical distortion during launch. This approach begins to become
expensive in terms of weight, size and power.
The horizon sensor should be operated continuously at null, (i.e.,
keeping the azimuth axis near vertical) in order to eliminate scalefactor,
nonlinearity, and cross coupling problems, leaving only the null error.
Fastening the sensor cluster to a stable gyrostabilized platform directly
would improve the accuracy. However, since this type of scanner is by
no means small, the gimbal structure surrounding such a device would be-
come prohibitively large. Remote gimballed slaving to a stable platform
is the other alternative, but here the complexity costs due to the large
number of servos and digital encoders are high. Reduction in the number
of telescopes would help, but may degrade operation when the sun is near
the horizon, (sun-illuminated telescope rejection) otherwise possible
with four telescopes. At present the azimuth scanning is used only for 1
± 180 deg, since slip rings cannot operate in space according te Morales .
Because of the complexity of any azimuth scanning system, especially
when gimballed, consideration has to be given to the non-scanning systems.
However, such systems generate optical alinement requirements comparable
to the accuracy of the sensor. These requirements are not easily satisfied
at the wavelengths involved and with the physical size of the optics avail-
able.
_orales, E. W., "Second Harmonic Edge Tracking Horizon Scanner, Edge
Tracking Type", Proceedings of the First Symposium on Infrared Horizon
Scanners for Spacecraft Guidance and Control, May 1965.
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The horizontal telescope field of view of a gimballed non-scanning
system would not be critical. The telescope aberrations in that direc-
tion are of no concern. A wide horizontal field of view is actually
desirable; since to some extent it accomplishes the horizon averaging
done by an azimuth scanning system. However this requires sophisticated
optical design.
v
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Fig. 5.6
Conical Scan Paths
5.5 Conical _canHorizon Senoorl
The conical scanning horizon scanner, illustrated in Fig. 5.6
eweepi out large angle coneB at a rapid rate (approximately 20 to 30 cps)
using 1 to 3 ° fieldm of view. It must determine the vehicle attitude
relative to the vertical from the dark-bright duty cycle and phase,
48
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Operation is in the infrared spectrum for reasons already mentioned.
A sun rejection process is also included, since according to 3. Spiel-
berger I, the 6OOO°K sun can produce large disturbances. Typical Output
of the conical scanner illustrates the difficulties with this mechaniza-
tion. As shown in Fig. 5.7 the effects of cold clouds and sun set up
spurious zero crossings that require special clarification in the system
electronics. What starts out to be a very simple mechanization, based
on taking the average of an unsymmetrical duty cycle square wave, turns
out to be greatly complicated in order to compensate for the phenomena.
In fact, it results in scanning large areas of sky and ground that have
no bearing on the problem of finding the vehicle attitude, and of then
rejecting these unwanted areas.
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l"conical Scan Horizon Sensor", S. Spielberger, Proc. for the FirIt
Symposium on I. R. Sensors for Spacecraft G&C, May 1965
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Instrument accuracies vary from _ 0.2 ° to _ i_ depending on the
method of slicing, optics, and th_ sensors empleyed . According te
F. Schwartz, K. Ward, and T. Falk , evolutionary development is con-
tinuing, in which the above inaccuracy promises to be reduced by a
factor of IO. They describe a scanner output made responsive to two
slicing levels as shown in Fig. 5.8.
By using two slicing levels a constant amplitude pulse, whose
duration is inversely proportional to the slope of the horizon profile,
can be obtained. Thus the slope of the horizon gradient so obtained could
be used to correct for the variation in the horizon gradient at any loca-
tion and at any season, using the slope-intercept method of analytic geom-
etry. In Fig. 5.7 the extrapolated zero radiance intercepts vary only
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2"A High Accuracy Conical Scan Borlzon Sensor Operating in the 15 CO 2
Band", F. Schwartz, g. Ward & T. Falk, Pro. for the First Symposium
on I. R. Sensors for Spacecraft Guidance and Control, Nay 1965
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by 0.02 deg, giving inspiration to this technique. Sensor response time
is critical and is taken into account. Laboratory work with an artificial
horizon, having a built-in gradient, indicated that a 0.5 deg error was
corrected to 0.03 deg with the slope correction method. Flight proof test-
ing remains to be done.
The basic problem can be simply stated. Four lines of sight having
the following characteristics
le
2.
3.
Their coordinates are known in vehicle coordinates
They lie on the conical surfaces swept out by the scanners
Each is tangent to the planet surface (considered as a
sphere here for simplicity) where the radiance gradient
is sensed.
Problems Find the direction of the vertical in vehicle coordinates.
This problem simplifies considerably if pitch and roll attitude angles
are assumed to be small, since then it is permissible to solve for pitch
and roll separately; that is, i.e., to treat pitch as a phase angle and
roll as a problem unaffected by pitch. If the attitude angles are large
the above simplifications are no longer valid.
5.6 Large-Angle Mechanization
Let the unit vectors that lie in the cone and tangent to the sphere
be called_l, _3' and _, as shown in Fig. 5.9. Let _ be the unknown
unit vertical vector. The triangles that are formed by the tangent lines,
the vertical, and the rays from earth center to point of tangency are all
congruent. Therefore the angle between the vertical and a tangent line
is equal to the angle between vertical and any other tangent llne. Con-
sequently in vector notation,
Z' l = = = (5.6)
Since TI, T2, TS, and T__ are assumed known in vehicle coordinates,
one can solve for unit vertical vector _. Since it is only necessary to
obtain the direction of _, i,e., the ratio Vz:¥y:V z, only two equations
in three unknowns are required.
(5.7)
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Tangent Relationships
The tangent line T. is a redundant value. The two oquatione can
be rewritten in componen-_ form ae
I TII " T21, TI2 - T22 1T21 - T31, T22 T32 [-]TI 3 T23Vy T2 3 T33 v (_.8)
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Inverting this,
TII - T21 TI2 - T22
T21 - T31 T22 - T32
(_.9)
or
vx . Vy
(TI2-_22)(T23"T33)'(TI3-T23)(T23"T33) _I3"T23)(T21"T31)'(TII'T21)(T23"T33 )
V Z
"_ll"T21)(T22-T32)-(T12'T22)(T21-T31 _ (_.lO)
m
u
j
a_
W
g
Note that the denominators are the components of the cross-product
(T1- _2) • (T_- T3). Hence, the direction of V is equal to the
direction of _is cross-product. The direction cosines of V_ which
are used to determine cosines of the above cross-product or the com-
ponents of the unit vector, are given by
l(T--1 • % - (_.ii)
The meajured information is the cone angle of the four tangent
lines. From this the direction of T., T_, _, and T_d are calculated.
Consequently, the transformation of--_ li--_e.. sight_nto the l_x, _,
l_zcoordinates is performed on the basis of the following set of general
transformations.
For T3 and T4:
I 1 I- Tix CosD 0 -SinD I 0 0 CosHTly - 0 I 0 0 CoeS I -Sins i SinH
Tlz SinD 0 CoeD 0 Sins i CosS i 0
where i = 3 or 4.
-SinH 0
CoeH O
0 I
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D is the drooped cone axis angle in
the I-3 plane
H is the cone half-angle
S is the angle about the cone axis
to tangent line
Ya w
b
Fig. 5.10
Cone Angles
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w
And, for T1 and T2:
m
Tjx
Tjy
Tim
- --toed 0
= 0 I
SinD 0
-SlnD"
0
-1 O O
0 CosSj -Sinai
0 SinSj OosSj
"CosH -SinH O-
SinH CoeH 0
0 O 1
m I
1
0
O
m
T_
= =
U
u
m
Where S is the anglo, measured counter clockwise about the drooped cone
axis, and J may be either 1 or 2.
The components of _ are obtained from Eq. (5.11).
V
X I-Sin2H CosD [Sin(Sl÷S 3) ÷ Sin(S2-Sl)-Sin(S2+S3)] }
V
Y
n
_(SinS2-SinSl)[-2SinH. CosH Cos2D + 2Sin2H CosD SinD SinS3]
Vz = _ | • Ln2H SinD[Sin(S3-S2)+Sin(S2-S1)+Sin(S3-S1)+2SinH CoeH CoaD
(CoeSl-OoeS 2 ) }
where _ is such that
(5.z4)
U
U
W
U
i
or =
2 2 2
V +V +V = 1
X y Z
[(numerator Vl)2 + (numerator V2)2 + (numerator V3)2]_
Than,
and
= Sin-lv
analogous to the Euler angle equalities of Fig. 5.10.
(5.z5)
=_
W
W
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Clearly the large-angle mechanization equations are complex, and
difficult to implement, especially in view of the fact that SI, S2 and
S3 vary rapidly. However, the small angle approximations may safely
be used becauae the angular errors are minimized by the gyrocoapassing
mechanization.
5.7 Small-Angle Mechanization for the Conical Scan Horizon Scanner
Here, roll and pitch can be treated independently. The assumption
is made that the roll error is zero. Consequently the unit vectors are
symmetrically disposed about the 1 plane, as indicated in Fig. 5.11.
Z
.- • %
c'l.
ak--_ R_
#
_,Jvo_I
ROLL /x,K _,_.
I
1
-y
_'_:_
Fig. 5.11 Rolled Disposition of the Tangent
Lines of Sight, Zero Pitch
Using the convention of Fig. 5.10 the following approximations
may be made.
leading to
Sims I = Sins 2
sinS3 - -sin(sI +As)
SiaH Co=S_ CosD AS
= 2(CesH CosD ÷ SinH SinD SinSl)
(5.17)
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The difference in cone angle A S or the difference in duty cycles
is proportional to the roll error. In practice, this proportionality
factor is experimentally determined, so that roll angle
" K AS
where AS is the difference in cone angles across the cones.
Here the simplifying assumptions that
W
u
D
i
Sins 2 = Sin(S 1 + AS)
CosS2 = -Cos(S1 +AS)
Sins 3 = -Sins 2
CosS 3 = CosS 2
are made, consequently
AS CosD
= %
2
where AS is the difference in cone angle along a cone.
m
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Pig. 5.12 Pitched Disposition of the Tangent
Lines of Sight - Zero Roll
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5.8 Right An_le Conical Scan Mechanization
The conical horizon scanner mechanization described on the previous
page is convenient to use when it is only permissible to view the horizon
from Opposite sides of the spacecraft. When it is possible to view the
horizon at right angles, the mechanization shown in Fig. 5.13 may be used.
In this mechanization roll and pitch are very simply mechanized as pro-
portional to the phase angles about the cone axes when small angles are
assumed, but as before, fairly complex mechanizations for large angles
would be required.
tNSTANTAN P_OLI'_ INSTANTANEL')U% FIELD
FIELD (3F VIEW.--...._ b,_------_E)F VIEW
Fig. 5.13
Right Angle Conical Scan Machanization
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The theory is based on zn_ same thoughts as before. As illustrated in
Fig. 5.14, the tangent vectors are disposed differently: m
Pig. .14
Tangent Lines For Right Angle Cones
W
w
W
=
W
u
l
The unit vertical vector can be constructed by forming
Z l
where Ta, T_@, Ta and T_4 are given in terms of measured cone angles Sl,
$2, S3--_d _4.--2In general this mechanization makes use of cones that
are not dipped in the 1-3 and 2-3 planes.
(5.19)
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"4x I
PITt-i: A_IS
m |
4y I
m i
"4z I
"cosS 3 0 sinsT-I
0 1 0
-sinS 3 0 cosS3
" cosS4 0 sinS_
0 i 0
-sins 4 0 cosS 4
O 0
0 cosH -sinH
0 sinH cosH
_
-i O O -
0 cosH -sinH
0 sinH cosH
1 :
:}. (20)
0
m
i (2l)
0
Fig. 5.15 Angular Relationships for _ or _, Right Angle Cones
Hence, for large attitude angles, using the above relation for
Vy -
V z =
(cOSSl-sinS 2 ) (s iriSh-sinS 3 )/z_ "
(sinSl-sinS 2)(sir_4-sinS 3)/A =
(cosSI-COsS 2 ) (sinS_-sinS 3 )/Z_ "
sin _ for roll
-sin @ cos _ for pitch
not used
where _ =
_(numerator V1)2 + (numerator V2)2 + (numerator V3)2
Again it is seen that this is complex, and possibly unnecessary for
servoed applications.
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5.9 _mall-An_le Mechanizatio R
For the roll mechanization the effect of pitch is neglected, i.e.,
one may assume that no pitch angle exists. Consequently letting
@ = O, Sins I = Sins 2, S4 = So - _S,
CoeS 1 = -CosS2, S5 = 560 - (So +AS),
then _ = 4 CosS 1 Sins o AS, or _ is proportional to the phase angle of
the roll cone. Note _hat V 2 = O and V_ = i. For the pitch mechaniza-
tion the effect of roll is neglected. -Consequently letting
Sins 3 = -Sins 4,
CosS 3 = CosS4_
sI = 18o- (so +As)
S2 = So - AS
V_ = 4Sins 4 CoeS o _S = - @, or the pitch angle is proportional to the
phase error of the pitch cone. Note also that V 1 = O, V3 1.
It appears that the constants of proportionality in this type of
conical arrangement are independent of H, the cone half angle. Further-
more the sensitivity Varies with CosS o for e and Sins o for _. The lower
the altitude, the better the sensitivity. The angles SI, S2, S 3 and S 4
are really dependent on H however. A wider cone is desirable to the
increase sensitivity. However, practical considerations such as optics
design and signal-noise considerations limit the cone half angle.
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! 7 _ -
" ; "23r !
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I 0
0 eosS 1
0 sinS 1
1 0
0 cosS 2
0 sinS 2
m m
0 cosH
-sins I sinH
tosS 1 0
0 cosH
-sinS 2 sinH
cosS 2 0
-sinH 0 -
cosH 0
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-sinH 0 -
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An_llar Rel_tionships for TI and Tp
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Figs. 5.17-5.20 reproduced through the
courtesy of Barnes Engineering
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Figs. 5.17-5.20 reproduced through
the courtesy of Barnes Engineering
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Typical cone half angles vary from 12.5e to 55° according to
Spielberger. Representative Conical Scan Configurations are illultra-
ted in Figures 17, 18, 19and 20, and are some of the advanced configura-
tions mentioned by Spielberger.
5.10 Radiation Balanc@ of Edge TrackinK
There is always a strong interest in eliminating the rapidly vibra-
ting and rotating parts of the scanning type of horizon sensor for relia-
bility reasons. The argument for the vibrating sensor is that the same
sensing element does the comparing between the light and dark side of the
horizon edge. If two sensors are used, one to measure the dark side of
the horizon, while the other measures the light side, a sensor comparison
error based on the inherent mismatch of sensor biases and gain is intro-
duced. Consequently, there is always a trade-off between the moving part
vibrating sensor and the non-moving part sensor pair. So far the moving
part sensor continues to win out where high accuracy applications as gyre-
compassing prevail.
In the case Of edge tracking with a pair of sensors provision must
be made to output a monotonic function of horizon error. One solution to
this problem is to employ a pair of triangular apertured sensors side by
side, with one of the triangles inverted, as shown in Fig. 5.21. By
properly ratioing the illumination level outputs produced by areas A and
B as shown, a continuous function of the horizon location can be generated
in analog signal processing fashion. This function is independent of the
value of illumination, i.e., of the amount of earth radiance.
.(,x) ......
JL_ AI;.:__,'-- .r.-:!GN" -.,,'_:T
A EA A= z A
ZA
OW..;£OLVING I_'Ol:_.X _ X. _"_
Fig. 5.21 Triangular Aperture Edge
Tracker, Image Plane View
of Horison
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According to J. Kruse I the principal application problems stem from
sensor bias and sensor responsivity mismatch. An attempt at compensating
these is mentioned. An offset heat source in the optical path is provided
to keep the active junction at ambient temperature when that junction is
looking at cold space, The radiation balance detector can be mechanized
similarly to the vibrating mirror edge scanner from the standpoint of the
total attitude sensor; that is four such detectors can be pointed at 90
degree azimuth spacing, and can be made to slave to the horizon based on
some predetermined sensor balance point. This type of attitude sensor is
capable of reducing the present 3 to 5 deg errors of conventional radia-
tion balance sensors to errors of less than one degree even with severe
earth radiance unbalances on opposite sides of the horizon.
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l"Radiance Compensating Horizon Sensor", John Kruse, Proc. of the First
Symposium on I. R. Sensors for G_C, Nay 1965
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CHAPTER IV
FIX_)-S ITE IND IRECT-GYROC OMPASS ING
w
I. Introduction
It is possible that the first knowledgeable observation of gyroscopic
phenomena occured during the lifespan of Sir Isac Newton. At this time con-
siderable interest arose concerning the motion of our planet. As early as
1836 E. San_ suggested that a gyroscope might be used to demonstrate rota-
tion of the earth. In 1852 Jean Bernard Foucault, a French physicist,
successfully performed such an experiment. The potential value of the gyro-
scope as a navigational instrument was certainly realized at this time. But
it remained for a German, Hermann Anschutz Kaempfe, to develop and patent
the first practical gyrocompass in 1908. He was followed three years later
by Elmer A. Sperry of the United States, who developed a slightly different
version of the same instrument. Both instruments were designed for nautical
navigation. Both utilized a spinning rotor, gimbals, and an off-center
weight. The weight essentially served as a plumb, tending to keep the spin
axis in the horizontal plane. Thus constrained the spin axis rotated toward
true north. It would be correct to_ say that the north seeking capability of
the instrument was dependent upon the dynamic behavior of the gyroscope.
The gyroscope would experience precession unless its spin axis were coinci-
dent with the horizontal component of the earth's spin vector. Because the
distinction between direct and indirect gyrocompassing is a rather subtle
one, it is difficult to classify these instruments. Since they are not use-
ful for space systems the issue may be sidestepped; though it appears that
they could be analyzed from the point of view of indirect gyrocompassing.
i
E. Sang, Trans. of the Royal Scottish Society, Arts. 4, 1856, 416.
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The Anschutz and Sperry types of gyrocompasses still find extensive
service as marine navigational compasses. They are less suited for faster
moving vehicles and are not as accurate as some of the more modern gyro-
compassing schemes. They are, of course, not applicable to extraterrestrial
use since they depend upon the force of gravity.
During World War II there appeared a clear need for automatic naviga-
tion and guidance systems. For example some German rocketry developed during
the war utilized what is commonly called inertial guidance. Following the
war the inertial navigation technique proved so promising that its applica-
tion was extended not only to aircraft but even to marine use, notably the
submarine, where it has proved exceedingly valuable.
The basic principle of inertial navigation involves keeping track of
the acceleration of the vehicle with respect to inertial space and perform-
ing successive integrations to obtain the change in position. Since position,
thus obtained, is relative to an inertially fixed coordinate frame; proper
transformations are required to relate the inertial position to a meaningful
terrestrial position. During the process the acceleration of gravity at
the present location is computed and extracted from the measured acceleration
in order to obtain acceleration with respect to inertial space. The original
approach to the problem led to construction of a small platform which would
be attached to the vehicle through a series of gimbals so that its attitude
could remain fixed in inertial space regardless of vehicle motion. Gyroscopes
were used to stabilize the platform, and accelerometers were mounted on the
platform. Present systems are constructed the same way, but the concept of
a strapped down system is receiving increased attention today.
Inasmuch as the accelerometers which are used to supply information
about vehicle motion are mounted on the platform, it is important that pre-
cise knowledge of the initial orientation Of the platform is available.
One possible method of initial alinement embodies gyrocompassing (indirect
gyrocompassing to be precise). Because the primary concern is indeed navi-
gation, tutorial expositions ± of inertial navigation are commonly developed
along lines of the navigation equations and gyrocompassing is included as a
supplementary item. The following discussion proceeds along a rather inter-
esting reverse path which assumes that the primary purpose is to provide a
continuous and accurate attitude reference for vehicles on the earth's
surface, and that information as to position and velocity are available as
a slight extension to the logic.
This chapter is intended to develop a concise picture of gyrocompassing
with an inertial platform at a fixed site on the earth,s surface. Further
it deals only with that particular utilization of the platform which does
not involve gyroscopes except for stabilization of the platform. Interest-
ingly enough the gyroscopes do not measure the earth's rotation vector.
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For example, see: Leondes, C. T., Guidance and Control of Aerbspace
Vehicles, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1963; or Pitman, G. R. Jr., _Inertial
Guidance, John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1962.
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Although such information might be extracted by looking at the torquing
currents in the gyroscope servos, this is not commonly done. If other means
of holding the platform fixed in inertial space were available, this form
of gyrocampassing could function without gyroscopes at all. For this reason
the process has been named "indirect gyrocompassing". The process is of
special interest for ground alinement of space systems because it requires
only the inertial guidance equipment presently on board for space probes,
with the possible exception of a requirement for additional computer capa-
bility.
It should be stated at this point that although the following logic may
appear heuristic, it is none the less rigorous. The process requires exact
specification of the desired output conditions. A simple feedback control
system is then designed which will have zero error signal only when the
desired output does indeed exist. If the feedback system can be shown to be
stable over the required range of input and output signals, then it is a
practical solution to the problem. This reasoning process is quite co,only
employed in the design of control systems. Optimizing over the ensemble of
possible control systems is indeed another question. Attempts at reasonable
answers to this question will be made in this and other chapters.
The chapter on Indirect Gyrocompassing in Orbit proceeds with a similar
development but with slight variations, and the reader may wish to refer to
this chapter during or after the reading of the present one. The work done
on the in-orbit case is more extensive since the possibilities for mechani-
zation are more varied.
2. Basic Logic
In order to simplify the approach, the first situation to be considered
will be that of gyrocompassing with an inertial platform at a fixed location
on the earth's equator. The logic to be followed may be outlined as follows.
2.1 Level
The basic requirement of an inertial platform is that it main-
tains its attitude invariant with respect to inertial space unless
intentionally directed to do othen_ise. The only practical method of
achieving this involves the use of gyroscopes, associated servos, and
gimbals. For the present discussion, three single-axis gyroscopes will
be assumed located with their input axes orthogonally oriented; one
nominally pointed east, one nominally pointed north, and one nominally
pointed up. These directions will be designated as x, y, and z,
respectively. They constitute the platform reference coordinate frame.
Thus the x-gyro and associated servo control rotation about the plat-
form x-axis, and so on. Initially the platform is locally level. If
it is to remain level, it must be rotated about its y-axis at a rate
equivalent to the earth's rotation rate. This is achieved by an
external torquing signal applied to the y-gyro. The platform now
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rotates with respect to inertial space in a manner equivalent and
opposite to the rotation of the earth, and, if everything functi0ns
per_fectly, _t will remain iocally level. The process maybe termed
open loop control.
It is unreasonable to expect perfect functioning of this or any
set of hardware. If, in reality, the platform is to remain alined with
the true, locally-level, coordinate frame (i.e. the true east, north,
and up unit vectors), some mechanism must be provided whereby deviations
from the correct alinement may be sensed if they occur. Because the
platform is stationary on the earth's surface, accelerometers mounted
on the platform offer excellent information about tilt. Indeed only
two accelerometers are needed for this; one pointed along the x-axis
and one along the y-axis. Should the platform be tilted about the y-
axis, for example, the x-pointed accelerometer will measure the local
acceleration of gravity times the sine of the tilt angle. For small
angles, this is equivalent to gravity times the angle itself. The
accelerometer output may be used as an error signal to torque the plat-
form about the y-axis until it is level. A similar argument may be
constructed for rotations about the x-platform-axis.
It is possible to operate on the accelerometer error signal with
any sort of filter. However, the physical characteristics of the
insbrument must be considered. Accelerometers of the PIGA type typically
indicate velocity at discrete time points, as a result of the readout
mechanism. In other words, they might better be called velocity meters,
because they supply accurately only the integral of acceleration over
a given time period. If this output were multiplied by a gain constant
and used to torque the appropriate gyro, the block diagram for the y-
axis control would be as depicted in Fig. 2.1.
The total angular misalinement of the platform from the true or
local level set is designated _, and is measured from the true set to
the platform. Because _ is a small angle, it can be dealt with as
three independent rotations about the true x, y, and z axes. It is
important to keep in mind that all of this analysis is predicated on
the assumption that only small angles will be present. A glance at
any table of natural functions for angles in radians will satisfy the
reader that use of unity for the cosine, and the angle itself for the
sine, is accurate to within lO percent up to 25 degrees. The small
angle assumption is not a very limiting one.
The negative sign associated with the gravity acceleration, g,
deserves an explanation. If the platform is rotated in the positive
sense about the y-axis, this will dip the x-axis of the platform so
that the unit vector pointing along that axis now points downward
toward the earth. The x-accelerometer will read a fraction of the
acceleration of gravity. Since the apparent acceleration of gravity
as measured by an accelerometer is upward, the x-accelerometer indicates
a velocity in the negative-x direction. If this is used directly to
generate a torquing signal it will be a negative signal, which is
desired in order to rotate backward along the y-axis and level the plat-
form.
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Integrations are represented by a i/s symbol in keeping with
Laplace Transform notation. Signals input to the box labeled "y-gyro"
are equivalent torquing signals having dimensions of radians per
second. The transfer function for the gyro itself is assumed to be
i/s so that the output of the "gyro" box has the dimensions of radians.
Actually, the gyro and associated servo system cannot have a perfect
integration, but its behavior for signals within the frequency band of
interest is close enough to perfect integration that little error is
incurred through this assumption.
Unfortunately the block diagram reveals two integrations in the
servo loop, and the system is undamped. In the practical case instrument
errors will make the system unstable. Instability may be eliminated
through the addition of a minor loop feedback around the accelerometer.
An actual measure of acceleration is not physically available except by
direct differentiation of the accelerometer (velocity meter) output.
But it is possible to apply feedback to the instrument through the
mechanism of torquing currents within the PIGA, or to mechanize an
equivalent feedback loop within the navigation computer. For this
reason, the most practical solution to the stability problem is to alter
the block diagram as shown in Fig. 2.2.
2.2 Azimuth
The feedback control allows the platform to maintain itself locally
level. It even allows it to level from an initial misalinement. But
feedback fremthe azimuth control has not been discussed. To arrive at
a suitable mechanization for azimuth control, it is necessary to recall
that the platform has been preprogrammed to rotate about the y-axis at
earth rate. Let it be assumed that the y-axis rotation is precisely
accurate, but that the platform has drifted in azimuth. In order to
remain locally level the platform must be rotated about the true north-
pointing axis. But with the existance of an azimuth error, the actual
rotation of the platform will be about some axis pointing slightly east
or west of north. If the azimuth error is a negative rotation from the
true set then the y-platfrom-axis points east of north, and as the earth
rotates the unit vector directed along this axis will appear to swing
u_yard from the earth's surface. To an observer on the earth, it
appears that the platform is developing a positive tilt rotation about
the x-axis. The reason for this is as follows. If the only rotation
of the platform is about its own y-axis, then this axis itself must
remain fixed in inertia] space. If the axis points north from a loca-
tion on the earth's equator, then it will remain locally level because
it remains fixed in attitude in inertial space. If, however, the axis
is pointed east of north then it fails to experience the required rota-
tion equivalent to the earth's rotation and, because it does remain
fixed in inertial space, it appears to rotste in attitude with respect
to the earth.
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It would appear then that the natural solution would be to apply
x-axis tilt information as a feedback error signal to control azimuth.
The error signal will be zero only if there is no azimuth error, and
also no x-axis tilt from other sources. Figure 2.3 shows a block
diagram for the x-axis mechanization along these lines.
The gravity constant in the x-channel feedback path is not nega-
tive because a positive tilt rotation about the x-axis tends to point
the y-axis upward and thus the y-accelerometer will have a positive
reading. The negative sign must be supplied externally in order to
assure stability. It appears with the constant Kd.
It has already been decided that a negative error rotation about
the z-axis will point the y-axis east of north. This will result in
an upward tilt of the y-axis, positive tilt rotation about the x-axis,
and a positive accelerometer indication in the y-channel. Application
of the positive torquing signal to the z-gyro will tend to correct the
negative rotational error. The signal path from _x through to _z has
the proper sign without the addition of any phase inversion.
2.3 Inherent Coupling
The block diagram developed thus far is not entirely accurate.
Consideration must be given to the effect of torquing the platform about
one of its axes in the presence of a rotational misalinement from the
true (i.e. locally level) coordinate set. Let the total platform rota-
tion be described by the vector W. The misalinement angle will be
called @. In terms of small angle notation, the vector W may be expressed
in matrix form as follows:
I +
where
WL _-BLP WP =
m
0 -flz flz
o
-_z l_x 0
wP (2.1)
B - - ST'P (2.2)
The superscript L represents the locally level set and P the
platform set. The direction cosine matrix is designated as B rather
than S because the angle _ has been defined as a rotation from the L
set into the P set. This is the reverse of the definition for rotation
reference given in the chapter on notation. The unit matrix is desig-
nated by I.
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Block dia_amshowing leveling loops and coupled
azimuth correction. This diagram is not correct
yet. Further additions are to be developed in
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Equation 2.1 says that the total platform rotation rate expressed
in the locally level coordinate frame is essentially equivalent to the
total rotational velocity with the misalinement assumed to be zero, plus
the vector product of the misalinement angle crossed into the total
angular rate. It is important to understand that the cross product
involves the total angular rate and not relative rate.
Let it be assumed that the locally level set rotates with a veloc-
ity _ with respect to inertial space. Then the velocity difference
between the platform and the locally level set is given by:
Velocity Difference = W + _ x W - _ (2.3)
The angle _ is not really a vector but, under the small angle assumption,
it may be treated as such.
Figure 2.4 has been drawn to include the cross product coupling
due to mlsalinement and the W - w term. The block diagram has been devel-
oped as a model of the actusi syStem mechanization. The inclusion of
the W -_ error makes it an error block diagram. Other error sources
are e-asily added as inputs to appropriate points of the loop.
2.4 Error Sources
Gyro errors such as random drift rate, gravity dependent drift
rate, misalinement induced error, and torquer scale factor are entered
as inputs to the gyro box on the block diagram. Accelerometer errors
are entered as inputs to the summation point to the left of the accel-
erometer box. Initial angular misalinenent errors are initial conditions
on the integrators representing the gyroscope transfer functions. Thus,
if a Laplace transform solution is undertaken, initial misalinements
may be entered as constants at the left of the gyro transfer functions.
Other errors must be entered as Laplace transforms of their time
functions.
2.5 G_yrocompassing At A Fixed Point Not on the Equator
The selection of an equatorial point for gyrocampassing has not
resulted in loss of generality, but only served to simplify the picture
for initial presentation. If the location of the fixed point is not
equatorial, the earth's rotation rate must be divided between the y and
z platform axes. All of the previous arg_nents are still valid.
However, uncertainty in knowledge of latitude now presents a new error
source since it results in improper division of the earth rate vector.
Errors in the preprogra_ned torquing rate (nominally earth rate) are
coupled into all channels whereas they were confined to the _y channel
before.
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It may be noted that the total rotation of the platform is pre-
dominately earth rate. The only other platform rotational velocity
results from the action of the feedback systems and gyro drift, both
of which generate small angular velocities compared to earth rate.
At the equator earth rate is entirely represented by W . In this case
is completely uncoupled from _ and _ , as can be s_en by referral
t_ Fig. 2.4. Thus even if the pr_gramme_ rotation rate, W , is not
quite equal to earth rate, the _. feedback system will cor+ect for this
and no error in azimuth will result. In fact making the characteristic
equation third order through the addition of more filtering eliminates
the _ error from this source. When not on _the equator this uncoupled
situation does not exist, and an error in W cannot be corrected.
Specifically an error in W must appear as-an error in @ or @z or both.
An undesirable negative ro_ation rate about the z-axis a_d an undesir-
able positive rotation rate about the x-axis produces the same measur-
able output from the y-accelerometer, namely a positive acceleration
reading. The system has no way to distinguish betweenthe two sources.
Clearly it cannot precisely eliminate what it cannot identify.
System performance deteriorates as the gyrocompassing location
approaches either terrestrial pole. This is not difficult to understand,
because at either pole the earth rate vector is vertical. It is easy
to level the platform, but because there is no horizontal component of
earth rate, azimuth determination is impossible.
2.6 Extension to a Movin 6 Vehicle
This work is not concerned with the problem of a vehicle moving
over the surface of the earth. As an interesting digression, however,
the previous argDments will be extended to this situation.
The only programmed rotation of a stationary platform was equiv-
alent to earth rate. If the platform is moving additional rotation,
equivalent to the velocity over the earth's surface divided by the
distance from the center of the earth, (v/R), must be provided. The
direction of rotation is the direction indicated by the cross product
of R into V. The platform-mounted accelerometers indicate velocity
whi[h includes velocity over the earth and the apparent velocity
resulting from platform tilt. On normal cruise vehicles the indicated
velocity resulting from tilt will be small compared to that resulting
from vehicle motion. Thus the output of the accelerometers (better
called velocity meters) may be used to compute V/R directly. The
radius of the earth, of course, is known.
But the indication of platform tilt is now hopelessly degraded
by vehicle velocity. The only effective way to correct this is to
have a separate indication of vehicle velocity or platform tilt. The
co_on practice is to employ doppler radar for an indication of true
velocity over the surface of the earth. The difference between the
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accelerometer indicated velocity and the radar indicated velocity is
attributed to platform tilt. This signal maybe used in the gyroccm-
passing loop just as in the previous discussion.
Figure 2.5 has been drawn to include the additions for a moving
vehicle. It must be rememberedthat the block diagram has now became
an error diagram. The feedback from the Z angle is an error. The 1/R
box indicates the way in which tilt and accelerometer errors propagate
into gyro torque as a result of using the total accelerometer output
to compute the V/R rotation rate. The quantity SV_ is used to indicate
error in velocity measuredby radar. It is enteredrinto the loop at
the samepoint that the total radar-measured velocity is subtracted
from the total accelerometer output. The error in accelerometer indi-
cated velocity is designated _V. If this is integrated, as shownin
the figure, the result is the error in the indicated motion over the
earth's surface indicated as _r for the lack of a better symbol.
The question immediately comes to mind, "Whynot use the doppler
radar information directly for the computation of V/R?" The answer is
that somevariations on the basic themewould certainly be possible,
but the representation of Fig. 2.5 seemsmost widely used in practice.
It must be borne in mind, that in the inertial navigation problem,
gyrocompassing is really an alinement scheme. A vehicle may gyrocompass
continuously, or it may run in the free inertial modewithout the
gyrocompassing loop. In the free inertial modethe platform is con-
trolled open loop. The proper attitude of the platform is determined
from the computer estimate of vehicle location. To put it another way
the platform is torqued for earth rate and for vehicle motion. The
former is apportioned between y and z axes according to the estimated
latitude, and the latter is computedas V/R from the accelerometer out-
puts.
The mechanization depictedin the figure deals only with attitude
and heading reference. Whenmoving about on the earth's surface, one
wishes to know the latitudeand longitude also. The integration of
vehicle velocity does not yield such information because one mile
eastward motion at 80 degrees latitude does not represent the same
longitude change that one mile eastward motion at the equator does.
It is necessary for a computer to operate on velocity information to
update the computedposition of the vehicle. In this manner the com-
puter keeps track of latitude and longitude. With such a mechanization
the platform attitude must be strongly correlated with the computer
estimate of position. The usual procedure for analysis of this situ-
ation involves definition of a third coordinate frame called the com-
puter coordinate set. The three coordinate frames of interest now are
the locally level set (often called the true set), the platform set,
and the computer set. Accelerometer readings and other information
are resolved in the computer coordinate frame. Torque commandsfor
the gyros are computed in the computer coordinate frame. The equiva-
lent of the _ cross _ coupling s_ill exists; but _ becomes_ , the
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Fi_. 2.5
Error block diagram for g_rocompassing with a nonstationar_
vehicle. Accelerometer and gTro errors are d_seussed in the
chapter on auxiliary sensors. The an@le_ renresentlng mis-
a]inement of the platform with respect t6-the'computer is
used in place of _. The -_ V r is entered at the point
where. Doppler radar velocity is subtracted from accelerometer
indicated velocity.
_x
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angle between the computer and the platform measured frem the computer
coordinate frame; and W is the rotation rate computed by the computer.
The outputs from the gyro transfer function boxes on the diagram become
_x' _ , and _ . The error between computer coordinate frame and
the loc_ly leve_ coordinate frame may be described by the angle _,
measured from the true locally level set. About the x-axis this is
equal to the error in computed latitude. About the y-axis it is equiv-
alent to longitude error times the cosine of latitude. And about the
z-axis it is equal to the longitude error times the sine of latitude.
In other words,
Cx = ÷
sin latitude
@z _gy cos latitude Z
(2.4)
The usual accelerometer and gyroscope error sources exist. These
have been discussed in the chapter on auxiliary sensors. In addition
there is a new error source resulting from the platform misalinement
from the computer coordinate frame. The accelerometer measurements are
taken in the platform reference coordinates, but they are interpreted
in the computer set. The resultant error arises by a mechanism similar
to the @ cross W (now _ cross W) error, but it is taken in reverse,
i.e. 9 cross _? The s--ymbolV-is used to indicate that portion of
measured acceleration which r_sults from vehicle motion and not gravity.
The error in the portion sensed acceleration which is attributable to
gravity is already accounted for by the feedback path from the output
of the gyro blocks.
This digression is by no means intended to be definitive on the
topic of inertial guidance for moving vehicles. It is intended merely
to show the tie between stationary gyrocompassing and nonstationery
gyrocompassing on the earth's surface. For more complete i_formation
the reader is referred to any standard test on the subject. _
). Comments
3.1 Arbitraril[ Oriented Instruments
During the presentation of basic logic some simplifying assump-
tions were made. It was assumed that the gyros and accelerometers were
IAgain, the following texts are recommended: Leondes, C. T., Guidance and
Control of Aerospace Vehicles, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1963; and Pitman, G.R.,Jr.
Inertial Guidance, John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1962.
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mounted along the x, y, and z axes of the platform. In fact this require-
ment is not necessary. The readings of any number of arbitrarily oriented
accelerometers may be transformed into equivalent indicated acceleration
along the three platform axes. Similarly the gyro torquing cc_nands can
be resolved into any coordinate frame, orthogonal or not, which is suited
to the actual gyro orientations. Analysis of the system performance then
proceeds along precisely the same lines as those of the previous section.
For general navigation during power flight the only requirement
on the accelerometers is that there be at least three pointed in different
directions, not all in the same plane. In order to solve the gyrocompassing
problem a minimum of two accelerometers, pointing in different directions,
is required. The sensitivity of an accelerometer to platform tilts is
•increased as the input axis approaches the horizontal. However, this may
be offset as by instrument deadband which the instrument may exhibit near
zero-input acceleration. An optimum location for accelerometers used for
gyrocompassing is in the horizontal plane or near it.
If more than a s_fficient number of instruments is utilized, an
algorithm must be supplied which will indicate how the redundant informa-
tion is to be used.
Only a slightly greater stretch of the imagination is required to
envision a platform stabilized with non-orthogonally oriented gyroscopes.
But the resultant complication of the mechanization would be difficult to
justify. A minimum of three gyros is required; all three must not be
in a plane nor can any two be identically oriented.
What has been said for the elements is also true for the platform.
An imaginary platform can be defined in the computational program. The
actual platform can be arbitrarily oriented. Sensed acceleration infor-
mation may be transformed into the imaginary platform coordinate frame.
The proper gyro co, ands may be originated in the imaginary platform
coordinate set and transformed back to the platform (or gyro) coordinate
frame. There is no problem here, but excessive cemputation is required.
Whereas a minimum of computer capability is required when the platform
is oriented locally level, and the gyros and accelerometers are alined
along the platform axes as assumed during earlier discussions.
3.2 Variations on the Loop Transfer Function
The block diagram of Fig. 2.4 is really the simplest mechanization
available for the usual inertial platform utilizing pendulous integrating
gyro acceleremeters (PIGA) and single (or double) axis gyros. The inte-
gration associated with the acceleremeters is inherent in the readout
mechanism. The feedback around the accelercmeters may be accomplished
by a torquing current in the PIGA. The other integrations are inherent
in the gyroscopes. Accelermneter outputs are digitalized. These must
be multiplied by the appropriate gains and applied to the appropriate
8O
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gains and applied to the appropriate gyro torquing mechanisms. The
performance of this operation does not really entail use of a computer
in the real sense of the word. If arbitrary orientations are chosen for
the instruments and/or the platform orientation, then a small computer
would be required, but essentially this system functions without the
requirements for a navigation computer.
Now that the basic philosophy of the indirect gyrocompassing or
closed loop at a fixed point on the earth has been outlined, the servo
engineer can recognize that it is possible to alter the loop transfer
function through the introduction of other filtering functions. For
instance if an accelerometer were available which gave a direct reading
of acceleration, the initial 1/s with minor loop feedback would not be
necessary. The sensed acceleration could be applied directly to the gyro
torquing motors. The accelerometers are only supplying a measure of
platform tilt, and unlike the navigation gyrocompassing does not require
knowledge of velocity or position. The accelerometers on the ground
perform the equivalent function of the horizon sensor in orbit. Refer-
ence to the chapter on indirect orbital gyrocompassing will illustrate
other possible mechanizations.
One important problem associated with accelerometers capable of
large g measurement is that of deadband or non-linear performance near
zero g. It is possible that bubble levels or pendulums may prove more
satisfactory for platform alinement. Such instruments do not have an
inherent integration, but provide a direct indication of angle. This
means that any of the other filters discussed later in Chapter VII are
applicable. Case 4 of that chapter deserves particular attention as
being the simplest mechanization for the direct angle reading instrument.
Obtaining an optimum over the ensemble of all possible mechaniza-
tions would be quite tedious. However, the mechanization of Fig. 2.4
seems to be a reasonable solution. An improvement to this would be
the used of advanced filtering techniques such as Kalman filtering and
others. These approaches do require digital computer. Their primary
value lies in rapidity of alinement, for example six to ten minutes.
The Fig. 2.4 system will provide comparable alinement in 35 to hO
minutes which is no problem for prelaunch alinement of space vehicle
platforms.
It should be emphasized here that the final accuracy is to a
considerable degree bounded by the quality of the equipment used.
Neither the approach of Fig. 2.4 nor advanced time varying coefficient
filtering techniques will achieve the same results with poor acceler-
.meters and gyroscopes as they will with good ones.
Examination of the System Comon to Cruise Vehicles
The system developed in Section II and depicted in Fig. 2.4 is in wide-
spread use with inertial navigation systems for terrestrial cruise vehicles,
where it appears to be a simple and reasonable approach compatibel with
existing equipment. Further attention will be focused on this system.
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4.1 Characteristic Equation and Final Error Values
When gyrocompassing is performed at a stationary point not on the
equator, the _ cross W term provides coupling between the _. and _v, _
channels. This means-that, in the general case, determination of t_he _
characteristic equation is somewhat involved. System behavior is easily
analyzed with an electronic computer. Either an analog or digital compu-
ter is suitable, but the digital computer offers greater accuracy and
ease of treatment of correlated noise.
The behavior of the system may be understood by considering the
equatorial case. On the equator _. and __ are uncoupled from _. The
only important platform rotational_veloci_y is W which is equa_ to
earth rate. Under these conditions the following equations describe the
_.., _. channel. Laplace Transform notation is used. The caret over
c_rta_n quantities indicates that the quantities are to be interpreted
as Laplace Transforms of their time functions.
sKd + W K
÷ + .÷%= AID- "(_x+ - Y g A (4.1)Y
s+K b
_z =
Kg
, + Kb" (_ + _o I
sK - WyK d
+ (, g ) A (4.2)
s+_ Y
A(s) = _ + _s2 + (gKd + Wy2) • + Wy2Kb + Wy gKg (n.3)
Behavior of the _y channel is described by,
= 1 (,+ Ki) _ + Cyo)+ Ki A (n.n)
_y B-UJ Cy x
B(s) = S2 + Kis + gKj
The Epsilon (_) quantities are inputs to the loop just before the gyro
indicated by the subscript. Primarily the epsilons may be thought of
as the Laplace Transforms of constant gyro drift. This may include
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gravity dependent drift rates, which because the motion of the platform
relative to the gravity vector will be small and maybe neglecbed. By
the sametoken drift rate resulting from individual axis misalinement
maybe included; under the assumption that the principle motion of the
platform is equal to earth rate and is essentially constant even in
platform coordinates.
The @ ' @ o' and @-o quantities represent initial values of
platform mi_iin_°ent. T_ese are assumed to enter the loop at the input
to the gyro transfer functions. In this case the 1/s of the gyro pro-
vides the 1/s required for the Laplace transform, and the _^ quantities
in Eq h.1 through h.5 are simple numbers. The _ quantities_represent
accelerometer errors such as bias. Again only independent error sources
may be used with these equations.
Examination of the final values of platform misalinement resulting
from the error sources may be informative. To obtain final values let
and _ be e/s and a/s which would be the case for a constant gyro
drift rate, and a constant accelerometer bias. The Final Value Theorem
requires that the function be multiplied by s and the limit taken as s
approaches zero. This yields the following results:
@xFinal Value =
-K
__ -5 A
+Kgg z % y
g
X
@z Final Value - W
Y
A
Y
K.
= l )
@y Final Value gTjj (Ey+ Ax
(4.8)
k
It can be seen that initial misalinement errors vanish, but instrument
errors propagate into alinement errors. Also of note is the fact that
the rotation rate Wy does not appear in the final value of @y.
On the other hand the final value of _ includes the term g#W ,
and no adjustment of gain constants can alte9 this. One way to s_ti_fy
oneself that this is reasonable is to consider the situation where the
platform has a small offset angle _. Now if the platform is locally
level, and if it is to remain locally level, it should be torqued about
its own x-axis at a rate equivalent to W _ . Normally this would not
be done, and therefore the platform woul_ _ot remain level and the
accelerometers would sense an error. However if the x-gyro has a
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constant drift rate of W. __ then the platform can remain level even in
the face of the azimuth _r_or. Indeed, the azimuth error is required
in order to maintain level.
Consider the case with a constant drift rate about the z-axis. In
general this case will propagate into a constant error in both azimuth
and tilt about the x-axis. This accrues in the following fashion. If
the azimuth error is to remain constant, sufficient feedback signal must
be present to cancel the drift of the z-gyro. As may be seen from Fig.
2.4, there are two feedback paths from __ to _z' so that the following
equation may be written for the steady s_ate.
(4.9)
The sum of the steady state feedback signals into the x-gyro is,
W_z gKd = O+V (4.1o)
Substitution of Eq 4.9 into Eq 4.10 produces
gKd (4.11)
Suppose that the feed around the accelerometer were a feed forward
instead of backward. The transfer function for this part of the system
+ •
would then be (l/s) woK_du_ The circuit would still be stable, and theperfect integration provide a self-biasing mechanism. Such a
forward feed might not be easy with the PIGA. In any event since the
output of the integrator can be other than zero when _x is zero, it can
provide a corrective bias to compensate for a finite z-gyro drift.
The sum of drift rates into the z-gyro would be
K (integral) + e = 0 (_.12)
g z
The value of the integral must be -E/K, under the assumption that __
was equal to zero. Summing the drift r_te signals at the x-gyro yields
-- 84
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Kd
Cz " _ _z (4.13)
gY
So it is clear that, with the integral plus proportional filter, it
would be possible to cancel out a constant z-gyro drift rate through the
self-biasing mechanism without the requirement for any final _x error.
As a parenthetical note, it must be admitted that these comments
are only rigorous for system representation of Fig. 2.4 without added
cross coupling. However the effect of cross coupling arising from gyro
axes misalinements and operation slightly north or south of the equator
will be small enough as to create no major discrepancies with the fore-
going observations.
The discussions of the preceding few paragraphs have been presented
only to emphasize a precept well known to servo engineers. That is that
a feedback system can be tailored for optimum performance in the face
of any disturbance, given that the form of the disturbance is known.
Often such tailoring degrades some other aspect of performance.
5.0 Performance and Sensitivit 7 Coefficients
_en the system of Fig. 2.4 is used in cruise vehicles, the choice of
constants is usually made on the basis of desired system time constants.
From this point of view the system equation for a third order system would
be written as
I__)(,2 2_ ,, 1 )
(s + T2 + T s
2 I__) s 2
s 3 + (_- + T2 2 1 ) • + (5.1)+ ÷ T2T2<2
The problem of system parameter adjustments is considered in more detail
in Chapter VII. The large number of error sources, including noise sources,
makes it difficult if not impossible to say anything generally definitive on
the subject. One must treat each case individually. Selection of system
parameters will inevitably lead to a trade-off between sensitivity to instru-
ment errors and sensitivity to noise inputs.
5.1 Computer Simulation
The time response resulting from error analysis on the 7094 IBM
digital computer is presented in Appendix A. For this simulation all
the Cross coupling terms discussed in the previous work were included.
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The outputs are in graphic form with titles indicating the error source
responsible for the indicated output. Error sources are assumed to be
r.m.s, values for quantities having zero mean. The displayed outputs
are likewise r.m.s, quantities naturally.
Error models for the instruments are those presented in the chapter
on auxiliary sensors. However most of the gravity dependent terms
vanish because of the instrument configuration.
Figure 5.1 describes the instrument configuration.
Launch point is assumed to be the Atlantic Missile Range at lati-
tude 28.6 degrees north.
The system equation is as follows. It is sixth order because of
the inclusion of all cross coupling terms associated with the _ x
terms.
6
8 + 0.01978 s5 + 1.756 x 10 -4 s4 + 8.811 x 10-7 s3
+ 2.619 x 10-9 s2 + 4.355 x 10"12 s + 3.137 x 1015
= (s + 3.359 x 10 -3 + j 2.42. x 10 -3 ) (s + 3.359 x i0 -3 -j 2.42. x 10-3 )
(s + 3.308 x 10 -3 + j 2.576 x 10 -3 ) (s + 3.308 x i0 -3 -j 2.576 x i0-3)
(s + 3.225 x I0 -3 + j 1.999 x 10 -4 ) (s + 3.225 x 10 -3 -j 1.199 x 10-4 )
(5.2)
It will be noted that all time constants are of the order of five
minutes. The d_nping factor is equal to 0.8. This means that alinement
time will be in the order of half an hour, which is a reasonable figure.
All of the r.m.s, output quantities scale directly with the magnitude
of the r.m.s, error source except the correlation time associated with
correlated noise. In the case of noise amplitude scales, but autocorrela-
tion time does not.
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1. The 3trapdown System
In the foreseeable future space probes may be equiped with strapped down
or modified strapped inertial guidance systems. In such a system the acceler-
ometers and gyroscopes are firmly affixed to the vehicle body. Such systems
will require initial alinement before launching, and for this purpose _yrocom-
passing may prove useful. The process would fit under the definition of Direct
Gyrocompassing since direct measurement of earth rate and gravity would be used
to provide a direction cosine matrix relating vehicle coordinates to north,
east, and local vertical. An investigation of the general procedure follows.
1.1 Gyroecope_
The gyroscopes may be of two kinds - the single axis platform and
the full strapped down rate gyro.
The single axis platfomwas discussed in chapter three. Fig. 2.1
of chapter three presents a schematic representation of such an instrument.
Equation (2.5) of chapter three is the input axis equation. The gyroscope
ideally does not rotate about its input axis, (with respect to inertial
space). Therefore the vehicle rotation about the input axis may be measured
by observing the rotation of the input axis gimbal with respect to the
vehicle.
The full strapped down gyro is similar to the single axis platform
of Fig. 2.1, chapter three but without the outer gimbal. The spin axis
is maintained in proper relation to the pickoff by externally applied
torque about the output axis. The magnitude and direction of this torque
is a measure of the vehicle rotation about the input axis.
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Both instruments are generically similar. The full strapped down
instrument has fewer moving parts, but the single axis platforms will
have no more gimbals than the accelerometers if pendulous integrating
gyro accelerometers are used. Pigure i.i indicates schematically a con-
figuration for three single axis platforms in a strapped down system.
Accelerometers would be located along the same axes.
2. Coordinate Transformations in Strapped Down Systems
While Fig. i.I depicts an orthogonal orientation there is no real con-
straint of this nature. Instruments may be arbitrarily located provided that
there is sufficient number to provide all the information about the rotation
of the acceleration vector. For instance all the gyroscopes may not be in
one plane; because they will not provide information on rotation directed
orthogonal to that plane. If there are more than a sufficient number of in-
struments, arbitrary decisions must be made as to how to treat the information
from each.
In general three gyros and three accelerometers will be used. Consider
the case of three gyros arbitrarily oriented. The problem is to make use of
the information from each. Let the vehicle coordinate frame be designated by
the superscript v. The gyro coordinate frames will be gl' g2' and g3" It is
not difficult to obtain a direction cosine matrix Sglv which rotates quantities
from vehicle coordinates into the gl coordinate frame. Similarly, there exist
s_v vand Sg3 . Each gyro coordinate frame will be defined such that the input
axis of the instrument lies along the x-axis of its coordinate frame. Since
the instrument will measure only that component of rotation which is directed
along its input axis, the only important rows of the Sgv matrices are the first
rows. Other rows pertain to the instrument y and z axes and not the input axes.
The three input axes of the three instruments form a coordinate frame
which in the general case will be non-orthogonal. None the less any vector
may be uniquely defined by its components along the input axes provided the
axes do not all lie in a plane and no two are parallel. Let the matrix which
transforms a column matrix from the vehicle frame into the coordinate frame of
input axes be designated (Qg)-l. It is composed of the rows of the sgv matrices.
The first row of (qg)-i is the first row of sglv; the second row is the first
row o_ Sg2v; and the third row is the first row of sg3v. Now the inverse of
(Qg)-I is the matrix which transforms the Outputs, or angular rate measurements,
of the three gyros uniquely into the total vehicle angular-rotation-vector in
terms of vehicle coordinates. Let this be designated QE_I In the special case
where the instrument input axes are orthogonal, the (Qg) matrix is erthegonal,
and (Qg)-i equal (Qg)T. By similar logic, Sav and Qa may be found for the
accelerometers.
The Sav and Sgv matrices must be used to transform gravity and earth rota-
tion rate into the instrument Coordinate frames for formation of the instrument
error models. The instrument error models are constructed in the instrument's
own coordinate frame using the error model equations given in the chapter on
auxiliary sensors. The instrument error is expressed as a spurious reading.
This output is transformed into vehicle coordinates via the proper Q aatrix.
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The accelerometers actually measure the acceleration of gravity plus the
centripetal acceleration resulting from the earth's rotation. The latter is
small and may safely be ignored. Gravity anomalies resulting from oblateness
of the earth may be larger, but these will be also neglected. The gravity
measured by the accelerometers, but displayed in vehicle coordinates will be
assumed to present a sufficiently accurate indication of the local vertical.
This will be true for any space vehicle launches presently envisioned. The
gyroscopes are used to measure the total earth rate vector, _ , in vehicle
coordinates.
Since the accelerometers will indicate gravity as an upward acceleration,
the vector _ will be assumed to be directed upward and coincident with the
z-axis of the earth-fixed locally-level coordinate set. Easterly direction
is indicated by the vector product of earth rate and G. The direction of
north completes the triad which may be described by the following equations.
Qv .. Qv (2.1)
,v .  vov (2.2)
Nv = (QVGV)GV= (Q x__)xG (2.3)
The superscript v indicates that the superscripted quantity is expressed in
the vehicle coordinate system.
There exists some direction cosine matrix which r_tates the locally level
set into the vehicle set. This sha]l be designated Sv . It is easily obtained
by recognizing that if the components of _ in vehicle coordinates are normalized,
they themselves constitute the direction cosines which rotate the true local
vertical into the vehicle triad. The matrix SvL is then composed as follows.
the third column of SvL
E_V fly Gv= = the first column of SvL
II, I!ll ;oJ
N__v -- (/-Iv Cv) Cv = the second column of SvL
II,,IIII(_onx o_)x o_II
The double vertical lines indicate absolute value.
(2.4)
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3, Errors
The mechanization is now in hand. How does the error analysis procede?
The error models for accelerometers and gyros have already been discussed.
In order to simplify the following discussion, the accelerometer errors will
be limited to constant bias, B; scale factor error, F1; and misalinement
errors, _. and _.. Gyro error sources will be limited to long time correla-
tion (i.e._ nearl'y'conetant) drift rate, _ ; misalinement angles, _y and _z;
and a scale factor error which shall be called k.
The error matrix for one accelerometer may be written as follows, where
G_, _Q., and _Gz are errors in the components of the gravity vector O
in vehicle coordinates.
Gx 1 Gx Gz -Gy
]/_Gy I = Qa 0 0 0
L_GzJ from a1 only 0 0 0
This may be rewritten as:
-_G-
x
dG
Y
L_G
_ Z from a I only
II
Y
a a a a a a a
Q21 Q210x 1Q21Gz 1 -Q210y 1
B
F I
u
B
F1
#2
a 1
(3.1)
(3.2)
The superscripts v and a 1 refer to vehicle coordinates and accelerometer number
one respectively. The components of gravity G_I, G_I, and G:I are the compon-
ents in the number one accelerometer coordinate fra_e. It is necess@ry to
be known in order to proceed with the error analysis. A similar approach leads
to an error matrix for each gyroscope, and the aggregate may be written as
given by Eq. (3.3) on the following page.
The large rectangular matrix may be partitioned into sections pertaining
to each instrument. Let this matrix be designated as M. In the same manner,
the long column matrix at the right may be partitioned into sections pertaining
to each instrument. This naturally corresponds to the partitioning of the M
matrix. Let the column matrix be designated _ . The treatment of the instru-
ments must be kept separate because the instrument error sources are uncorrelated
from one instrument to the next.
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Actually the instrument error sources could be handled even if there were
inter-instrument correlation. The desired result is a covariance matrix for
total attitude error. The process of obtaining this total covariance matrix
involves acquisition of the covariance matrix of instrument errors. This is
the expectation of _T. If the error sources are uncorrelated, this is a
diagonal matrix consisting of the square of the rms numbers for instrument
errors. If there is correlation and if the correlation factors are known, then
off-diagonal terms may be filled in. Only if the correlation were unity, i.e.,
if the numbers for each instrument were identical, could all the instruments
be lumped together. Equation (3.3)may be rewritten as follows
(3.4)
The problem now is to discover how AQ and AG are transferred into
attitude errors. The solution is obtained by perturbing Eqs. (2.i) and (2.2).
There is no need to perturb Eq. (2.3) because it is clear that North must be
orthogonal to Up and East. Equation (2.3) really adds no new information.
It appears intuitively clear that errors in level will depend entirely
upon error in measuring G. Level error may be described as small rotations
about the two level axes of the earth fixed latitude-longitude system. Let
these rotations be _x and o_" Errors in azimuth should depend upon leveland errors in measurement earth rate. Azimuth error is described as a
small rotation, _., about the third axis of the locally level set. This is
the vertical axis_
The rotation matrix, SvL, was defined by Eq. (2.4). For a first order
approximation of error this matrix will be assumed correct. It will be used
to transform errors in Gv and _v from the vehicle coordinate frame to the
locally level frame designated by the superscript L in the following equations.
The transpose of VvL is, of course, SLv.
(G+IC)L = sLV(c+ v i
Lv v Lv .)vSII(Gx+AG x) AGSI2(Gy+ y
S_(Gx+_Gx)V LV )v$22(G +AGY Y
Lv v Lv )vS31(Gx+AG x) $32(G +_CY Y
Lv Gz)V _SI3(Gz+ A
Lv v (3.5)
S23(Cz+_G z)
Lv v
S33(Cz+AC z)
J
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L Lv v
(/_+ A_I)L = S21(CI x+A_)
_Lv vS3l(f_x+AC_ x)
Lv v
s22(ay+A )
Lv v
s32(_ y+ t_y)
s13(_
Lv z+A _z )S23(_
Lv
s33(flz+A_z)
(3.6)
L can be seen
Now to a first order approximation, the error angle _x
to be:
_L = Lv Lv-dG LVAG v + AGv + _G v
= $21 x S22 y $2_ z
Lv Gv Lv GvGL Lv Gv + +
z $31 x $32 y $33 z
(3.7)
Also, _ can be seen to be:
Lv _G v + Lv AG v + Lv _G v
L _G_ SII x 312 y 313 z
_y = = (3.8)
Lv Gv Lv GvLv Gv + + •
GL S31 x S32 y S33 z
z
The philosophy behind Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) is simply that the error
resulting from an angular misalinement is the cross product of the angle and
the original vector quantity. This is true for small angular displacements.
Fig. 3.1 may clarify this logic.
The Easterly reference direction is obtained from the cross product of
earth rate and G. The error EE may be expressed as follows
AE L = SLv_E v = SLv
" CzAl_y +fLy AG z -_zACy
/IzAC x + C AO -_i AGX Z X Z
/Ix_ Gx + Gy x y x
L
J
(3.9)
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This arises from perturbation of the basic equation:
/_y Gz
Ev S1 v Gv G
= ---- _Z X
L'Ix Gy
L
V
- /i G
z y.
- IZ G
X Z
- _ G
y x
Azimuth error, _z' is then given by the following relation.
(3.zo)
__= S21tCz y _y z z y CyA_z )v
EL
Lv G -_zGy) v Lv /ixGz) v + sLY( _ Gx SII(A'Iy z + SI2(Q zGx - 13"_tx y -_yCx)V
+
Lv _G + CxA/_ z -/i AG - G d_x )vS22(('1z x x z z
v Lv G _xGz)V + Lv )vLv G - _ zCy ) + S12(_ z x y xSII(_ y z - SI3(_xGy -I_ G
Lv dO + C _ -I"3._ - Gx_y)V$23(_Ix y y x Y : (3.11)
• v Lv __xGz)V Lv )vsLv(_ C _zGy) + Sl2_zC: + G -_ Gll"_y z - SI3(_'Ix y y x
It is now possible t@ combine Eqs. (3.7), (3.8), and (3.11) into one
matrix equation as follows
H
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_z
- Lv Lv Lv
O O 0 -_ - T$22 -_
Lv Lv Lv
0 0 O Sll 312 S_
sLy v -Lv v-Lv v -Lv v Lv_v _Lv_v _Lv_v _Lv_v Lv_v _Lv_v .L_v _LvFIv
2_Gy-S22GzS21Gz-323Gx S22Gx-_21sy _22_-_2_182_ x-S21,, z _21 y-_22, x
E L EL E L EL E L EL
X X X X X X
Let the large rectangular matrix of Eq. (5.12) be designated by the
symbol N. Equations (3.12) and (3.4) may now be combined as follows
m
_v
x
_v
Y
_G v
x
_G v
Y
AG v
Z
(3.12)
_L . s .¥ (5.15)
Equation (3.15) is the error equation for the alinement process in the absence
of broad spectrum noise. The covariance matrix for misalinement is formed as
follows, where Ex means Expectation in the statistical sense.
Ex(_L_LT) .. Sx(_. _T .TNT) = _. Sx( _,_T)._ ST (3.14)
3.1 _iapl_f$cation of the ErrQrAnalyeis
Equation (3.12) is quite involved. The complication may be attri-
buted to the freedom allowed in the choice of coordinate frames and instru-
ment orientation. If the input axes of the instruments were chosen coinsi-
ent with axes ef the vehicle coordinate system, and if the vehicle coordin-
ates were chosen colnsident with the earth-fixed locally-level set, consid-
erable simplification would result. Naturally in practice, the vehicle
triad will not be so conveniently oriented. If such orientation were pos-
sible, there would be no need for gyrocompassing. However looking at this
case will prove informative. There is probably no advantage to be gained
by having the vehicle triad close to colnsidence with the locally level
triad. But if an advantage did exist such alinement could usually be
made to within 20 degrees, and that would be close enough for the follow-
ing discussion to prove applicable.
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If the vehicle coordinate frame and locally level frame are close
to identity, then SvL may be assumed an identity matrix. Further the
v essentially the total G vector, E_ becomes thegravity component Gz is
total E vector, and the value of_I becomes z_ro. Equation (3.12) now
becomes the following.
%!
i
0 O O O _ 1 0
1
0 0 0 - 0 0
N--
V
-O 0 0 z 0 0
N-- -N-
m
X
L D v
Y
L _t"lv
Z
_G v
X
(3.15)
_G v :
zi
The 15 and 24 elements of the large matrix are seen to arise directly
fromBqs. (3.v)and (3.8).
The magnitude of E is seen to be the magnitude of_ .G- or simply
y-component of earth rate and the totalYg_avity accel-the product @f the
eration.
After multiplication by the column matrix of _ and AG, the 31
element of the rectangular matrix becomes AQx/Q v. This angular error
is similar to the error depicted in Fig. 3.1. Bu% now the 34 element
becomes
AGx O_ Q,
Y
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The exact physical significance of this term may be a little difficult
to perceive. It actually arises from the fact that if the x-y plane of
the vehicle coordinates is tilted about the y-axis, and if the total
earth rate vector is not coinsident with the y-axis, then the earth rate
vector will exhibit an apparent error in azimuth when observed from the
tilted coordinates.
Because the instruments are now assumed alined with the coordinate
axes, the Q matrices are also unit matrices. Equation (3.3) is consider-
ably simplified, and the expectation of (M _T MT) is a sixth order dia-
gonal matrix in which each diagonal element represents the total mean
square error associated with one of the six instruments. The mean square
errors of the instruments appear separately because only one instrument
contributes to measurement error, in either gravity or earth rate, along
any one of the axes.
Equation (3.14) now becomes the following.
v
0 0 0 0
o o o !_
o
-O 0 0 ,In,.z
Y Y
-1
0
O
O O
_o 2O
0
3D.. 2 o o o o o
x
o --c_q2 o o o o
Y
o o --Z,.r"z2 0 0 0 0
Z
o o o "no2 o o o
x
o o o o ^LG2
Y
0 0 0 0 0
0
_G 2
__._/x
O2
0 -i
G
&c2 ' o
Z I_
_'0 0 -O ]
Y
0 0 0
0
y.
/l z AO 2 /12 AG 2
y x +
.0. cz _Q2 O2Y Y
_2
Y
0 0
I il z
G /_ G
Y
0 0
0
q
I
0
(3.ls)
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It can be seen that in this special situation, there is cross
correlation between the • and y acceleroaeters only. Furthermore the
only gyro contributing to first order errors is the x-gyro.
At first these results may appear strange. The reader might
think that the x-gyro could simply be ignored Since it is not contribut-
ing much anyway. The truth is that while the x-gyro is measuring a small
quantity, it is the most important rotational measurement being made.
If indeed the x-gyro is horizontal, then its reading is equal to the
product of the azimuth misalinement of the vehicle coordinates and the
horizontal component of earth rate. Since earth rate is known, this
is a direct measurement of azimuth misalinement. The fact is that if
the vehicle coordinate frame is nearly coinsident with the true, locally-
level coordinate-triad, then the other gyros might be ignored, but not
the x-gyro.
It must also be pointed out that the error analysis has proceeded
under the assumption that all errors were small. The preceding obviously
does not apply to the case where one gyro or one accelerometer generates
extremely large errors, an order of magnitude or greater because the
description of misalinement errors as small Euler angles is no longer
valid.
The delta terms pertain^to the total mean ssuare individual instru-
ment errors. For example G_ obtained from Eq. (3.2) under the assump-
tion of unit Qa matrix is the following
2 2 G2AG2x= B2 + G2xFI2+p G +/3 3 y (3.le)
And since G and G are zero for accelerometer number one, this becomes
x y
i
J
W
m
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j ::
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N
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g
2 G2 (319)
The instrument error models must be formed in their own coordinate
frame, so that for the y-axis accelerometer the components of the gravity
vector must be rotated from vehicle coordinates into y-accelerometer coor-
dinates.
4. General Considerations
One might inquire as to the overall effect of changes in instrument orien-
tation. The answer is that since instrument errors are a function of their
position with respect to gravity and rotation vectors, an optimum orientation
might exist. Its existence would depend upon the characteristics of the instru-
ments being used.
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If the instruments have identical rms errors such as identical scale
factor uncertainties and if they are orthogonally mounted, then the orienta-
tion of the instrument package does not alter the principle diagonal of the
attitude error covariance matrix. This is because the surface of equal error
probability forms a sphere about the coordinate origin. The correlation be-
tween errors in _x, _y, and _m changes with orientation of the instrument
package, but not the _tandard-deviation of the angles themselves.
It is interesting to note that the horizontal component of earth rate
appears in the denominator of the error terms relating to azimuth. This
quantity diminishes as either of the geographic poles is approached and
vanishes at the poles. This, of course, demonstrates that gyrocompaesing is
poorly conditioned to the far northern or southern latitudes, but it does
not present a practical problem to gyrocompassing for ground alinement of
space vehicle guidance systems.
5. VSbrational Effect_
Rectification of vibration was discussed briefly in Chapter III. Com-
plete analysis of associated errors must proceed from an intimate knowledge
of the particular instruments involved. Furthermore it is necessary to
characterize the vibration, both rotational and translational, to which the
instruments are subjected. This is often far from a simple task. To some
degree the rectification problem may be diminished by shock mounting the
instruments.
In the absence of noise alinement time may not exceed several minutes.
Vibrational noise and electronic noise, if applicable, constitute additive
errors. Standard filtering techniques are applicable to this problem. The
simplest approach might be to perform periodic alinements and use a least
squares estimation procedure. The sampling times should be chosen far enough
apart that the noise samples may be considered uncorrelated.
Optimum filtering depends upon the nature of the noise, and the locations
at which it enters the system. Filtering may be applied directly to the out-
put of the instruments, or to the final alinement information, or both. It
seems apparent that if sufficient time is available for alinement, and if
sufficient computational capability is present, that the effect of zero mean
noise may be mitigated to any desirable degree.
6. Multiple ReadinKe
The dominant azimuth error is x-gyro error divided by the y component of
earth rate. Much of the x-gyro error is deterministic in nature, but completely
accurate measurements of magnitudes cannot be obtained for the error coeffic-
ients. Such would be the case for gravity dependent errors and misalinement
errors. There are also gyro driftrate errors which are essentially random in
nature but with long correlation times. If the autocorrelation times for
random drifts are long with respect to the time duration for several measure-
ments, then these drift rates are essentially constant and may be considered
deterministic during the alinement period.
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The interesting feature about deterministic errors is that their effect
may be canceled out by taking repeated readings with the instrument (or
instruments) judiciously repositioned for each reading. For example suppose
that the x-gyro had a constant bias, i.e., constant drift rate. If two
readings are taken, one with the gyro pointed east and one with it pointed
west, the first reading minus the second will be equal to twice the true
rotation rate about the x-axis. The constant bias will have been canceled
out by the subtraction.
The true strapdown system offers no possibility for repositioning of
the instruments. If the guidance system employs an inertial platform, several
options are available. The platform may be mechanized according to the dis-
cussions in Chapter V. However, better performance may be achieved if the
platform can be operated as a strapdown system. The platform may be precision
torqued into preselected positions and locked in those positions. Measurement
of earth rate may be made at each position by monitoring the torquing currents
required to keep the gyroscopes at null while the platform is locked.
Error analysis for such a process procedes in a manner similar to that
described earlier in this chapter. The total transition matrix must be found
that transforms each set of readings into a final determination of x, y, and
z components of earth rate and gravity. This matrix will be similar to Eq.
(3.3), but the large rectangular matrix will have added columns for each of
the multiple positions. The column vector or error sources at the right of
Eq. (3.3) will have added rows associated with each of the multiple positions.
From this point on the analysis proceeds as before. It is important to note
however, that and z were used to represent the total misalinemente of
the input axes f_om the direction in which they were assumed to be pointing.
This misalinement must be broken into two components where multiple positions
are used. One component will be the misalinement of the entire platform from
the desired position, and the other will be the misalinement of the sensitive
axes with respect to the platform coordinate frame. For example if the plat-
form were rotated 180 ° about the z axis between two readings, the miealinement
of the x-gyro, measured around the platform x-axis, would result in an error
of the same magnitude and sign in each position. Misalinement of the platform
about the y-axle would result in an error of equivalent magnitude but opposite
signs in the two positions. Therefore these two error sources must be kept
separate.
Selection of positions for measurement must be made so as to minimize
the effect of the important error sources without introducing new ones of
equivalent magnitude. The new error sources would arise from inaccuracies in
precision torquing of the platform to each new position.
The ability to precision torque the platform, to lock it in position, and
to measure individual gyro torquing currents represents added capabilities
over and above those normally found on a platform designed for space applica-
tions. Perhaps a simpler solution to the problem of achieving an accurate
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azimuth alinement would be to mechanize the platform self leveling loops
only. A fourth gyro of high quality might be mounted on the platform for
the purpose of measuring the component of earth rate in the plane of the
platform, nominally the level plane. Typically this might be a rate gyro
which would be positioned pointing eastward first and then westward. This
would afford effective cancellation of the gyro drift rate, random in nature
but with long autocorrelation time. This is usually the largest gyro error
source, principally because it will have changed considerably since labora-
tory calibratien, and thus cannot be easily compensated.
Gyro error analysis for this case is the same as that just discussed,
but easier in that only one gyro is repositioned. Platform tilt will repre-
sent a first order error source and must be considered. Platform angular
rotation rate would present an uncorrectable error, but this is essentially
nonexistent in the steady state, except for the effect of vehicle vibration.
Platform level errors would be the same as those for the y-axis level-
ing loop discussed in Chapter IV.
l
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CHAPTER VI
OPERATION ON BODIES OTHER
THAN THE EARTH
i
1
i. Introduction
Oyrocompasslng at a f_xed location on the surface of other planets would be
desirable in certain s_ tuations. Such situations would include alignment prior
to launch from a planet for a return trip; erection of an antenna; or prelimi-
nary to star-sighting. Consideration of this problem breaks naturally into three
parts. One part is concerned with the practicality of _yrocompassing on other
planets. The second part involves consideration of how well vehicle location on
the planet will be known. The third asks the question, _ "What accuracy is required
for launch from another planet in connection with a typical space mission?"
2. Performance on Other Planets
It is interesting to observe the s_milarities in errors obtained from both
direct and indirect gyrocompassing. All of these mechanisms have an azimuth
error term given by gyro drift rate divided by earth rate, or the horizontal com-
ponent of earth rate.
Chapter VII developes extensively several mechanizations for indirect gyro-
compassing in orbit. Essentially, the same results apply to terrestrial applica-
tion. In most cases results are similar to those presented by Eqs. (4.6) through
(4.8) of Chapter IV. That is, x-gyro drift rate divided by total nominal rota-
tion rate is an azimuth error term. The strapped-down system is also subject to
the same error but has an additional error of z-gyro rate with a multiplicative
constant in both azimuth and x-axis tilt. The constant is different for the two
axes, and generally different from one candidate system to another. This constant
contains the total nominal rotation rate, Wy, (or cu° in Chapter VII, in the denomi-
nator, but it appears in conjunction with other gain constants so that some adjust-
ment is possible. In other words, the effect of a diminished W may be in some
measure offset by adjustment of system gains for the error termYinvolving the z-gyro
drift rate. This is not true for the x-gyro.
IO5
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2.1
An _xample of Indirect Gyrocompasslng with small W_i andg
By way of example of the capability for compensating adjustment of sya-
tem gains, let the system depicted in Fig. 2.4 of Chapter IV be considered.
The characteristic equation for that system is:
This may be represented in time constant form as:
(2.1)
(s _) (s2*_*L)=
+ T2 T2_ 2
2 I__)S2 2 _ ) S + I 0 (2.2)
s3+ (_+ _2 + (W2+ _;2 _2T2_2-
System gains may be expressed in terms of time constants by equating terms
of _,qs. (2.1) and (2.2). The results follow.
2--+1 = kb (2.3)
T T2
2 1 _y (2.4)
_'-'-_'+_ 2 -_d +
T2T2
The final error values are repeated from Eqs.
Chapter IV.
_x final value =
_z final value -
Wyk b + kg g
(4.6) through (4.8) of
k b gkd _
Wyk b + kgg Wyk b ez - _ + Wy
k
_y final value = ---! (E + A )gkj y x
(2.6)
(2.v)
(2.s)
The y-axis control Is a second order loop. The characteristic equation
appears in Chapter IV, as Eq. (4.5). Reference to this Chapter makes it immediately
evident that if the y-channel time constant is held constant, then ki/gk j is
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constant and the y-axis tilt errors are not primarily affected by reduc-
tion in planet rotation rate or variations in gravity, so long as _n'avity
does not approach zero or the limit of sensitivity of the accelerometer.
For operation on or near the equator, the y-axls rotation does not strongly
couple into aximuth, and for this reason one would not expect planet rota-
tion rate to be important. Indeed the local level may be established even
in the absence of planet rotation.
Equations (2.6) and (2.7) may be rewritten as follows in terms of the
time constants.
_x final value = T2T2_2[-WykbEz + k WAgy y ] (2.9)
_z final value = T2T2
2
-kbWyAy+d Cz
Y
(2.10)
The effect of z-_ro drift rate on aximuth may be determined by an
examination of T2_ g kd. Equation (2.4) indicates that the time con-
stants and damping ratio-may be chosen such that _kd is equal to zero.
On the earth, this could be accomplished with dampifk_ of 0.8 and time
constants slightly _[reater than 15 minutes. If W were decreased by an
order of magnitude, the time constants would haveYto be increased by
approximately an order of magnitude in order to maintain cancellation
of the z term in Eq. (2.I0).
Z
But this increase in time constants results in an order of magnitude
decrease in kb as may be seen from Eq. (2.3). The coefficient of e in
Eq. (2.9) is T2T2:2Wk b. The total effect on this coefficient isz an
order of magnitude increase. Some improvement may be obtained by adjust-
ing the time constants independently, but the basic indication is that
this system is poorly conditioned to operation with low values of W . On
the contrary large W is no problem. The effec_ of" x-_yro drift isy
increased in direct y proportion to W decrease.
Y
Consider the effect of accelerometer bias, A., in the presence of an
order of magnitude decrease in W and a compensating order of magnitude
Y
increase in T and T2. The effect on _z Js increased by order of msf,nitude
as can be seen from its correspondence to E in Eq. (2.9). In order to
Z
on _ it is necessary to consider k . Fromdetermine the effect of Ay X
consideration of Eq. (2.5), _t appears that gk must decrease by about two
orders of magnitude. The value of k naturally depends upon g. But if g
were decreased by no more than an order of ma_,nitude, then k would be
g
decreased by at least an order of magnitude, and the effect of Av on _x
would be increased by no more than an order of magnitude.
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It would appear that a decrease in planet rotation rate below earth
rate effects an approximately proportional degradation in overall system
performance for the system just considered, provided the system gains
are adjusted. If no adjustment is made, degradation may be considerably
worse.
There are many alternative mechanizations for indirect gyrocompassing
with a platform. Several examples are enumerated in Table 4.1 of Chapter VII.
Some of these may be better suited to operation with low rotation rates.
The effect of decreased g is considerably less. This is understand-
able, because gravity is essentially part of the gain of the tilt sensing
device. The practical limitation on low g level is one of signal to noise
level and sensitivity of the sensing device. These are the same factors
which limit the usefulness of accelerometers for orbital use. In orbit,
the accelerometer located at the center of mass of the satellite will have
zero signal to measure. However, just above or below this point the effec-
tive acceleration of gravity is not zero, but is quite small. Thus
accelerometers may be used for gyrocompassing in orbit if they are suf-
ficiently sensitive.
At low g levels, such as might be experienced on the moon, the signal
to noise levels of the accelerometers may become sufficiently poor as to
require attention. In this event, adjustment of the system for optimum
performance will not be confined to minimization of the final values indi-
cated by Laplace Transform Final Value Theorem, (Eqs. (2.6) through (2.8),
but must include consideration of noise rejection. Some discussions along
the lines of optimum noise rejection are also included in Chapter VII.
Thus it is clear that optimization is a function of the individual
instruments employed and the system transfer function. Trade-off studies
among the possible candidate systems should include optimization of the
systems for the instrumentation available and the W. and g levels expected
and comparison of the cost and performance of the o_timlzed systems.
2.2 Theoretical Optimum
Some inference of the theoretically best attainable performance is avail-
able from an investigation of the _sic measurable quantities. It is clear
that the basic limitation on performance must be the ability of the instru-
ments to measure the two basic quantities, gravity and planet rotation.
From this point of view, the analysis is similar to the investigation of
the strapped-down system, which measures these quantities directly.
The indication of azimuth comes either directly or indirectly from the
meaBurement of planet rotation. It can never be better than the normalized
drift rate of the gyroscopes, That is to say, the indication of azimuth can
never be better than the x-gyro drift rate divided by planet rotation rate.
It will be noted that this term appears in all the residual errors of all the
indirect gyrocompaesin_ systems as well as the strapped down system.
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Improvement over this limitation is achievable only from sophisticated data
reduction techniques employed with multiple measurements often involving multiple
positions of the instruments.
The indication of local level comes from the measurement of gravity. It can
never be better than the normalized errors in the x and y accelerometers (or
equivalent measuring instruments such as bubble levels). Again, stochastic errors
may be diminished in a statistical sense by statistical inference, and deterministic
errors may often be eliminated or diminished by averaging over multiple observations
involving various instrument positions.
It should be kept in mind that gyrocompassing with an inertial platform (indirect
gyrocompassing) does not admit multiple positioning of the instruments so as to
cancel gravity induced errors or constant errors and, as such, does not offer as
accurate a final answer as is theoretically possible from direct measurement.
Furthermore, as was mentioned in Section 2, the indirect method has added error
terms not present for direct measurement systems. On the other side of the question,
the indirect method requires essentially no computer and results in a physically
alined platform. If an inertial platform is to be used for space navigation and if
the inertial measurement instruments onthe platform are the only ones available,
then the indirect method may prove to be the only reasonable approach. It is true
that direct measurement techniques may offer more accurate resolution of azimuth and
level in the computer, but positioning of the platform with respect to the computer
coordinates is only as good as the gimbal readout mechanism. The introduction of
the computer complicates the picture_ and in the end, increased accuracy may involve
considerable increase in cost. Answers to questions such as these are obtainable
only from a knowledge of specific mission requirements and the capabilities of the
instruments available for use.
2.3 Know,edge of Local Vertical
Knowledge of the local vertical is obtained from the planet gravitational field.
Two factors perturb the symmetry of the apparent gravity field at the location of
the vehicle. One is the centrifugal force on the vehicle resulting from the planet
rotation. The other is fravitational anomalies resulting from nonhomogeneity of the
planet's composition and planet oblateness. On the earth, these error sources are
not sufficiently large to cause concern for prelaunch alinement. Other planets must
be considered on their own characteristics.
The direct measurement technique of gyrocompassing makes available information
concerning the magnitude of planet rotation components in the locally level plane
and along the local vertical. From this information and a preknowledge of planet
diameter, the perturbation attributable to centrifugal force may be calculated and
corrected.
Information concerning the vertical and horizontal components of planet rotation
vector gives an exact indication of vehicle latitude on the planet. This will also
allow correction to gravity for oblateness and other anomalies dependent upon
latitude to the extent to which such anomalies are known. No indication of longi-
tude is available from gyrocompassing measurements.
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These considerations may be largely academic. No situation presently envisioned
would require such accuracy as to make corrections for centrifugal force and gravity
anomalies necessary. In any event if such accuracy were required, navigation would
undoubtedly proceed from a celestial basis; i.e., with respect to the stars rather
than relative to the planet as is done with gyrocompassing.
3. _wle_ of Latitude
Gyrocompassir_ supplies only relative information. This information allows
positioning of a platform, or definition of a coordinate frame relative to the
local vertical defined by the planet gravity vector at the vehicle location, and
local north as defined by the planet rotation vector.
There is no way in which longitude information can be obtained from such measure-
ments. However, this is not important because longitude information is not essential
to the general space launch problem.
!
Latitude, on the other hand, is essential information for an effect space launch
from the planet surface; and this information may be obtained as a by-product of
gyrocompassing alinement. If the coordinates of the planet rotation rate vector are
established in the locally level reference frame, the latitude is given by the arc
tangent of the ratio of vertical component to the horizontal component.
This al_orithm i_,nores the fact that the local vertical is established by means
of the local apparent gravity vector, which includes centripetal acceleration. The
error involved is small and may be treated as a linear perturbation. As such it may
be ignored until the "almost correct" latitude has been found, at which time correction
may be made.
The direct measurement (strapdown) system obtains the components of the planet
rotation vector directly and can provide adequate latitude determination even in the
absence of prior knowledge of the planet rotation rotational velocity.
The indirect (inertial platform) gyrocompassing system provides latitude information
equally well provided that the magnitude of the total rotation velocity vector is known
a priori. As will be recalled, the platform must be programmed to rotate with the
same velocity as the planet. This rotational velocity must be apportioned between the
y and z platform axes according to latitude. The y-gyro must be torqued at a rate
equivalent to the planet rate times the cosine of latitude. If latitude is not known,
then the y-axis torquing rate will not be correct and an error signal will build up
indicating tilt about that axis. This information may be used to adjust the estimate
of latitude until the y-tilt error signal falls to zero indicating that the y-_ro is
being torqued with the proper horizontal component of planet rotation rate.
L_a
If knowledge of planet rotational velocity is not available, then performance of
the gyrocompassing platform system will be considerably degraded. In the absence of
any programmed rotation, the platform will assume some misalinement in tilt and azimuth
such that the error signals are sufficient to supply proper rotation rates for the
y and = axes. After the system has reached steady state, the y and z rotation rates
may be measured; but the price will be considerable misalinement of the platform.
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4. Required Accuracy
The final point of interest is simply the accuracy required for gyrocompassing
on other planets. This involves mission requirements as well as the function
intended to be served by gyrocompassing. Uses of a gyrocompass on an alien planet
may be categorized as either alinement for non-navigational purposes such as for
the erection of an antenna or for prelaunch alinement. Evaluation of exact accuracy
requirements lie beyond the scope of this report.
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CHAPTER VII
•INDIRECT GYROCOMPASSING WITH AN
INERTIAL PLATFORM IN ORBIT
1.0 Introduction
This chapter considers mechanization techniques for the orbital gyro-
compass alinement of a gimballed locally level platform. The emphasis is on
real time mechanizations with minimal onboard computation. Optimal parameter
estimation techniques, while having promise for high precision gyrocompass
alinement, are not considered at any length because of the implied high com-
putational requirements. The tecbmiques which are particularly emphasized are
continuous self-alinement techniques with continuous leveling and azimuthing
control signals being provided by horizon sensor derived error signals.
The study centers primarily around a locally level "true north" platform
configuration; here true north is defined by the orbital pole. Classical gyro-
compass alinement has its origin with the local level true north system (see
Ref. I); and it is for this reason the local level system is being initially
considered for the orbital problem. The purpose is to draw as many similarities
as possible with the fixed site and cruise system gyrocompass problem so that
the alinement problem can be better understood for the other platform configura-
tion, such as the inertial and strapdown.
The chief difficulty of actually applying a local level configuration for
orbital operation is, of course, the required high platform torquing rate. This
disadvantage, however, is offset by its advantages which are several: gyro-
compass alinement mechanization is perhaps the simplest in this frame; minimal
attitude determination computation relative to the orbital frame; and it is
geometrically ideal for reading pitch, roll, and yaw relative to the orbital plane.
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It should be emphasized that the mechanization study considered herein
is very preliminary. Until better quantitative measures of the characteristics
of the instrument induced and phenomenon induced errors of the horizon sensor
are available, it is difficult to conclude what final form the mechanization
will assume.
m
g
For this reason, various kinds of mechanizations have been considered,
each with a characteristic of its own. For example, derivative type control
may be used to minimize the effect of bias if noise levels are kept low. On
the other hand, integral control can be used to minimize noise effects if bias
type errors can be kept within tolerable bounds. In addition, transient char-
acteristics such as settling time constants must be considered in order to
bound the effects of system drift and attenuate the effects of initial errors.
The overall design considerations will involve weighting the relative effects
from the several sources of errors that potentially limit system performance.
2. to ordinate Systems
Some of the more important coordinate reference frames required for the
study of orbital gyrocompassing are defined in Chapter 2.
As a reminder it may be mentioned that pitch, roll and yaw are designated
by the small angles e, _ and_measured from the Orbital frame. The orbital
frame is the true locally level triad at the vehicle location.
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3.0 prelimiaa;._ Considerations _o Orbital Gyrocompags A_inemen _
Mechaniza_lqn
3.1 General
The present section is _ preliminary discussion on the orbital gyro-
compass problem. General discussion is given to the in-orbit leveling and
azimuthing a gimballed locally level platform. Further detailed discussion
on cruise and fixed site mechanizations are contained in Ref. 1. Figure 3.1
shows a locally level platform configuration. The roll and yaw gyro spin
axes are along the pitch axis to minimize the platform ssrvo contro] problem
to maintain local ]eve]. While that ¢onf_,r_tion is not g_rm,ne to the
_]inement problem, it eases the analysts.
The pitch gyro, however, must be driven with orbital rate. The high
angular rate (about 16 times earth rate) implied for orbital local level
systems may severely limit its application. However, classical gyrocompass
alinement for cruise systems originated with the locally level configuration,
and for this reason the initial study based on this configuration has value
aside from questions regarding its utility.
up
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Fig. 3.1
A Three-Axis Level Platform
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3.2 In-Orbit Levelinjt Considerations
To give insight into the level error parameters which _re required
to be stabilized, Fig. 3.2 shows the relative configuration of the platform,
vehicle, and orbital level references. The true vertical (0) is here defined
as the vertical determined on the basis of the orbital _srameters, the vehicle
vertical (v) is defined _,s the horizon sensor vertical _assuming sensor axis
fixed in vehicle); and the platform vertical (p) is defined on the basis of
the computed direction to the local vertical. Shown in this figure is the
pitch error; a similar configuration holds for the roll axis.
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Annie Relations Between True (Orbital) Vehicle
and Platform Defined Frames
The pitch error e vO, betveen the vehicle and the orbital frame, is
unknown. The angle _v is directly available in the gimbal angle readout.
The angle eP O is the platform drift error relative to the orbital frame.
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In a general leveling configuration it is desired to null _O! that
is to level the platform frame to the orbital frame, in the presence of
arbitrary vehicle motion @re. As soon in Fig. 3.2 eP O u _ + e re. If
ePO wore equal to zero then e vOu - @pv (gimbal readouts). The leveling
alinement problem iet_ stabilize and bound the inertial platform level
tilt errors _v and _ to null.
To be even more general, it should be recognized that there i8 still
qno_her error parameter. This is the error in the navigation data. Depend-
ing upon how the platform is torqued to maintain level, potentially, gyro-
compass alinement is limited by the coupling of the navigation error. IJnfor-
tun_tely there is no way of separating the angular navigation error from
platform tilt error unless a separate mode is introduced to specifically
damp out the navigation errors (such ae via orbit re-determination). This
problem is considered in detail in the later sections.
Drawing a similarity with cruise system gyrocompassing, the nevlga-
tion errors are damped out via a separate mode, wherein a comparison is
made of the system velocity output with an external reference doppler radar
velocity. This essentially effects damping out platform torquing errors
arising from navigation errors.
3.3 In-Orb_$ Azimuth Alinement Considerations
The orbital gyrocompass alinement problem for stable pl_tforms can be
described by a pair of simple diagrams. Assuming the platform h_s been leveled,
the top view of a three-gyro locally level platform is shown in Figs. 3.3 and
3.4 in the azimuth mlsalined and alined configurations. Figure 3.3 shows tha
platform alined to the vehicle frame, but the vehicle frame is misalined rela-
tive to the orbital frame. This is the misalined configuration of platform
a_imuth. It is always possible to aline the platform axes to the vehicle frame
by nulllng the observed platform gimbal angles provided, of course, the vehicle
motion is reasonably stable. The problem is to determine the azimuth misaline-
ment of the vehicle. In the configuration of Fig. 3.3 this azimuth deviation
indicated by the angle _ , is undeterminable unless angular rates are measured.
To describe the effect of angular rates about wrong axes, it is neces-
sary to consider the mechanization involved in torquing the platform to main-
tain local level. Assuming for the moment that the azimuth error is zero in
Fig. 3.3, the platform must be torqued about the platform frame pitch axis with
the orbital rate, _0' to maintain platform level. In the presence of a plat-
form azimuth error Y , the platform will still be torqued about the same pitch
axis of the platform which is now misalined relative to the true ("north")
orbital rate axis by the angle _ . This is because there is no way of know-
ing that the platform is tilted in azimuth. If indeed the azimuth error were
measurable and the platform were to be torqued along the direction of the
true orbital polar axis, then the platform will maintain level. To maintain
level then, a torque is required about the roll axis (roll gyro) to yield a
roll rate which is equal to _n _ • The required torque to the pitch gyro
will be given by _n cos _ which, for small _ , is essentially _iven to the
first order by w 0 (the nominal torque). Thus to maintain platform level in
the presence of azimuth error, it is required to add a torque of _oYto the
"_Ii jy-n.
I16
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Since the platform is actually being torqued about the misalined platform
pitch axis, in effect then, the platform will appear to drift relative to the
vehicle frame by the amount -wo_ along roll. This effect is the observed
platform drift rate resulting from torquing the platform with the nominal
orbital rate in the presence of platform misalinements. The rate is observable
about the platform outer roll _imbal provided, of course, that the vehicle frame
rate is stabilized.
in Fig. 3.4 the platform frame is seen in a position of alinement
with the orb| tal frame with the vehicle frame miealined in azimuth relative
to t_e orbital frame. The platform is still being torqued about the pitch
axis of the platform frame. In this configuration there Is no component _ of
the orbital rate _bout the roll gyro. Hence, assuming that the orbital r_te
is the only rate pppeerin_ on the platform, the platform will msintsln level,
the outer gimbal frame will maintain level, and assuming the vehicle frame
is stabilized in the vertical, the roll gimbal angular rate output essentially
reads zero to the first order. In this condition the platform frame is qlined
to the orbital frame and vehicle yaw is indicated by the platform yaw gimbal
angle transducer output.
3.4 Ggneral Discussion on GyrQcompass Alinement Mechanization
The two different configurations represented by Figs. 3.3 and 3.4
suggest various mechanization possibilities for determining the vehicle yaw
or for the self-alinement of the platform in yaw. Figure 3.3 sugsests a
very simple open loop mechanization. In the misalined condition (recognize
the system is always allneable to the vehicle frame) the roll gimbal angle
output allows a rate to be measured which is proportional to the yaw error.
This mechanization, shown in the dla_rqm Fig. 3.5, is considered further In
a l_ter section. It is an open loop scheme because no error signals are
used to aline the platform except as to null ("cage") the gimbal angles rela-
tive to the vehicle frame, which in turn are assumed to be alined to the
local vertical via the horizon sensor.
In the mechanization of Fig. 3.5 the gyros essentially serve the
function of holding the platform stable. The gyro torquing transfer func-
tions Gp(s), GR(e), Gy(S) are filters which smooths out fluctuations of
vehicle motion due to the vehicle attitude control system and the random
errors of the horizon sensor which is the basis for holding the vehicle to
the local vertical. The output of the roll gimbal angle must also be
smoothed with a filter to eliminate the vehicle roll motion.
Note that this mechanization is essentially the same mechanization as
that arising from reading the rate output of a roll rate gyro which is
strapped to the vehicle. Fig. 3.6 shows a typical mechanization. The only
difference with this configuration and that which gives the present mech-
anization a promise of improvement is that the vehicle motion can be isola-
ted (or filtered) from the platform frame so that roll rate coupling is
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minimized. In the case of s vehicle strapped gyro, the output directly
reflects _I] of the vehicle motion, and compensstion for roll r_te is a
difficult problem. For the glmballed system the proper caging of the
gyros can be taken advantage of to attenuate the effect of vehicle motion.
The roll rate signal, however, must be smoothed or compensated in both
mechanization so that the real isolation of vehicle roll motion is not
eliminated entirely.
In general, the measuring of roil rate to infer azimuth error is
an undesirable approach to mechanization for yaw indication because roll
rate must somehow be compensated to extract the desired effect of yaw
coupling. To measure roll rate which is free of the azimuth coupling,
the horizon sensor derived roll error signal may be differentiated to
yield the roll rate _. This is subtracted from the roll gyro indicated
roll rate to yield _0 _. However, all available literature on horizon
sensors point to large noise content in the resolution of level indication
imply discrimination of rate indication to be extremely difficult; there-
fore, the determination of the horizon sensor derived rate signal is pre-
sently considered an impractical approach to mechanization. Further
discussion on roll rate determination errors are found in Ref. 2 and 3.
Figure 3,4 in the alined condition allows the yaw indication to be
read off at the azimuth gimbal axis. This mechanization depends upon the
alinement of the platform frame to the orbital frame. Since the steady
state roll error is proportional to the steady state yaw error, a mech-
anization which suggests itself is to drive the yaw gyro with a signal
proportional as the roll error; the error signals being s measure of
platform error relative to the orbital frame.
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More specifically, the simultaneous torquing of the roll and yew
gyro with a signal proportional to the roll platform error might secure
self-alinement of the platform to the orbital frame. The basic insight
provided by this mechanization is that it is a direct analog of the cruise
and fixed site gyrocompass mechanization considered in the earlier sections
of the present study.
_igure 3.7 is s generalized diagram of a self-alinement gyrocompass
scheme. The basic objective of self-alinement here is to effect platform
alinement to the orbital frame as shown in Fig. 3.4. The block diagram
of Fig. 3.7 is seen to be analogous to the fixed site gyrocompass problem
except for small differences in the technique of derived signals for torquing
the gyros. Here the roll and yaw gyros are torqued with the angle error
signals obtained from the platform gimbals and the horizon sensor. The
torques applied to the gyros can be given in terms of a generalized trans-
fer functions
= oR(S) ( pO+
Ty - Gy(S)( pO+
Tp = Gp(S) (epO + Ae)
where GR(S) and Gy(S) are arbitrary transfer functions converting the meas-
ured roll into gyro torquing signals. The parameter _ _ is primarily the
resoha_m error of the horizon sensor consisting of a bias and random noi.e
components.
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A generalized representation can be given to the response of
the attitude deviation _a the presence of the feedback torques. For
a nominally locally level alined platform the dsivation propagation
equation with feedback are shown in a later section to be givem am
i •
+ QpCs)e = -GpCs)_e + cy Pitch
s_ + _o _ ÷ GR(')_= -_a(e)_ + _x
and the generalized response is given am
Roll
Yaw
(sQR(s)+__a_r(s))
C_o+G_.Cs))F.,_+(8+GECe))% + s ,Cs)
V(,)
where,(s) = S2 + aGR(s) + _o(_o + %(s)) is the characteristic equation.
Tho following sections will consider the response characteristics
associated with various forms of the transfer fumctione Ga(e), Gp(8),
andGy(e).
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summ_ry di_cusslon oe the various gyrocompass alinement mech_niza-
tionsconsidered for the local level platform is given here. The following
sections contain the detailed developments.
Table 4.1 is a summary of various response characteristics of the
roll and yaw platform axes to various transfer functions GR(s) and G (s).
The transient, steadystate, and noise response characteristics are s_own
for each cpse.
The pitch axis analysis is given separately because it is decoup]ed
from the other two axes and because it is comparatively an easier problem.
In general, a proportional feedback using the pitch error is probably an
adequate mechanization. This control will damp the initial pitch errors
and bou_d the effect of gyro drift. However, performance is limited by
sensor errors.
The various cases listed in the table include most of the possible
kinds of feedback control on the roll and/or yaw gyros; assuming the
horizon sensor error signal is the only externally available observable.
For all mechanizations, it is shown that a basic error iimitation
to stabilizing the yaw channel in orbit arises from the couplin_ of roll
gyro drift rate. No mechanization which utilizes level error signals to
stabilize the yaw channel (the classical gyrocompass Alinement problem)
can attenuate the effect of this error source. The basic steady state
platform yaw error resulting from gyrocompass alinement and which is inde-
pendent of mechanization is
4¥ = i_
% *
Other error sources are, of course, present but their effects can be
attenuated to a certain degree by the adjustment of the system gain.
_his ultimate yaw resolution error has its counterpart in the fixed
site and cruise mechanization. Here, however, w n is orbital rate which
is about sixteen times larger than earth rate; consequently in orbital
operation, yaw indication error from gyro drift is automatically attenuated
in the ratio of sixteen to one. As a result for orbital operations, it can
be expected that gyro drift is not really the error source which would
limit system performance.
Another basic error source which cannot be attenuated by mechanization is
the effect of horizon sensor bias as it affects the pitch axis. The steady state
pitch error is limited by the sensor bias. This effect has its counterpart in
the fixed site case where accelerometer bias sets the basic limitation to alinement
accuracy.
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Response Characteristics for
Gyro-Plartform
!
Al_otic _a_ cquare Rospcrdm Otto to Fdmdom
I_ifZ Rate _d _rizon Smtsor Folntin_
Error (Ass_Im No Cxx_s Corr_laZion)
6 ÷Wy
Comments
(It is Assumed that Pitch Axis
is Stabilized)
Z. O_m toop _*=_om
2. Conditional S_ability to System Axis In_s
3. Initial Errors
4. Unbotmded Plazform Drift Rate Due ZO R_dom
_am D_
L P_o_isi_Z
2. Damped P_sp01tse in Roll and Yaw
3. Initial EnroPs Oampir(
_. Undesiredble-Nat{_. _uervc'_ of SyStem i_
Fixed to O_bit_l P_tm_cy
5, Pot Steady=State Desirable or Choose _ as
Small as POutble
1, Cc_ditional Stability to Systematic Inputs
(In_ease_ Natural }_eq_cy)
2, Initial E_s Ur_
3, Unbounded P1atfo_ IY_ift Due %o Ranck_
G_ D_ift and Horizon Se_so_ E_
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_. Steady-State Yaw Lint_O_d by Sensor _PPoPs
I. Stable Plus Nai%mal Frequency Cam Be
Increased Above 0_bital
2+ Initial Condition
3. Undesirable: Differan_ial Horizon _enso_
Data
_. Steady-S_a_e RaM L_ed by SensoP ErroP
i, Stable. Natural _ue_cy Can B_
Increased
2. Essentially Same Considerations as 5 and 6
£xoept Both Ro_1 and Yaw Steady-State
L_n_te_ by Sensor I_s
i. Natu_l I_uency of _ll-Yaw Mode C_m Be
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0ass I gives the open loop characteristics. Without feedback the
roll and yew channel errors oscillate with orbits3 frequency. If gyro
drift and mechanization errors are bounded to small values, end if the
system can be Initla]ized at some arbitrary epoch, the free-inertial plat-
from drift would be bounded and propagate slnueoidally. The vehicle
attitude in roll, pitch, and yaw is obtained from the platform gimbals.
In the presence of noise, as might result from random gyro drift rate, a
conditionally stable system will tend to give rise to unbounded errors in
roll end yaw over long term operation. For an earth pointing vehicle the
roll error can be bounded while the yaw error will always remain unbounded.
Case 2 considers a proportlonal control on the roll gyro utilizing
the roll error signal which is derived from the horizon sensor and the
roll gimbal angle output. This simple control effects damping in both
the roll and yaw channels. However, it lacks stiffness to the extent that
the transient settling time is bounded below by the orbital frequency.
This implies _ minimum time constant of about 15 minutes for a low alti-
tude vehicle. The interesting result, however, is that both roll _nd yew
are damped simply by torquing the roll gyro.
Case 3 considers the same kind of proportional control on the yaw
gyro only. This control effects no damping, the system remains condition-
ally stable. _owever, the frequency response has been raised. A higher
natural system frequency is desirable from the point of view of decreasing
the settling time. This, however, is achieved at the expense of amplify-
ing +he effects of high frequency noise (such as arlsIDgfrom the sensor;.
Case 4 considers torquing both the roll and yaw gyro wlth a pro-
portion_l roll signal. As expected, the characteristic equation exhibits
the two desirable characteristics associated with Cases P and 3. Roll
torquing introduces damping in both channels, yaw torquing provides for
increasing the natural frequency. Consequently settling time can be de-
creased below the 15 min of Case 2 by increasing the gain to the yaw _yro.
Increasing gain however, is achieved at the expense of increasing the
effect from sensor bias as can be seen in Table 4.1o
Case 5 to 7 considers combinations of derivative plus proportional
control using the roll error signal. This case presently l,cks interest
because _ rate signal must be generated from the horizon sensor derived
pointing data (Ref. 2). Current literature shows that rate information
derived from sensor data is extremely poor (Ref. 3).
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MCases 8 to 10 considers integral plus proportional control. Inte-
gral contrc! will t_nd to minimize th_ effect of not qe but will enhance
the e_e_% o¢ bias. _eferenne _ congeners compensation techniques for
seDeor bias. The effect of gyro bias will, however, remain. Both in Oases
8 and 9, in particular, the integrated effect is evident. Eowever, in Case
I, where both roll and yaw gyros are torqued with an integral plus propor-
tional roll error signal, the integrated e_rs arising _rom both gyro and
sensor errors cancel out in the mechanization. Further studies regarding
this mechanization from the point of view of the effects of noise is re-
quired.
Cases II to 14 include a generalized filter (bilinear) functions.
All previous cases can be considered as special cases to this c_se. This
generalized approach might be consldered for shaping _he system response
for translent sett3ing times, a_d minimizing the effect of bias and noise.
The design considerations depend upon the relative error character-
istics of noise and bias from the gyros and the sensor. Since the basic
measurable obtainable from the horizon sensor is of limited resolution
anyvay, (unlike the fixed site and cruise alinement where high precision
measurable are available as outputs of the accelerometers) it would appear
sufficient to consider only the simplest mechanizations for orbital opera-
tions. ?hree particular cases satisfying the requirement for simplicity
are based on proportional control. These ares
I. Case I
2. Case 2
- closed loop proportional control on pitch axis, with
roll - yaw in open loop
- closed loop proportional control on pitch and roll
3. Case 4 closed loop proportional control on pitch, roll and
yaw. The roll and yaw gyros being fed with roll,
the pitch with pitch error.
In Case 1 the system response is independent of sensor errors,
however, initial roll-yaw tilt errors are undamped and oscillate. In
Case 2 systeHu response is independent (i.e., in steady state) to initial
errors but is limited by the sensor errors; and minimum time constant is
limited to the orbital period. In 0ass 4 system response is independent
of initial errors; response time can be decreased, but is also limited
by sensor errors.
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Error Source
Initial Errors
Pitch 00
Roll _0
Yaw _0
Constant Gyro Drift
Pitch
Y
Roll Ex
Yaw _Z
Random Gyro Drift
Pitch _ rms
Y
Roll E rms
X
Yaw _ rms
Z
Horizon Sensor
Bias
Pitch A8
roll 5¢
Noise
Pitch _Orml
1,0 mil
1.0 mil
1.0 mil
o.C/hr
o.l_/h_
O.l_/h_
0o.I/h_
O. lO/hl
O.l°/h_
i mil
1 mil
Roll _rms 1 mil
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Summary of Steady State Errors
Case 2
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Cases 2 and 4
initial conditions dampout
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The other cases, of course, merit further study; however, as noted
previously, the fact that present-day sensors do not yield high perfor-
mance; imply that the consideration of sophisticated networks at this
stage is not necessary except as perhaps for shaping the response but this
depends upon knowing the input characteristics very accurately.
To provide insight into the basic accuracy capability of horizon
sensor slaved gyrocompass alinement mechanizations, simplified steady
error response characteristics are summarized in Table 4.2 for Cases 1, 2
and 4. These three cases appear to typify the characteristic error re-
sponses of all the other cases. They have been selected here, not as
recommended mechanizations, but primarily because their complete error
responses are fairly easy to describe analytically. Table 4.3 is a sum-
mary of the associated time constants of the alinement loops.
See Section 6.5
Case 2
See Section 6.4
Case 4
See Section 6,6
Sinusoidal in Roll - Yaw
Pitch _-
K
P
Roll - Yaw
Pitch 1K
P
1
aon - law _----_
Pitch
1
_- 15(_to_) (ml.)
_wH
Table 4.3
Summary of Settling Times
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In particular, mechanizations having promise for further studies
are Cases 10 and 14. In Case 14 a lag filter is used, leading to a
third order system with the desirable characteristic that the effect of
sensor errors can be bounded by the adjustment of system gain. In Case
10 the steady response shows the roll error to be limited by the sensor
bias which cannot be reduced by adjustment of system gain. ====
5.0 DQtatlad Mac hanlzatio _ Equa$iQns
5.1 AStttud9 D#terminati0 n
If the direction cosine matrix, 3 pO, of the platform frame rela-
tive to the orbital frame is known as a function of time, the complete
attitude history of the vehicle frame relative to the orbital frame S vO
can be determined via the equation
s"° - svp sp° (5.1)
where Svp is determined from the _latform gimbal angle transducer outputs
(via Euler angles). Nominally SP u = X so that the vehicle pitch, roll
and yaw is obtained from
s"° - svp (5.2)
That is, for a locally level platform alined to the orbital frame, vehicle
attitude relative to local level is obtained directly from the platform
glmbal angles via Eq.(5.2). If_he vehicle is earth pointing then_One can
assume that its principal axis is also nominally alined to the orbital
frame, and from Eq. (5.2) the pitch, roll, and yaw of the vehicle can be
expressed in terms of the corresponding small gimbal angles (i.e., sPO_I
and svO_I also implies that svP_ I)
m
U
W
Svo
- I + AS vO - (I + AS vO S°w ) - I- _0
- Svp - I + AS vp - (I+ AF p Spv) -I-]_vP
W
m
w
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or
_vO l _vp
where
i 1
o -W e
W o -#
-8 _ 0
- o ,_. #y"
#, o
l vehicle yaw
8 = vehicle pitch
l vehicle roll
(s.4)
_x " gimbal angle along roll axis
gimbal angle along pitch axis
gimbal angle along yaw axis
(5._)
In general the platform frame will drift (due to gyro drift rates,
etc) causing SP0 to deviate from its unitary value. The objective of the
alinement mechanization is to continuously determine the correction on the
actual value of sPO so as to cause it to maintain its unitary value. This
is accomplished by slaving the platforn frame either computationally or
physically to the local vertical (as defined by the horizon sensor), meao-
urin_ deviations of the platforu torquing rates (via platform gimbai read-
outs) to maintain local leve! and Unorthm! and deteruiningcorrection
torquing signals to the gyros to cause the platforu error _pO to leek null.
From Eq. (5.1) the variations of vehicle attitude is more correctly repre-
eented
| -- /dI_ 0 l (| -- _V_)(| -- _0)
which implies that
(5.6)
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where _pO is the platform attitude error relative to the orbital frame.
If indeed the platform is perfectly alined, _pO . O, then the vehicle
attitude relativp to the orbital frame is given directly as the gimbal
an_le readouts _P. In the general case the absolute requirement
S_ - I is not necessary; only that sPO can be corrected and/or updated.
Stated in this way, the alinement mechanization is identical to
the conventional gyrocompassing problem for stationary or in-flight
alinement of a three axis local level platform (see Ref. I). There,
gyrocompass alinement is achieved by slaving the level channels to the
gravity vertical, measuring deviations in platform torquing rates via
accelerometer outputs (these deviations are principally ascribed to
platform azimuth tilt), and torquing the gyros so as to cause the plat-
form error relative to local level and true north, as sensed by the
accelerometera to seek null. In the orbital case the "reference" sens-
ing of platform deviations is accomplished with the horizon sensor and
the platform gimbal angle transducer outputs. In the convential station-
ary alinement, both vertical and angular rate sensing is accomplished via
accelerometer outputs.
5.2 Angular Velocity - Platform TorquinK Rate
To maintain local level the platform must be rotated at
orbital rate. The direction cosine matrix of the platform relative to
inertial space is expressed as
sP I = sPv SvO SOI = SpO SO1 (5.7)
where S O1 is the transformation matrix between the orbital frame and
inertial space (defined by the navigation equatione). The total actual
platform torquing rate to maintain local level true "north w is given by
_px = . spI sip = -sP" s'P -
sp._,osO,sVp_spysVO_oxsoxso,svp
_pl = _p, + spy _vO s.p+ spO _o sop (5.s)
_x . go. s_ _osop (s.9)
l
,rap
r_
,,@
V
m
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where
_o0 . __OI sIO . inertial angular velocity of orbital
frame whose components are expressed
in the orbital frame
_vO __vO sOY
m m angular velocity of vehicle frame rela-
tive to the orbital frame whose compon-
ents are expressed in the vehicle frame
_pv . __pv sVP . angular velocity of platform frame
relative to the vehicle frame whose
components are expressed in the plat-
form frame
~pO __pO sop angular velocity of the platform frame
relative to the orbital frame whose
components are expressed in the plat-
form frame
If the platform is maintained truly locally level then _pO . 0
and the nominal torquing rate to maintain alinement to the orbital frame is
Im sop " (5.1o)
where subscript T is used to denote the "true" torquing rate. In additiont
if the trajectory is planar as is the case for two-body orbits, w 0 is
_OI slO
_0 " -
m
0 0 Wy
0 0 0
- O0y 0 0
m _pI ,,
m
0 _ _pI ujpI
z y
_pI 0 - w pI
Z •
- tu _u.I.p_ 0
(S.ll)
--wl
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where
--S_Su + C_C_' Cu S_Cu + c_c_ su
s_ Cu c_ s_ su
-C_Su- S_C_Cu s_s_ C_Cu - s_c_ su
and _'_, _ are constants for two-body orbits. For planar motion, there-
fore, the components of the nominal torquing rates are
(5.12)
wP I
- O s roll platform torque
X
wP I
Y - _y = pitch platform torque
_zpl . 0 s yaw platform torque
=
One further point is made here. In a general orbital motion per-
turbations, on the vehicle center-of-mass, are present (_ and _ are not
constants) and to define the local level true "north" frame, it can be
shown that the components of_ are given by
_Ox = 0
(5.13)
where _y and _z are well defined in terms of the perturbation force
models affecting the motion of the vehicle center-of-mass. The gross
orbital motion, however, is approximately described by Eq. (5.12) and,
therefore, the discussion of the general case as expressed by Eq. (5.13)
will be deferred to a later section.
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It should be noted that the nominal platform torquing rate, as
expressed by Eq. (5.11) and (5.13), is based upon the orbital parameters
which are assumed to be known without error. Actually, however, in an
"open-loop" torquing mechanization, the level torquing can be maintained
either via computation or by the direct slaving of the level channels to
the horizon sensor defined vertical. In both cases feedback corrections
to the gyro torquing signals, based on sensor and gimbal angle deviations,
are introduced to null the indicated errors. These considerations are
discussed further in a later section. For present purposes, however, it
will be assumed that the nominal torquing of the platform is without error.
5.3 Platfgrm TgrQuin_ Raft Errgr - The Platform AStitud_rror
PropaKation EQuat$on _
Subtracting Eq. (5.10) from Eq. (5.8) and (5.9) the deviation in
the torquing rate is obtained.
4-
T ;
qr
- pI _pI
_.pI s _pI _T - EO
" * sP° sOp-
. _pV,spV _+spO _o s°p- _o (5.14)
This equation is used to relate the error in torquing the platform to
platform attitude error.
Note that the total error in torquing is due to the angular motion
of the platform frame relative to the orbital frame _pO (nominall_ equal
to zero) and the alinement erro_ of this frame (as expressed by sl_ being
different from its nominal unitary value) relative to the orbital frame.
The two forms given by Eq. (5.14) and (5.15) suggest two different
mechanizations. Either the platform frame can be corrected relative to
the vehicle frame (Eq. (5.14)) or corrected relative to the orbital frame
(Eq. (5.15)). The former would appear to be less desirable since oscil-
latory modes of the vehicle attitude arising from limit cycle motion
resulting from the vehicle attitude control system must be accounted for
in the alinement mechanization. In the latter form the platform motion
relative to the orbital frame would be considerably more "smooth" (of
orbital frequency) governed largely by gyro drift; therefore, alinement
of the system should be a simpler problem.
=
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It is next desired to express Eq. (5.14) as a linear equation in
terms of platform attitude deviation. Assuming the platform frame deviates
from the orbital frame by small angles, the linearized platform attitude
error equation can be developed as follows. From Eq. (5.!4)
A_PI . _pO + sPO _0 Sop - _0 (5.16)
&pO = __pO 30P
Let the estimated or computed value of S pO be designated with a hat
(^) symbol. Then
§pO . spO + AspO (5.17)
[]
w
m
where AS pO is a first variation on the elements of SpO.
_pO = (I + AS pO sOP)s pO
(I- _°)sP° - i - _o
where _pO . - _S pO Sop is antisymmetric matrix
m i
o _ _,po epO
y_ o _._o
_spO _pO O
From Eq. (5.16)
obtained from a general Euler rotation matrix by assuming small angles.
(5.18)
(_.19)
,a-,lm
v
'm
w
w
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Returning to Eq. (5.16), substituting Eq. (5.19)into Eq. (5.16)
by assuming the SP O is really the computed value, the linearized platform
attitude error equation is obtained. The development is as follows.
_pI . _pO ÷ _sPO _O SOP ÷ SpO _O _SOp
A_ O = O = no navigation error
where from Eq. 45.16)
_pO = _AspOsOp_ _opAsOp
Equation 45.22) is reduced in terms of _pO (by Eq. 5.18) as follows
(5.2o)
(_.21)
(_.s2)
V
T
. _ ,_# sOp÷ _o(_pOsOp)
_o a _AspO sop (5.23)
_A_posop_asp°_op. __ sOp_Asposops_ _op (5.24
= _a_# sop_ _o _pO (5.25)
Substituting Eq. (5.24) into Eq. (5.22) and further reducing
_po . _o ÷_o _po_ _ _o (5.26)
Substituting Eq. (5.25) into Eq. (5.20) and further reducing
_pI ,, _pO + _O(_pO + sPO EO SoP) - (_pO ÷ sPO ¢_0 sOP)_O (_.27)
= _O ÷_0 _pI. _pI_
This equation has the faailiar vector equivalent
(5.2e)
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The input to this equation _wpl is composed of the gyro drift
rates, _, gyro torquing scale factor errors, k__PI, the feedback gyro
torquing rates, _, and the actual deviation between the actual required
torquing rate resulting from platform drift and the desired nominal
orbital frame torquing rate, _.
p: - a + + A"_+ pl (5.30)
l
T_
Equation (5.29) is more specifically written as
_pO +_pI x _pO = A + T + AM_+ km pI
This equation is the basic platform attitude error propagation equation
and is the basis for the present gyrocompass mechanization studies. If
the input side of this equation and the initial conditions are known as
a function of time, the integration of this equation will yield the plat-
form attitude deviation as a function of time.
Assuming the dominate error frames arise from gyro drift and in-
correct mechanization, Eq. (5.31) expanded in terms of components is
given as (superscripts are removed for convenience)
_LpI
-O-I |
I
m
_Y I
C_Z .
D
0
u + C_
._Su S_ + _ Cu
where_ pI is given to the first order (i.e., exclusive of body rates)
Q
@
e ÷ tOs _ - _y + Ty
t.i ___ +T
Y- _y_ = az z
(5.32)
E_
W
V
V
v
g
W
V
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These three equations describe the general platform tilt error relative
to the orbital frame as a function of time. As shown the three axes are
coupled with one another for a general perturbed orbit. That is, in a
general motion, the vehicle center-of-mass is perturbed by other than the
central force field (i.e., oblateness). The trajectory will not be
planar, and as a result, the platform attitude errors of all three axes
will be coupled with one another complicating the problem of stabilizing
the platform frame. To be even more rigorous the effect of gravity
gradient loading on the platform due to unsymmetrical mass distribution
must be included in these equations.
For most orbits of interest Wz and the effect of gravity gradient
is several orders of magnitude smaller than _y so that Eq. (5.33) may be
further simplified to
+ _yq" = _x + Tx
= £y + Ty (5.34)
_- Wy_ = _z+Tz
where _v is the orbital angular rate of the vehicle center-of-mass.
These equations are sufficient for analysis purposes of the gyrocompass
alinement mechanization. For an eccentric two-body orbit _ is
Y
(5.35)
- gravitational and constant
p = semi-latus rectum of orbit
R - radial distance to vehicle center-of-mass
• = orbital eccentricity
v - true anomaly
-- 139
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It is, therefore, seen that a locally level "true" north alined
platform in a two-body field, to a first order, the pitch axis error
propagation is de-coupled from the roll and yaw. The roll and yaw axes
are coupled via the orbital rate _y which for nearly circular orbit is
approximately by the mean motion, "0"
5.4 Characteris$ics of Free-Inertial Respons@ (Open Loop Sttitude
Mechanization )
In an open loop mechanization the platform is operated in a free-
inertial mode. That is, no feedback error correcting torque is applied
to the gyros; and the platform is allowed to drift, it being assumed
that the error sources such as arising from gyr0 drift and initial con-
diti0n uncertainties are negligible. This corresponds to setting _ = 0
in Eq. (5.31). The vehicle attitude is determined directly from the
gimbal angle readouts.
Except for short term operation, an open loop mechanization will
not be used in practive because gyro drift and initial condition errors
will limit the accuracy of the readout. It is instructive, nevertheless,
to characterize the platform attitude error response in the free-inertial
mode to provide basic insight into the mature of its propagation with
respect to time.
Closed form integrals can be obtained to Eq. (5.33) for the case
where the components of_APl are constant, and for the general elliptic
unperturbed orbit case. Both of these integrals are given here for the
purpose of defining the regimes of validity for the general constant
_pI case, which is much simpler to use for the mechanization analysis.
5.4.1 Constant Coefficient Solution
This condition obtains for circular orbits to the same order of
exactness of the equations themselves. Since most orbits are nearly
circular, the circular orbit characteristics will typify a large class
of non-circular orbits.
Assuming the components of_ pI are constant with time in general
closed form integral solution to Eq. (5.31) can be given as
IOt  LPI( pl)T
- [cos I - ein Y + ' "02 (1-COS _OT)]A_(t - T)dt
(equation continued on next page)
I
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i
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v÷ [cos u;01"
_pz _z(_ pz)T
I--qo +
(5.36)
where I is a 3x3 unit matrix, and Aw = g + _M + kw pI. This general
solution shows that a constant error such as might result from constant
gyro drift rate will cause an unbounded platform error with ti_e. The
particular term which contributes to this unbounded error (denoted by
asterisk) is
T
,t.oPl(mpI )
_*(t) = ( (1-cos WO't')_W (t - T)dT (5.37)
_o2
In the particular case where the platform is nominally alined to
the orbital frame to a first order
L
wP I .
m
0
w0
0
w
(_._)
and, therefore, the components of Eq. (5.36) are
_: - - platform error0 roll
¢; - ;A_" (1-COS=0T) _(t - T)dT " pitch error
U
_ = = yaw errorO
The components of Eq. (5.36) expressed in terms of local level
"north" system for a circular orbit is _pu . (_ roll, _ pitch, _ yaw)
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" _0 COSW(t - to)- _0 sinw(t - tO)
J
[cos %(t - _) _ (_) - sin %(t - _ ) _z(_) ]d_
t
t o
" _o cos%(t - t o) + _o sin %(t - to)
t+ [cos_o(t -T) 6z(_) - sin mo(t-_)_,(_)]
t o
Table 5.1 shows a summary of the platform attitude error response
characteristics for an open loop mechanization. The pitch and roll initial
errors are assumed to be defined by the horizon level resolution error of
the vehicle control system. It is assumed in this mechanization that hori-
zon senS0r defined err0r si_ais-are_not Used_ to control _the_platform.
Thus for a locally level true "north" oriented platform the unbounded plat-
form tilt occurs only in the pitch channel. For the general perturbed tra-
jectory, unbounded errors are also possible in the roll and yaw channels;
however, the error effect is measured by the small perturbation forces
which can be ignored for the present discussion.
From a measure of _ the direction cosine matrix sPOis updated or
corrected in the followin_ way. From Eq. (5.17)
_pO .. sPO + /_sPO ,, I - _pO (5.40)
The estimate _pO is used to reset _pO.
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Error Source
Initial Tilt Error
Roll _0
Pitch 60
Yaw _0
Drift Rate
Constant Roll
Gyro Drift
Constant Pitch
Gyro
Constant Yaw
Gyro
_X
_y
_Z
Error
Magnitude
i mil
I mil
3 all
O.l°/hr
O.l°/hr
O. l°/hr
Roll
(_il)
1.0 cos _0 t
3.0 sin wot
0.4 sin _0 t
o.4(1-c.ot)
Pitch
e
(_il)
1.0
1.7 t(_s)
Yaw
Y
C,il)
-I.0 sin _O t
3.0 cos mot
-.4(1-cos mot)
0.4 sin _0 t
i
Table 5.1
Open Loop PlatforaAttitude
Error Propagation
v
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5.4.2 Time-Varying Coefficient Solution
In the case where the effect of orbital eccentricity is not negli-
gible, the roll-yaw equation (5.34) leads to a Nathieu type equation.
Solving these equations simultaneously leads to the time varying coeffi-
cient differential equations governing roll and yaw
my Y my
J
m
u
I
D
i
Wy _y
Since
h = 2 , _--- Pe SV
_)y _p3 r
These equations are written as
c_ + 2 /_ _e sv _ + ( ) (1 + er = , (5.44)X
The yaw equation has an identical form.
If the _ and e2 cos v2 _ term were absent in the equations, a
Mathieu equation results. The presence of these terms, though small, yields
essentially different kinds of solutions than the characteristic solutions
associated with Mathieu equations which can have unstable modes. As shown
on the next page this particular equation has a closed form integral which
yields a bounded solution for constant inputs.
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If the equations are transformed from time differentiation to true
anomaly differentiation, the resulting equation will be found to have an
exact integral. Consider the roll equation. Let
then
d (_.45)
dt dv dt y dv
d2
_'_""4 _ + _2 ._dv2
Substituting these operations into the roll equation, there results
d_2 dw •
dv
(_.46)
or
d2_+._ = _ _..I_d"_x+ I_ d'_x .-L._..
c,,2 <iv _ - eydv 2 _y
Y
Y
(_.47)
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.... %he integral can be expressed as
_0
= _o(CV-_o)÷ ;-
yO
s(_- _o)
_0v £x
+ s(v- u) _ ( )du
_Iv
0
Assuming that at t = to, gx(tO) = O, and at t = 0+, gx(tO +) = O, the
solution can be expressed further as
_0
_(_) " _o c(_- _o)+ _ ,(,- vo)
mm
W
m
m
m
J
[]
m
i
n
m
N
If __(u) Iv _.(u)
+ ,y-_ oCv- u)d_ - ,TVS sCv- u)du
0
W
W
g
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A similar solution can be written for the yaw error
¥(v) = Yo c(v - vO) + %0 st-- vo)
t Z.(u)+ _ s(v - u)au
- /
÷
t z(u)
J
o
Equations 45.49) and 45.50) represent the exact solution to the free
inertial platform tilt equation (5.34) for an arbitrary eccentric orbit.
For comparison the constant coefficient solution (circular orbit)
is given as
_0
It+ 6x C_o(t -7)dT - _z S"o(t -_')d_"
0
_0 WO (t - tO)
- Vo c_o(t- to) + %,
t it+ I _x eWo(t -'r)d_ +
0 0
e, "aJo(t -T)a%'
(5.51)
(5.52)
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5.4.3 Analysis of the Effect of Orbital Eccentricity
In this section the effect of orbital eccentricity on the free-
inertial propagation of the platform tilt errors is examined for constant
gyro drift rates and initial errors. The analysis affects only the roll
and yaw axes (to the first order) since, as noted earlier, the pitch is
decoupled from roll-yaw, and its propagation is independent of the orbital
motion.
The purpose in examining the effect of the eccentricity is to
attempt to define regimes of operation where the more simple constant
coefficient equations can be the basis for gyrocompass mechanization.
Specifically, it is desired to uncover tilt propagation which have un-
bounded response. Any unbounded roll error can be detected if the vehicle
is stabilized in the local vertical. However, azimuth errors are unde-
tectable in the free-inertial mode.
5.4.3.1 Initial Condition Error_
The effect of eccentricity can be determined by comparing cos(v-v O)
s(v-v 0) s_0(t-t 0)
and _y(O) (Eq. 5.48 and 5.49) with cos _o(t - to) and WO . This
comparison can be made by expressing the true anomaly in terms of the mean
motion, M. To a first order in the eccentricity
sv - sM + • s 2/4
cv _ cM + • c 2M - •
The effect on the initial errors, therefore, is seen to be of the order
of • s 2/4 and e(l - c 2M). For orbital eccentricities of the order of
• m O.I the error is at most IO%of the circular orbit effect.
5.4.3.2 Gyr0 Drif t
To examine the effect of constant gyro drift, consider the roll
error due to yaw gyro drift of Eq. (5.49)
01v s(, u)du
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where
'p_ (l+ • c u)2 -_-" " dt
!
=
substituting into the integral
du
. I
o
-.._.-
since o
(s v c u - c v s u)dt
cu ,, l-e c E su ,, l-e c E
Expressing in terms of the eccentric anomaly
_ =, 6 x _I E (sv(o E-e) - cv l_-_-e2 sE)dE
0
149
06-33_s_
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where v is held constant
[sv[sE - ,_] - ov _ [1 - c_.]]
w0
J
!
m
W
g
Ii - .2 [i c_ ._,_+ .<i c,)]
Finally it is necessary to expand the eccentric anomaly in terms of the
mean motion. To first order in •
sE = sM + e s 2M
E = M+esM
cE - le + cM + 2AcM
Substituting and reducing, the final result is obtained
!_ [1- cM+ 1 (i c 2,)+ ,(I M)sM]
= _0 _e - -
This expression is to be compared with the circular orbit (or constant
coefficient ) solution
= t_ (1- oM)
%
The error due to eccentricity is
_ = _o-_ (') ( _I(i- c 2,) + (i- ,).,)
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For long term operation the secular increase of the error is due to the
second term
_0
where M is directly proportional to time. Similar expressions can be
obtained for the x-gyro drift. The effect being proportional to e(1 - M)cM.
The yaw axis will experience a similar effect from the roll and yaw gyros.
The conclusion is that while the effect of the error is bounded,
for circular orbits, an unbounded error proportional to e(1 - M)sMcre(1 - M)cM
can result for eccentric orbits. The effect, however, is attenuated by the
eccentricity parameter so that for nearly circular orbits, the error will be
small.
In the subsequent gyrocompass mechanization studies, the constant
coefficient platform tilt equations will be assumed. If the vehicle is
stabilized relative to the local vertical, large tilt errors in the roll
channel will be detected and corrected. Hence, ignoring this error effect
may be valid. However, the error in the azimuth channel will go uncorrected
unless an error correcting mechanization is incorporated into the aystea.
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6.0 Gyroc0mpass MechanizatiOn
6.1 Geper_l
This section considers several particular cases of the feedback transfer
_unctions shown in the generalized diagram of Fig. 3.7 and summarized in Table 4.1.
The mechanization consideration will center around the circular orbit. As noted
in section 5.4.3, the first order effect due to eccentric orbits was of the order
of the eccentricity...................parameter For nearly circular orbits, where gyrocompassing
has its real utility, the mechanization analysis on the basis of circular orbits
would probably be valid. Further analysis of the effect of eccentricity on the
particular mechanizations would have to depend upon simulation studies.
The initial portion of this section considers the pitch axis stabilization
problem; this is considered separately because, to a first order, pitch motion is
decoupled from roll and yaw. For the pitch mode, two specific cases of the
feedback transfer function are considered; a simple proportional control, and an
integral plus proportional control.
Following this the roll-yaw stabilization problem is examined. Various
combinations of the transfer functions G_(S) and G (S) are considered. These
range from a simple proportional toa gene_lized bi_inear transfer function.
It is well to note here a basic error characteristic in gyrocompass
alinements which no mechanization can really eliminate. The stabilization of roll
and yaw axes using feedback of the roll sensor error will effect certain desired
characteristics in the response. However, the yaw channel will always be limited
by the roll gyro drift rate. The error in yaw determination which is independent
of all mechanization of the above kind is
_f(error in yaw) = ¢_x
This result is easy to show. Assume a generalized transfer function for
roll and yaw which will yield the control torques
TR= G (S) ÷
The condition on GR(S) and %(S) is that the resulting characteristic equation is
at least stable. The roll-yaw response can be given the generalized representation
* " - QR(¢÷
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Solving the system there results
I [ iL:IS x-_0 _-¢ - GR
z y
where the characteristic equation A(S) is
A(s)= s2 . s _R(s)* _,o(_,o+ Gy(S))
In the steady state
s [ o GR(S
or
L c + GR(s) - Gig(S)
_'_=-'o• _'oC_o"%cs))°, _o÷%c._)
For all error sources except the roll gyro error in the yaw channel, the possibility
of shaping the response by the selection of the proper function GR(S) and Gy(S) is
possible. This shows that an error no mechanization will take care of is the yaw
error due to roll gyro drift rate.
The foregoing error effect has also been seen to be characteristic of the
fixed site and cruise system mech_ization. For the present orbit of case,
however, the effect is about sixteen times sealler for close earth vehicles; and
for this reason, this unaechanizable effect poses no difficulty in orbital operations.
The effect is roughly attenuated by the ratio of earth rate to orbital rate.
A consequence implied by the foregoi_ is that for earth orbital operations
where the angular rates are larger, the effect Of gyro drift would be relatively
unimportant. The basic error sources limiting system performance would be associated
with external measurables such as derived from the horison sensor.
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One additional characteristic in connection to the foregoing discussion
is noted here. If the feedback to the roll gyro is absent, then the system
tends to be conditionally stable. For example, the characteristic equation may
be generalized as:
A(s)= s2 ÷ sQR(s).%(% ÷_(s))
If GR(S) = 0 then
,,(s)= s2 ÷ %(% ÷ _(s))
Assuming a second order system A(S) is unstable unless
,,(s)=s2._,o2._o_(s),, s2+as+b
which implies that
2
w00y(S) = aS+ b-w 0
Thus a damped system can only result provided that yaw control includes at least a
derivative feedback.
6.2 Platform Pitch Axis Stabilization
As noted in Eq. (5.33) the pitch axis is weakly coupled to the roll axis.
For planar trajectories it is completely decoupled. Since orbital trajectories
are closely approximated by planar trajectories (except for perturbations), it is
possible to consider the stabilization of the pitch axis independently of roll
and yaw. For this reason, pitch stabilization is considered separately in the
present section.
From Eq. (34) the platform pitch error propagation is given by
_=C ÷T
Y Y
In the absence of a feedback correction the open loop pitch tilt is given by
@= @o+It Cydt
t o
where the initial tilt error t o is defined by the horimon sensor resolution error
(6.1)
(6.2)
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resulting from stabilizing the vehicle to local vertical. If a horizon tensor
is not used for external control of the vehicle, the initial platform tilt may
be larger than the sensor resolution error and will be determined largely by
gyro drift.
The specific error sources causing tilt are due to initial sources, constant
and random gyro drift rates. The steady long term error for constant gyro drift
and initial condition error is given by
_=_o+¢t Y
The mean square error resulting from random gyro drift is approximated given by
(assume St )
2_2 t
where _ is one reciprocal gyro drift not correlation time. This result is obtained
assuming a MARKOV process for gyro drift with an autocorrelation fune¢inn
Y
(6.3)
(6.4)
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6.2.1 Closed Loop Mechanization
The pitch error in an open loop mechanization is seen to be un-
bounded with time due to gyro drift. To bound t]_es_eady state error,
damp|ng may be introduced by beginning the pitch cyro with a signal pro-
portional to the sum of the Horizon Sensor error and the pitch gimbal
(Fi_ 3.2)
T - - K (@pv ÷ @ vO + A@)
P P
- - K (@pO +A@) " -K ( @ +a@) (6.5)
P P
where @ is the error introduced by the horizon sensor.
substituting Eq. (6.5) into Eq. (6.1) v_elds
Q ÷ K @ - • - K A@
P Y P
Since @pO= O,
(6.6)
which has the solution
t -K
0 - 0 ° e f • P (ey(_) -Kp
to
Ao)dt(6.7)
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Closed Loop Pitch Axis Stabilization
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This solution shows that initial errors are damped out, but a_ the exoense
of introducing a new error source K @. The steady stake response assuring
,-yro drift rate and sensor bias errors is
_y
%s " V"
P
- _i@ (6.8)
Thus damoing eliminates initial error, provides the possibility of
attemlating (bounding) the effect of _rro drift, but introduces the sensor
error as an additional error source.
Comparlng the lonK term response between the open loop and present
closed loop mechanization, it is noted that the initial pitch tilt error
has been traded for the horizon sensor bias error, and the effect of gyro
drift has been bounded.
6.2.2 Effect of Noise
To compare the effect of random errors, the tilt error is given in
terms of Laplace transforms
Cy Kp &@
= - (6.9)
S+Kp
Assumin G drift rate is uncorrelated with horizon sensor bias uncertainty,
a steady state mean squared error in pitch can be obtained in terms of
the spectral characteristic of the noise processes. For simplicity in
the derivation assume that the autocorrelat_on function for both Kyro
drift and the sensor noise can be given as
where_is the reciprocal correlation time of the sensor noise.
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The power spectral density correspondin_ to these autocorrelatlnn functions
are
2 r_2T
Th_ _te_dy state mean squared pitch tilt error is
J_ 2 _
J_ 2A@ 2%/
/ z2(j_) z2(-j_)v2+w 2 d_
-J_
i
4-
2_J
(6.12)
(6.u)
(6.11,)
_Lere
1
Y1(S) "s+-_
p
z2(s) . zpzl(S)
Evaluatin_ the integral (Ref. h) yields the result
Kp@-
(6.z5)
This result shows that increasing Kp reduces the effect of random gyro
drift, but increases the effect of sensor norse, however the amplification
o_ this latter effect is bounded to unity t for sensor noise with constant
spectral density (w_ite noise) so that the effect due to sensor no_se
is asymptotic to A@ Kp.
6.2.2.1 Integral plus Proportional
Suppose that instead of a simple proportional feedback, an integral
plus proportional feedback is used. Let
Tp - -(Kpl + _) (@ +A@)
W_
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The alinement loop is char_eterlzed by _he second order system
(S ÷ Kpl + ES__,)@ " Ey " (Kpl +___A@
or
S
S2 ÷ KplS + Kp2
The steady state resnonse is
QSS = - A@
Comparing with Eq. 6-8 it is noted that the effect of _rro drift is
eliminated. Although a gyro drift is reduced with a proportional gain
by increasing K , it is possible that the effect from noise can be
further reducedPwitb integral control•
6. ?.P.2 Mean S_uared F_ror
Assuming the spectral characteristic, Eq• 6.12 and Eq. 6.13, the
mean squared steady state oitcn error can be obtained by evaluatin_ the
noise integrals in Eq 6.14
@2
Kp I (Kpl2 + Kp 2 +_2)
z (Zpl ÷ (Zpl2r)Zp )
÷
Kpl (Zpl2+ Ks2 ÷V2)
6.P.3 Effect of Incorrect Platform Level Torquing Errors
It is appropriate to point out here the effect of the error
in torquing the platform to maintain local level. In a local level
system nnmJnally alined to the orbital plane and in a planar vehicle
t_raJectory _mpl_ed by the two-body unoerturbed orbit, the nltch gyro
axis Js driven with orbital frequency.
The pitch attitude error equatlon, Eq. 6.1, is more correctly
written as
@ = _y + Ty +Atdoy
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where LmJ o is the error in orbital rate. The g.neral analysis of level
torquing error is given in a later section. Here, it is deslr_d to
ex.mlne the effect this error has on the pitch attitude stabilisation.
Assumin_ the proportional control mechanization, the attitude
propagation is
- Ao +_oyKpQ- % Kp
If_J i_ _ constant, the effect is similar to constant _yro drift rates,
the e_or from A_ °
._ (z-e'Kpt)@ (t)
P
An error in torquing the platform does not cause an increasing error in
the attitude, but ham the steady state tilt effect nrovided that it is
constant.
Kp _ •....
Depending upon how the torquin_ signals are generated, this
error can potentially result in a large attitude error. Tf the platform
is leveled by the direct slaving to the horizon sensor, then the sensor
rate errors appear in this form as bias and noise•
If the platform is tor_zed with the orbital parameter data, then
the effect of na_gation errors appear in the pitch determlnation
This case is somewhat more difficult to describe. The Ditch
component of _ is shown in a later section be be (for circular" orbits)
A_
Where Ax is the inertial downrange velocity error.
in terms of tnitial errors can be sh_'n to Tl.eld
IB
The expansion of
+ (-z + 2 ce)a_o- se a_,o
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where
_xo
zo
Aio
A.
ZO
@ - uJo(t-t@)
is the initial range error
is the initial vertical error
is the initial inertisl downrange velocity error
is the initial inertial vertical velocity error
_e
Substituting 6@_ for AuJ^. in the mechanization involving propor-
tional gain, the pitch'error i_J
t
@ - /, -Kp(t - _)
0 • _@ (?) dt
Y
This results in periodic response with orbital frequency, and with
amplitude resoonse depending upon the galn Kp.
The conclusion is that pitch platform torquing errors tend to
give rise to pitch errors which are s_nusoidal with orbital frequency.
A similsr result will be true of other mechanization so long as they are
stable.
If the orbit were eccentric, _t can be demonstrated that a secular
(linear time build-up) effect will occur in the oitch channel. This
effect is attenuated by the eccentricity parameter, however.
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6.2.4 Summar_ of Errors
Table 6.1 presents a summary of the transient r_spnn_e characteristics
for the pitch axis in the undamped and damped modes of operation. If the
feedback gain constant K is chosen large (high stiffness), the transient
responae is improved, thep steady state error effect is attenuated for both
constant and random gyro drift; while the ePfect from the sensor bias and
noise is increased. If sensor errors can be assumed to be negli::Ible.
high gain feedback improve8 system response, On the other hand, if these
errors are large, then the real tradeof_ is between the effect of initial
errors as against the effect of sensor errors resulting in the closed
loop response. If gyro drift is the dominant error source, closed loop
mechanization definitely improves system response.
The platform torquing errors are only shown in the table as a bias.
However, the random characteristics of this error should be recognized
for the general problem. The mean squared errors are similar to the
e_fect o_ random gyro drift.
Similar considerations apply to the case of integral plus proportional
control. As noted in Table 6.1, some improvement over the proportional
gain can be noted for errors due to noise. The primary advantage is the
elimination of the error from constant gyro drift rate.
Except for the possibility of introducing a shaping filter, the
analysis of the pitch channel is a relatively simple problem. No apparent
purpose is served_ however, by introducing a shaping filter except
perhaps to take into account the frequency characteristic of gyro drift
and sensor noise. This would not appear to greatly improve performance
over a constant gain function or integral plus proportional gain inasmuch
as the simple expedient of increasing the gain Kp actually reduces the
effect of most of the primary error sources.
6.3 Case i - Ope n Loop Roll-Yaw
6.3.1 Roll Ca_inLTorqu e as _easure of Yaw
One simple open loop yaw indication is based on the assumption of
gyro drift and vehicle roll rate can be held to tolerable levels. This
mechanization would correspond to caging the platform frame to the vehicle
frame by hulling the gimbal angles via a high gain caging servo with the
vehicle vertical stabilized. The hulling torque is a direct measure of
vehicle yaw. This configuration is similar to a strap down system with
three single axis platforms. The basic equation is obtained from the roll
component of platform tilt error equations (eq. (5.33)). A preliminary
discussion of the technique given in sections 3.2 and 3.3.
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Re-introducing the superscript notation
___ _po = _pv + _vo
(6.16)
(6.17)
This equation is written as
_pv+._vo+ _ (_pv + _ vo)= _Tx
Re-arranging the measur'ibles _pv and _pv on one side of the eqtmtion,
one can write
(6.18)
(6.19)
_pv,"_l.pv _pl (_vo _ vo: x - + /_ ) (6.20)
The roll axis gimbal output essentially measures the quantity _pv + _ _pv.,
and the caging servo attempts to null this measurable (note that Ipv _s
nulled by the azimuth servo). This condition corresponds to equating
the right sine of the equation to zero or
_pIx : _vo * _Y _vo (6.21)
Where a_ I corresponds to the caging torque. If _vo is measurable or
can be held to small tolerable levels, the vehicle yaw is given by
1 _pI (6.22)
Y
Note that this mechanization is independent of initial platform errors.
Actually, there is always a residual vehicle roll rate. If this rate
can be computed then the indicated yaw is more correctly expressed as
vo 1
p : + -7 (_pz _ _vo) (6.23)
y x
where _vo is computed.
The error in yaw indication is primarily determined by the residual roll
rate error and gyro drift.
(_ + • ) (6.24)
_vo = * _ •
Y
where _ is the error in determining vehicle roll rate. Other errors which
might be included are the effects from the transient characteristic of the
servo caging function.
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While this mechanization is relatively simple, its primary draw-
backs are its dependence upon external roll rate determination via a
horizon sensor; and the requirement to slave the platform frame to the
vehicle without having specific information on the noise characteristic
of horizon sensors, it is difficult to specify the error in the indication
of yaw.
To obtain a numerical measure of the yaw error consider the
example. A high frequency sensor pointing noise of six mils maximum
3_ peak-to-peak variation with a smoothing time of one second results in
a maximum yaw indication error of 4.8 miles.
6.3.2 Roll and Yaw in Free-Inertial Mode
Instead of caging the platform to the vehicle frame, a more
practical mechanization is to slave the platfoz_n to the orbital fr:nme.
The previous case oF alining the platform fr_e to the vehicle frame was
subject to motions oF the vehicle. The purpose of considerin C a
gimballed system is to achieve isolation from the vehicle motion.
An open loop mechanization would assume that the initial platform
level tilt errors relative to the orbital frame _v and Qpv are negligible.o
Since the pitch error was unbounded for gyro drift, the pitch axis is
operated in a closed loop mode. The roll-yaw axes are operated in the
free inertial mode. Figu1_e 6.2 is an error diagram corresponding to the
present mechanization. The transfer ftmctions for the roll-yaw in the free-
iherti_l mode az,e given by the equations (dropping again the superscripts)
_ENSO_
PITCH F ,_.A _AE
D',
EX Im
Wig. 6.2
An Error Diagram of an Open Loop Mech_nlzatien
of Roll and Yaw
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(6.25)
°__
g
" zz E:x
= $2 2+
0
(6.26)
The effect from con_ztant gyro drift and initial errors cau_;es a bounded
sinusoi_,_l error propagation along the roll-yaw axes. If these error
souzces are tolerable, then roll and yaw is obtained directly from the
platform gimbals.
The basic time error response associated with the mechanization
(Figur_ 6.2) for constant error source_ can be given as
£
@po = _IK (i - e-Kp t) - ___ (I - e-Kp t) + O° e-Kp t
P
_po _1 _ _o 1 _ _oPO=--(l-C,, ._t, E +-- e S t + cos _ t
Z (_ X 0 0
0 0
(6.27)
 ,po = -'l-s¢, =or (l- C ,ot)
O
£X +_o p° C _0ot +
_opo S _,o t
The mean squared transient response due to random gyro drift can be
derived from equation (6.25) and (6.26). Foran undamped system the mean
squared error approximately increases linearly with time. It can be uhown
th:_t the long term (St 771) errors in roll and yaw is given by
= _2 + 82 + w2 + 192 = (6.28)
0 0
Where the correlation of the roll and yaw gyros are assumed to be the
same for gyro drift correlation times greater than the orbital period
(about 90 minutes), the mean squared error is approximated by
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To summarize the system mechanizatton, the pitch channnl i_; computed
with feedback to damp the unb_,unded effect of gyro drift. The, roll-yaw
channel,_ are left in open loop which results in conditionally _table
but boun,_e_1 red,pease. It is instructive to con_i4er _'hat basic ercor
limitations ar_ implie_ b2* such :i mechaniz_tion. Table 6.2 presents a
summary of error sources. In the pitch, channel the gain K was arbitrarily
set to co_respon_ to a 1 minute time constant. The i_itia_ yaw error was
assume_ to be three times as large as the initiol level errors which
are set by the horizon sensor pointing resolution errors. This assumption
is compatible with c_i_e system gyro compas_irrg where initial azimuth
errors always teed larger than level. Ran_om error in the pitch channel
was obt_ined in section 6.2
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Error
Source
Pitch Vertical
Error 4@
Horizon Sensor
Initial Platform
Pitch Error 60
Initial Platform
Roll Error
Initial Platform
Yaw Error
x-Gyro Drift
£ Roll
X
y-Gyro Drift
Pitch
_g
Assume I =i/6Osec -I
P
z-Gyro Drift
_z
Yaw
Error
Magnitude
i mil
I mil
i mil
3 mil
O.l_r Bias
O.I°/he Random
0.I°/h,Bias
O.I _hr Random
Roll
(mi_l)
i.O cos Wot
3.0 sin Wot
Pitch
e
(mil)
Bias 1.0
Noise 1.0
1.7
I.i
(I min time i
cons tant )
Yaw
(mil)
1.0 sin _O t
3.0 cos _O t
0.4(i-c Wot)
Table 6.2
Steady State Errors Closed Loop
in Pitch Open Loop Roll-Yaw
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6.4 Case 2 - Damping the RplI-Yaw Channels
Although the roll-yaw channels have bounded response with orbital
frequency, it would still be desirable to stiffen and damp this response
so as to eliminate the initial errors and bound the system errors to a
lower level by increasing the frequency response. Figure 6.3 is a mech-
anization in which the roll and yaw response can be damped by a feedback
torque to the roll gyro which is proportional to the platform inertial
roll error.
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Fig. 6.3
Damping the Roll-Yaw Response
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The roll gyro torque is generated similar to the pitch using the sum of
the roll gimbal and roll horizon sensor error signal
The insight into this _roll torquing is:::t_t:roil error can be damped
similarly to the pitch error. The mechanization equations for the three
axes are
_pO + K @pO _ A_ pI - K _0
P Y P
g
m
U
(s.31)
S -"
_pO - UJO j_pO - Alu pIZ
Considering the roll and yaw channels separately, the solution is:
8 Is ]I -WOS2 + KR S + _002 +_0 S + KR
m
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The significance of Eq. (6.32) is that the simple expedient of
torquing the roll gyro only with proportional roll error signal effects
a damped response for both the roll and yaw axes. The natural frequency
of the system is unaffected at orbital frequency. To obtain stable re-
sponse the gain constant KR is set equal to
where _ is the damping ratio which is the parameter to be adjusted. This
parameter must satisfy the inequality O_ _ _ 1 in order that the response
be stable and that the time constant is sufficiently small. For example,
choosing KR large will amplify the effect of constant gyro drift and yield
a long settling time constant. The latter condition is seen from consid-
ering the characteristic equation
s2 + KR s + _o 2 = (s+ s)(s+ b)
If KE is large, then either a or b is smaller than w O resulting in one of
time constants to be large.
From Eq. (6.32) the steady state response to constant errors is
The steady stareplatform tilt is thus independent of initial platform
attitude errors
(6.34)
A_ A_,Pl
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To minimize the effect from sensor bias, KR on the damping ratio
should be chosen to be as small as possible. However, this tends to in-
crease the transient response. By increasing the settling time
Since w O is about 1.2xlO-3sec -1, the time constant is limited to
2___ = t_
since _ is less than unity, this implies that the lower limit of time
constant is about 15 min. A damping ratio of _ implies a time constant
of 30 minutes. 2
The mean squared error response due to random @yro drift and horizon
sensor noise can be evaluated from Eq. (6.32) using the noise integrals
(Ref. 4). Assuming the spectral density for both gyro drift and sensor
noise, Eq. (6.12) and (6.13), the result can be given as
u m m
2 _2(KR÷p) 5_ a_2= /e E x + + (6.36)
K_(K/÷=02,/_2)KR(K/+..O2+p2) _Rr÷=o2,y2
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+ ,=2(_3+,,,0.2+p%2)+ ,,R(5_.,._.) (6.3-r)
(_P' +,,,02+p2) (%_..,.=02, _.2)
Qualitatively, while small KR is desirable for reducing the effect from
sensor bias and sensor noise, the error due to random gyro drift rate
tends to increase bocauseduping is reduced.
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The design problem would optimize KR against the opposite charact-
eristics of random gyro drift and sensor bias. However, the basic limita-
tion of this system is due to constant gyro drift which is independent of
the system gain KR. Damping the roll and yaw channels results in a steady
state tilt which is measured by e/_ O" For an underdamped system KR,_2
Assuming critical damping KR = 2_0 and Kp - _, the steady platform tilt O"
errors are shown summarized in Table 6.3 -for an assumed set of error
sources. The gain of the pitch gyro was arbitrarily set equal to_ . The
roll channel gain was set 8o as to make the roll-yaw loop critically damped.
To overdamp the loop will cause the integration of gyro drift in an un-
bounded manner. (Underdamping is more desirable since the yaw steady state
errors will be reduced by the factor _ .) As noted in the table, the roll
mode is limited by the yaw gyro drift rate, while the pitch mode is limited
by the pitch error of the horizon sensor. The yaw error is considerably
larger because yaw indication so far has been considered in open loop.
The mechanization as given by Eq. (6.31) is analogous to the level-
ing of a stationary platform using accelerometer outputs. In the present
case the accelerometer data is replaced by the horizon sensor data.
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Error Source
Pitch
Vertical
Error
A@
Roll Vertical d_
Error
Assume KR-2_ 0
x-Gyro Drift
y-Gyro Drift
z-Gyro Drift
Error
Source
Magnitude
i mil
i mil
O.l°/hr
O.l°/hr
O.l°/hr
Roll
_$3
0.4 mil
Pitch
OSS
i rail
Yaw
YSS
2 all
0.4 all
0.8 all
m
M
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m t
m
W
m
I
=
m
m
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Table 6.5
Summary of Steady State Platform Errorm
in the Damped Leveling Mode
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6.5 Case 3 - Torquin_ Yaw Gyro With ProporTional Roll Error
Consider torquing the yaw Eyro only with a signal proportional to the
roll error. Reason for eonsidering this case is that, since the steady state
roll error is proportional to the steady state yaw erYor, the torquing of the
yaw gyro with proportional roll error may tend to reduce both yaw and roll.
However, as will be noted in the following, driving the yaw Eyro with only
proportional roll signal cannot effect damping. Nevertheless, it is interest-
ing to consider what the response char_ctePistics of such a system will be.
Let the yaw gyro torquing signal be given by
Tz = __(_po + A_) (6.38)
The roll-yaw equations [Eq (35)] will yield the solution
J • E ell. 1= 1 s + _O
+ '_o - K a_S2 + =o(=o+Ky ) (¢°o+K'Y) z y
(6.39)
..%
and the time response of Eq (6.39) for constant ePrors yields
1
= u--W ¢x sin _*t + _o cos ,.,_t + -@osin _*t
1
+ _ ez(l-cos u't) - _ A_(I-eos =*t)
where
(%*K.y) (%*K.y)
u* ¢x(l-cos _*t) u_ sin _*t
sin =*t + $o cos u*t - _-W a_ sin u_t
=* : V%(%+Ky)
(6.40)
=
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For Ky positive, it is seen that increasing _ has the effect of reducing
the amplitude response. Comparing this solution with the open loop mechaniza-
tion of Case i, amplitudes of the sinusoidal errors are reduced as the expense
of introducing the horizon sensor bias which also increases with _. If the
sensor bias were zero, this mechanization would have merit over Case i if only
because of the attenuation of the amplitude response.
The long term transient effect due to random gyro drift and horizon
errors, can be expressed as
Bt E--_-St moKy2y AQ2 t
F CX + Z +
i}2 + _o(_o+Ky ) 82 + ,.o(_o+Ky) y2 + _o(mo+Ky )
2 Ey 2 A_I2 yt
_-f. ('"o+Ky) 2 8t +
82 + _o(eo+Ky ) x y2 + _o(,,,o+Ky )
(6.41)
The effect of increasing _ has mixed characteristics. The roll channel tilt,
due to gyro drift, is decreased while the sensor noise effect is increased. In
the yaw channel, increasing _has the effect of increasing the effect from both
error sources.
Decreasing Ky decreases the natural frequency of the system. This is
undesirable from the point of view that it tends to increase the effect from
constant gyro drift and sensor bias. In the limit as _o+_ ÷ o, gyrD drift and
sensor bias will be integrated which is highly undesirable.
The difference between this solution and that of Case 3 is noted. In
Case 2, the characteristic equation gave rise to a damped response primarily
because the roll rate was augmented by a proportional roll signal. The natural
frequency of the system is orbital. In the present case, the characteristic
equation is conditionally stable with a natural frequency given by Cmy(=y+Ky).
Damping is absent because yaw rate is not augmented with a proportional yaw
signal.
While Case 3 is not expected to yield a practical mechanization because
of its oscillatory characteristics, it does point to an important result. The
torquing of the yaw gyrDwith a roll signal will permit the natural frequency
of the system tobe altered, but will not provide damping.
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6.6 Case h - Torque the Roll and Yaw Gyros With Proportional Roll Error
As noted in Cases 2 and 3, torquing just the roll gyrD with a propor-
tional roll signal provides a damped roll-yaw system but whose natural
frequency is the basic orbital frequency; torquing just the yaw gyro provides
no damping possibilities, but provides the possibility of altering the
natural frequency. A combined torquing of both the roll and yaw gyro with a
proportional roll signal can be expected to provide a characteristic equation
which is both damped and of an adjustable natural frequency. Figure 6.4 is a
detailed error diagram of this mechanization.
This case can lead to a practical gyrocompass alinement mechanization
since two desirable characteristics of adjustable damping constant is avail-
able to settle out the initial conditions and the transient response, and
stiffness can be provided by adjusting the gain constant to the yaw gyro.
Let the torquing to the roll and yaw gyro be based on proportional roll
error signal
TR = -KR(_P° + A_) (6.42)
= +K,,(_ p° + Ae)) (6.43)Ty
Substituting into Eq (35) and solving the roll-yaw equations simultaneously,
yields
(6.44)
The characteristic equation for this mechanization is
e(s) = s2+KRs + =y(=y+Ky)
More explicitly, Eq (6.44) ean be written as
e(s) = SCX-=°_z+S_°-=O$°+(-sKR-=°KY)A_
s2+KRS + =o(=o+Ky)
(6.45)
(6.46)
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The steady state mean squared error due to random gyro drift and sensor
bias can be derived from Eq (6.46) and Eq (6.47). Assuming the same spectral
characteristics for the noise in the previous cases, Eq (6.12) and Eq (6.13),
the mean squared errors are
2 2
8 Cx _o 2
,2 =N =N-'/*(_)(2_+ 8 ) Cz
N
÷
¢2 L+(1- =o
2
2_(i+2_ 3_2)
%
m n
2 2 2
CZ
(_---_-)(2_+ 8---)Ex---_- (8__. + qE2(2E+ 8_.._))._._._
132
2_(1+2_+ ---_) 2 _ (l+2z_+ 82
---_)
+
2
2E(i+2_+ 1-_2)
_N
whe re
=N : V=o(=o+_ ) = natural frequency of system
1
: _ _ : da=p_n_ratio
In general, it is not desirable to reduce the damping ratio _ to low values
as this tends to increase the effect from noise. The increase of the natzu_l
frequency is also limited by the fact that while roll errors ax_ reduced, the
yaw sensor errors increase.
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For low attitude earthvehicles, the effect of gyro drift is
relatively uaimportant. Assuming sensor noise go _e the dominant
error, Eq. (6.48) and (6.49) reduce to the following for the case of
white noise (_ -=,oo )
2
2
4_2÷(1-.%-)
_2
_ss2 = _2 2_
M
Ex_
U ¸
w2 _2 _2
(1_oo__)2 N 2
2 _ _2 _-_+ 4_
-- -- a_ 2
s_
t_
For small values of w_ these reduce to
g uJ
-- w W 2
0
179
(6.48)
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For large values of
W
_N the errors are
v
_ _ _4
L ,
2
-- -- wN w 2)
-- _ (l+4¢
_332 = _¢2 _ = 2 2I
N
(6.49)
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Substituting the normalized form, _ (6.48) and (6.q9), the steady
state erwors are expressed as
2
w
_ O
_SS 2 ¢z -- (I - _) _
E
_ x+ 2_[ ¢ _ 2_;=o t,_
_ss " =_ wN z
(6.50)
The effect of the z-Kyzo drift on the roll and yaw channels and the effect
of sensor bias in the yaw channels are decreased by increas_ the natural
frequency. On the other hand, the sensor bias in the roll channel increases.
The effect of the x-gyro on the yaw channel is unaffected. This latter effect
has been characteristic with the other mechanizations eonsldemed so far
(Section 6.1); Cx/Uo is a limiting yaw error of all gyrocompass alinement
schemes.
On the basis the gyro errors are negligible, the steady state errors
from the sensor bias become [Eq (6.50 and Eq (6.5_)]
2
_ss = (i-_) A_ -
KR
-2_ __qoA_ -
%s = =N %*Ky
(6.51)
Increasing the natural frequency (corresponds to increasing _) increases
the effect on roll, but the upper bound is limited to unity (i.e., the roll
error is one-to-one with the sensor bias). The yaw error, on the other
hand, decreases. It is preferable to choose KR large so as to reduce the
settling time.
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The steady state sensitivities and the time constant are shown
plotted in Fig. 6.5 for several values of the damping ratio. Against
the parameter x = _ . In general, increasing the natural frequency,
_N' or decreasing x is desirable for decreasing the effect of bias
errors and the time constant. The roll bias error is bounded to unity
for small • and approaches zero as • approaches unity. Since the
maximum amplification is never more than one-to-one, attenuation on the
basis of the roll bias effect can be ignored. This is especially valid
when it is recognized the pitch axis is bounded to the saae error re-
gardless of the particular mechanization.
Figure 6.6 gives plots of the roll-yaw errors against • = w-_ for
&1
the case where the damping ratio set to _ = 0.5. Included in this graph
are the r_s roll and yaw error due to horizon sensor noise which has
been assumed to be described by white noise. This figure shows the
amplification of white noise in the roll and yaw channels. This ampli-
fication is greater than unity for w O greater or less than unity.
w N
On the basis of this figure, if the effect of sensor noise is the dominant
error source, the parameter • should be chosen close to unity to minimize
the effect of noise. This is to say, the natural frequency of the system
should be close to the orbital frequency (i.e., same as case 2). This
implies that feedback torque should be provided only to the roll gyro.
For this value of x the roll bias error will be zero and the yaw error
will be equal to the sensor bias, and the time constant will be about 1.5
hrs. To decrease the time constant, larger errors in the roll-yaw channels
due to noise must be tolerated.
The foregoing discussion i8 intended to briefly outline the basic
response characteristics of the system and how to analyze their effects.
If the sensor noise has characteristics frequency approaching the orbital
frequency the optimum operating value of • would be different. Moreover,
a complete analysis would include the effect of gyro errors. In particular,
for high altitude vehicles the gyro drift errors may become more important
than the sensor errors, In this case the analysis would perhaps center
around gyro errors rather horizon sensor errors.
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6.7 Cases 5 to 7 - Derivative Plus Proportional Control
The three cases considered here are derivative plus proportional control
on roll, then yaw, and finally both roll and yaw. This mechanization does not
appear to be very promising primarily because the sensor signal must be dif-
ferentiated. Present sensor pointing data are noisy so that the differentiated
signal is extremely poor. The possible advantage is that sensor bias effects
will tend to be attenuated. The steady state characteristics are shown in
Table 4.1. Further studies are required on the sensor error characteristics,
however, before a definitive conclusion can be arrived regarding this scheme.
6.8 C_--_s 8 ._I _ - Torqu_nK With InteEra _ Plu$ Proportional Roll "_To_
Torquing just the roll _yro gives rise to a characteristic similar to
Case 3. However the sensor bias error and comstant 8yro drift rates are inte-
grated. While the integration loop is desirable from the point of view of
attenuating noise, it is undesirable from the point of view of bias type error
sources.
It is interesting to note that Case 9 where just the yaw 8yro is torqued
gives rise to an unstable characteristic equation similar to Case 3.
Table _.I includes a sunmary of the characteristic responses for these
two cases. Possibilities exist for compensating the effect of sensor
bias. These considerations are discussed in Ref. i. If indeed bias
effects can be compensated, a promising mechanization may be possible.
However, the effect of gyro bias would still be present.
Consider Case 8 in more detail.
be given by
KR2 )
TR = (_i + -s- (_ + a_)
Let the torquing to the roll gyro
This is equivalent to torquing the roll gyro with an integral plus a
proportional horizon sensor derived signal. The characteristic equation
is
A(s) = S2 + KRIS + KR2 + eo 2
2
and the steady state gain is KR2 + _o "
The steady state response is given by
oo[ 1
_ss _o2+KR2 _xPI_KRIA__KR21A_
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This result shows that while the effect from the earlier error sources can
be reduced in the roll channel by increasing K_, an integrated horizon
sensor error is added into the roll channel. If A@ is a random variable
then its effect may be small. However, if it is a bias increasing _2
increases the roll tilt.
The steady state yaw error includes integrated horizon sensor error,
integrated roll 8yro drift, and the initial yaw erTor. It is possible the
roll channel error can be reduced by this mechanization. The time constant
can be reduced allowing a faster leveling. However, this is accomplished
at The expense of introducing an integrated horizon sensor error IA_. The
improvement in roll leveling therefore depends upon relative improvement due
to increased gain KRI against the loss of accuracy due to the addition of
the integrated hori_n sensoP bias.
6.9 Case i0 - Integral Plus Proportional Control on Roll and Yaw Gyro
Assuning That the effect of noise in the sensor and in gyro drift will
have a tendency to be attenuated with integrcal control. Another combination
which has interest is to drive both the roll and yaw with integral plus pro-
portional control. As noted in Case 8, the effect of control on only The
roll gyro resulted in the sensor bias and constant gyro drift to be integrated
in The yaw channel (see Table 4.1, Steady State Solution). This is an un-
desirable characteristic. Torquing the yaw gyro only resulted in an unstable
characteristic equation similar to Case 3.
If both gyros are torqued, the possibility of shaping the response
exists. This would be the motivation for considering the present case. As
shown in the following, indeed, the integrated effects are removed. The ezTor
diagram for This case is similar to Fig. 6 ._, except that the gains KR and
are replaced by the transfer functions
KR2
TR = -(KRI + _)(_ + A_)
Ty = (_i + _2_)(_ + Am)
(6.52)
(6.53)
The error equations can be wTitten as
S+ 2>s [']-.- Cx-(KRl + EK_--)_J-Cz+(Kyl+ (6.S.)
The charscteristic equation is the third o_r system
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A(s) = S3+S2KRI*S[Uo(=o*_I)*KR2]*=o_ 2
and the solution is
le_l s -% x-(KRI +
S
:  -[67 o* z÷ % %
(6.55)
(6.56)
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which can be explicitly expressed as
Is KR2"¢ = Eu6Ys Cx_=o%_[s(KRl÷ _6_)÷%(Kyl÷ (6.57)
s K_[)ex+(S+KRI+ _-)ez-%(KR1 + -_-)a_ (6.58)* = _ (=o*_i* KR2 KR2" -
Note that the integrated effects have been completely eliminated (ccmpare
with Section 6.8).
The steady state response can be obtained for constant drift rate
and sensor bias
_ss = -&_ (6.59)
¢ KR2 KR2
_ X + ¢
_ss " --
=o =o "
AI (6.60)
By increasing ya_ gyzo integral control (_2 _ -) and decreasing roll integral
control (KR2 ÷ o), the effect of yaw gyro drift and sensor bias in the yaw
channel can be eliminated. The steady state error response is then chap-
acterized by roll channel being limited by sensor bias and the yaw channel
by the roll drift mate.
The above characteristic is very similar to cruise _s mechaniza-
tion where an integral control is used on the velocity feedback to the level and
azimmh Eyros.
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6.9.1 Transient Characteristics
Since the system is third order, the transient characteristics of
the system is difficult to characterize. However, an approximate result
is obtainable using Lin's method if one can arbitrarily assume the roots
of the characteristic equation are not close together. On this basis, the
following approximate factorization can be obtained.
(s) s_ • s2 s(_2o• + KR2)÷" =RI+ _o:yl =o_2
w
S÷
2
s + _'_ - z_u"=° +=0 _1 ÷ =a2)+=0_2 (6.61)
This result is obtained with two iterations on Lin's method so that provided
the basic assumption on the roots hold, it should be a reasonably accurate
factorization.
Some insight on the bounds to place upon the gain parameters is ob-
tained by considering the quadratic ten first. If underdamped condition is
assumed then
L
p
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KRI('O +"o _l _"5,2)-"0 _2
2 2
EEl -_0 " _0 lyl - KR2
KR I Ky2 _0
(6.62)
(6.63)
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The increase of Kv2 reduces the steady state error, however, it must be
bounded by the condition that the numerator of 2 _ N be positive
2
_o Ky2 " %1("o +"o '_yl+ _2 )
Also the denominator must be positive
2 2
KRI > _0 ÷ _0 Kyl ÷ KR2
Relative to the second factor which is written as S +_,
stant _ is expressed in terms of 2 _(o N as
= KRI - 2 _.J N
Since _ must be positive, it follows that
or
KRI- 2 _ N > 0
KR 1
_(" _ +"oK_I÷ 5_2)-"o _2
i_2 -W :20 "_0 Kyl - KR2
(6.64)
the con-
(6.65)
(6,66)
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which implies that
2
_0 ÷_0 Kyl KR2 WO Ky2
+ - K_I'_
2 I
%_- (_o÷"o _yl ÷KR2)
or
w
2 2
KRI .- 2(m 0 + mO KyZ + _.2) -
From this equation it is seen a desirable response is obtained if
the proportional control gain to the roll gyro KR1 is increased. Since
this parameter does not affect the steady state response, only the trans-
ient characteristic need be considered. The natural frequency can be
increased by increasing Ky 2 (yaw gyro integral control) to a certain
level and settling time can be decreased provided the condition _w N _ 0
is held. The increase of KR2 is desirable because it increases the
natural frequency but decreases the damping ratio. This can be seen from
_ equation for the damping ratio which is obtained from the 2 _N andequations
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6.9.2 Mean Squared Error Characteristiq_
The mean squared response due to random gyro drift rate and sensor
noise can be obtained from the transient response. However, the system
being third order, the noise integrals are complex and results have not
been obtained to date. Since this mechanization is an interesting one
showing promise, attempts are being made to evaluate the mean squared
response.
6.10 Cases ii to 13 - Torquin_ With a Biiinear TransfQr Punc$ion
The most general transfer function one can consider without in-
creasing the order by the system beyond the fourth, is the bilinear form
G(S) - K S+l: 
5S+K4
(6.69)
With this form all the cases previously considered can be represented as
special cases. The fact that four parameters are available from each
control loop would allow shaping the respoh-sedue to much of the error
sources. The basic error sources being about six in number, controlling
two channels with this generalized transfer function can lead to attenua-
ting most of the error effects. The effect on the yaw channel, due to
constant gyro drift rate however, is unaffected as proven earlier.
Case Ii is a mechanization where just the roll gyro is torqued.
The steady state response is very similar to Case 2. To determine the
merits of this mechanization it would be necessary to examine the trans-
ient response.
Consider the general bilinear form to torque the roll gyro
KH,S ,,. aS + bcS+a
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This beads to a third order transfer function
c3 3 + S2(d * a) + S(b ÷ c WO 2 ) + wo2d
providing sufficient gain parameters to shape the transient response of
the roll channels.
Substituting KR(S) into the tilt equations the transient response
is described by
c3+d
Y " cs3+s2(a÷a)÷s(b+c_o2)÷d_o2 -_o cS2+S(a+e)+b
cS+d
ex - _ A_ + _ocS+d
6x÷ _0
with steady state given by
(6.7o)
(6.71)
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This steady state solution is the same as resulting in Case 4. Comparing
with these results, it is seen that while the steady state response is
not materially different than Case 4, the transient response can be im-
proved by optimizing the set of constants a, b, c, and d.
The most general case is represented by Case 13. Here both roll
and yaw gyros are torqued with the bilinear transfer function. This leade
to a fourth order system. Presently, however, there is no requirement for
considering a mechanization as high as a fourth order system. Just on the
basis of the foregoing cases, it would appear that the lower order cases
represented earlier are entirely adequate for proper shaping of the system
response.
6.11 Case !4
The reason for considering this special case is that it is identical in
all essential respects to the cruise and fixed site gyrocompass mechanizations.
Since this mechanization has proven practicable there, it is reasonable to
suppose that its application to the orbital case may prove fruitful.
6.11.1 Torquing Transfer Punctions
The alinement control torques to the gyros are given as follows:
T = - --K2 +
x s+K
T = - (e+
y s+K
T, = + (J++
(6.v2)
where e and _ are the pitch and roll errors defined by the horizon sensor and
the level gimbals and A8, /k_ are the sensor errors.
It is difficult to assess what final effect these transfer functions will
have on the overall stability characteristics of the system. However, some
rational basis for selection of this particular form can be obtained by considering
the frequency responses of the two following examples shown as Fig. 6.7 and 6.8.
Figure 6.7 is a case where the gain is in the feedback loop and Fig. 6.8 is a case
where the gain is in the forward loop. The overall transfer function for both
cases is of the form K1/s+K. In the former case the bias and noise errors in
the horizon sensor are attenuated by increasing K at the expense of also attenuating
the signal (i.e., the level deviation). In the latter case the bias errors and the
siffnal (assuming low frequency) are passed with very little attenuation buthigh
frequency noise is attenuated by decreasing K. Thus, while the structure of the
transfer functions are the sm_e, the open loop response have opposing characteristics.
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In the for_r eaoe, tke time constant is decrmaJed with the ol_oet
of noise errors by lne_aol_ K t while in the latter case these two ehsr-
aeteristies chmn_ in O_ZJ,081_ directions. In a general ray it _ _mr
the transfer _ctlon i/s_ m_uld possess more _esirable eharleterletles
than the latter lag function K/s+K.
The following analysis will assume the transfer function of FAg. 1.
It will be shown in a later section that the second case, vherm the transfer
f_lction is given by K/s+K, can be analyzed with the same equation8 with a
small modification. Therefore, while the analysis will be based on the
transfer f_mction being of the form I/s+K, the same analylis can eslentially
be applied to the ease where K/s_ is the control tranifer i_-,nctlon.
6. ii. 2 Mechanizat_pn Erroy Equations
Substituting _ 6.72 into F_15.34 yields the following 8yltem error
equations :
8+ S"'_
0 0
0 s+ s+K
-q
el
I
I
Ex " _ /re
s+K (6._)
Inverting this equation with the initial conditions included results
in the follo_ing
e._ (% + &)- _
s +_.+Kz s _s÷_
(6.74)
Figure 6.9 is an error block diagra_ of this mchani_tlon.
(_.7_)
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(6.77)
(6.78)
(6.'r9)
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i.xamining this set of equations it is note_ _at the pitch en_r is limited
uy the sensor bias which cannot be attenuateG by the adjustment of system
gain. The effect of gyro drift can be attenuated by setting K/Kp ,< i. For
tne roll and yaw channels, the effect ot _v_ drift mates are all bounded
below ¢/_. This effect is negligible for most <yro drifts in low eaz_h
orbits. Typically a drift mate of 0.I dep,/:,rcorresponds to 0.q2 #til _/ro-
_x)rnpass eTT_Dr.
For the purposes of the present anal!sis, it will be assumed that the
effect of gyro drift mates is negligible anu that the er_oP sources limiting
gyrocompass accuracy are associated with the horizon scanner bias and z%m_dom
noise. FoP higher altitude vehicles and __sing relative to ot_eP
primary bodies with different gravitationdl mass, this assumption is no
longer necessarily valid.
On the basis of the assumption the system response errore az_ given by
the following equation [Eq 6.75-6.79 ]. The settling time is assul_d to be
sufficiently fast as to damp out the initial errors
Kp
= (6.80)
s2+KS+Kp
(sKR+ uKy )
a = - a_ (6.81)
s3+s2K+S(KR+W 2)+W2K+_KY
= s 3+s2K+s (KR+J) +2p,+_K Y
and the steady errors
GSS : - _G
IJss = - _ all
KR
(6.83)
(6.84)
(6.85)
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6.11.3 A Basic Lower Bound to Alinement Accuracy
From 5q 6.83 it is noted that the steady state platfom pitch error
is related to the horizon error with a unit F,ain being independent of the
system parameters. In general, it can be _hr_n that a feedback mechanization
+o the pitch ct_vmel utilizing only the pitch error signal cannot eliminate
or bound the effect of sensor bias. This i_ !,r_ven below. T_t a gene.r_lized
torquing transfer function be assuned for the ,_itch channel. The mechartiza-
tion error equation can be written as
or, solving
@ : - Gp(S)(_a@) (6.86)
Gp(S)_@
@--
S+Gp(S)
(6.87)
For a bias error, it follows that in the steady state
GSS = -A@
which is independent of the parameters of the transfer function.
Therefore, a basic contraint to gyroecmpass alinement accuracy results
from the pitch error of the horizon scanner. All analysis on the other axes
will have to recognize that the alinement accuracy will be bounded below by
the sensor bias error.
Note that this argument is not generally true relative to the roll
and yaw ax_s. In Eq 6.84 and 6.85, ig_oring other considerations, it is clear
that the effect of the level bias error can be attenuated by increasing the
parameter K or by adjus_nent of KR or t_. _his shows, heuristically, that
the roll and yaw axes are not necessar_.ly bounded one-to-one by the sensor
bias.
A conclusion to be drawn is that in any system mechanization the horizon
sensor bias will be a basic lower bound to any alinement accumady. To improve
the alinement accuracy, a primary oonsideration would initially revolve around
ways to reduce the bias errors &@ and A_ of the sensor. This consideration
would be irrespective of the particular mechanization techniques. A number
of studies have been made to reduce the bias errors of horizon sensors. One
scheme (Ref. 2) provides for automatic compensation of sensor bias by the rota-
tion of the horizonsensor heads in azimuth relative to the vehicle. This, in
effect, averages the bias exTDrs and mesuits in smaller over_ll bias exTDr.
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Figure 6.10 is a comparative summary o_ the platform pitch eITDr in terms
of the sensor eITor_ for sever%t1 cases of the torquing transfer function. The
cases considered are proportional, la_ f_iction, and integral plum pI_por_ional
controls. The characteristics of some oi the n_re fundamental _ters ape
indicated in this table. For prDportional control increasing the gaiN, decreases
the time constant while increasinR The effect of random noise. For The simple
la_ function, increasing the gain Kp increases the effect of noise, increases
the natural frt_uency, and decr_ase_ the damping ratio; while increasing the
time constant of the filter decreases the effect ot noise an_ the time c(_stant.
For the proportional plus inteEral case, increasing the proportional gain in-
creases the effect of noise, decreases the time constant and increases the damp-
ir,K ratio; while increasing The integral gain, increases the effect of noise,
increases the natural frequency, and decreases the damping ratio.
C_ The Three cases, it appears the simple lag function (the
second case) would lead to a preferable mechanization because, by the simple
increase of the time constant of the I_ filter, the effect of noise is attenu-
ated, the time constant is decreased and the dampin R ratio is incP_sed--all of
which are desirable attributes not possessed bV the oTher two.
Response to
Sensor Error
Bias
_an Squared
Noise (White)
Time Constant
Natural Fre-
quency (UN)2
DampingRatio
Fi_. 6.10. Pitch Axis Response Characteristics
Gp(S) = Kp
l<p
s+Kp
-&@
&@
_(s) = _n
I
Kp
9= &@
s2+sK+Kp
2
Kp
K
Gp(s) = K+ _Ps
(Kp+KS)
@= s2+KS+Kp
-&@
2
K '
K
--< 1
i
&O
20O
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6.11.4 Roll-Yaw Stabilization
The roll-yaw stabilization ppub!em in mor_ complex because the system
is tnir_ order. To simplify the analysis, £q 6.81 ano 6.82 are non-4immnsionai-
ized. Let tile following parameters be defined.
K S
_ :-- X:-
w
n = --_-
bl
'then Eq 6.81 and 6.82 can be written as
nCx* _-)
(I: - n aO
?+x2_+x(n+l)+(;+_;
(6.89)
c(x- "-)
•_ ag
$ : x_+x2&+x(n+l)+_+&
The steady state ereors are given by
= - --[- A_ (6.91)
_ss _+¢
" n ae (6.92)Sss _+_
6.11.5 Stability Characteristics
Utilizing l_uthis criterion, the stability of the chamacteristic
equation is assur4_ if
_.-_ • i Or' n > I or KR > w
& _ Ky K
(6.93)
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;f tne roll and yaw gains KR and Ky are equal, then Routh's criterion reduces
tO
> 1 or I (6.94)
w
In the latter case, stability is insured {r the time constant of the torquing
tilter is selected to be smaller than the orbital period.
In the general case, Eq 6.91, n and R the gains to the gyros will be
different depending upon the relative weighting from the other error sources
in which case the condition reduces to
Figures 6.11 and 6.12 show two graphical representations of Routh's criterion
against the band pass of the filter, l_lgure6.11 defines stability boundaries
for _ and n with parameter variaticns n and _, respectively. Figure 6.12 shows
the stability domains of the ,/_ & against &. For low values of {, this figure
shows that the ratio of the roll gain to yaw gain should be increased. For
example, if _ : K/w = I, n/{ = KR/K Y should be greater than I. If { = 0.5,
then n/_ .must be greater than 2.
6.11.6 Roots of the C_!acteristic Equation
Routh's criterion _ n - ( > 0 provide both a necessary and sufficient
condition for stability of the roll-yaw channels. Using this criterion, it is
next desired to define the domains of lJle characteristic roots of the cubic
equation. The cubic equation of Eq (19) and (20) has a unique factorization
2
_'I w2 u2
x3+x2_+x(l+,)+_+_ : (x+ --)(X2+2V _ x+ ) (6.95)
u w -2-
w
Because the equation is a cubic, it is difficult to represent the roots
and the damping ratio Wl, w2, and y, e)cplicitly in terms of the system gain
parameters _, n, and _. A literal factorization using Lin's method is possible;
however, this yields only an approximate factorization so that without an
a priori knowledge of the botmds of the parameters, the factorization may not
be unique.
The present section is primarily concerned with defining the stability
domains for wI, w2 , and v.
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Multiplying the right side of _] 6.95 and equating coefficients, the
following inequalities can be established, qhese inequalities az_ based
t3_e parameter values being all positive as requimed f=_mm stability ocmsidere-
tion_.
i. inequality domain for, meal root
wI
i+,
2. Inequality domain for natural frequency of the quadratic
2
_'2 _+_ (6.97)
l+n > T
w
3. Domains for damping ratio of quadratic. Damping ratio
defined by lower bound of
w2
> 2y -- _ = damping ratio (6.98)
OP
(l+n) 2 _'2
> 2_ _ _.: damping ratio (6.99)
4. Representation of natural frequency to real root
2
w2 - m (&+&) (6.100)
w2 wI
Figure 6.13 gives a plot of the curves defining the boundaries of the
inequality Eq 6.96. This figure yields the bounds on the real nDot "i as
a function of the system parameters. These curves are plotted with the nommalized
filter band pass _ as the abscissa. Generally, to achieve stable response for
most combinations of the roll and yaw gains n and % K/m must be selected greater-
than unity. Fuz1_hermore, over the region of _ shown in the fi&nlre (0.i_<10), it
appears that n should always be selected such that n _ ¢. That is to say the Eain
to the roll _ro sh6uld always be at least equal to oP greater than the gain to
the yaw &"9_.
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If the reverse inequality ¢ > n is selected, then _ must always be
grmater than one. Typically, if n - 1.0 and ¢ = I0.0, then £ • i0, this implies
that Wl/U is also bounded close to ten.
In all cases, if n = ¢, both gyros being torqued with the same gain, then
> 1 must always hold. This implies that the real z_ot Ul/W is bounded above
by unity; the smaller the value of n = _, the closer the root to unity. Fig-
ure 6.14 is a plot of the stability domains for Wl/U for the case n - 4.
To instum that Wl/W < i it is necessary to bound _ < i which is achieved
by selecting _ < n. The smaller n is chosen, the n_t" is the bound. If a
wi4e latitude is desired on =i/u then n should be chosen larEer. Typically, at
= 0.S the bound is 0.5 > Ul/= • 0.3.
FiEt_es 6.15 and 6.16 show %he natural frequency domains of the quadratic
[of Dq 6,94 ] plotted against &, respectively, for the cases of ambiiTe1-y ,,
and n : {. In all cases, ugl= must be greater than unity. To inc,mase the
natural frequency of the system, n must be increased.
Figure 6.17 is a plot showing the permissible domain for the combined daml>-
inE ratio and the natural f1_qtm_ncy of the quadratic 2y w2/_. The boundaries
(l+n) 2
are defined by the lower bound of the functionals ( or _ , The time
c_nstant by inverting the inequalities.
6.11.7 A Literal Factori_atlon (Bx Lin's Methoa)
If the parameter £ is assumed to be large in relation to i or n
three itemation on Lin's method yields the factorization [ then
(x+£)(£ x 2 + "£-.__,!x + _; + _;)(; (6.101)
Since hE-& > 0 from Routh's criterion, this yields a factorization which is
stable. The characteristics of the quadratic ar_ as follows
2
2(;=2 n£-_;
=2__._:£+._..!; __=__
=2 £ u E2 (6.1o2)
Thus, on the .almumption of laz,ge (; = K >• 1.
=
the cubic az_ summaz_zed as folluws:
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1. Thereal root Is
u1 = K = bald l_Js of torquing function
2. Its _ comtant
1
T1 :_[
3. Natural frequ_-y of quadratic
w2 _ _K÷Ky
w _ > 1 (depends only on the yaw gain)
_. Damping ratio of quadratic
(6.103)
(6.1o4)
(6. lo5)
(from Routh's criterion, K kR-K_ > O)
5. The tiwe constant of the quadratic is
= w_ : 2uK 2 _ 2 &2
wT2 _2 K KR-_ Y n(-{
To decrease the time oonstant of the quadratic, either K is decreased
or K KR-K_ is increased. The latter is to be prefen.ed because the time
constant associated with the r_al root is unaffected, thereby providinE the
possibility of equating the two time constants.
6.11.8 Steady State Characteristics
The steady sta%_ roll-yaw errors due to sensor bias can be characterized
by the system pamameter. From 12t 6.84 and 6.85, the steady sta_e erTors can be
expressed in terms of the normalized system parameters
mss _+_
--" aa (6.10B)
_ss " {+{
-- 212
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#SS . (6.109)
Using the Routh's criterion, it follows that
*s, _ , . I_ (6.n0)
This equation gives a condition for setting system parameters in ter,s
of the steady state errors. If the yaw and roll ape set equal to each other,
then n = 1 and therefore & must be • i. Since the roll or yaw error sensitivity
is n _ & < i, the roll and yaw bias erro_ can be attenuated below unity gain.
However, since the corTesponding error in the pitch channel cannot be adjusted,
it follows that it is not necessary to place heavy emphasis on attenuating sensor
bias errors.
Figures 6.18 and 6.19 are plots of the ratio of yaw and roll errors and the
roll en, or against 6. Roll error is attenuated by reducing the yaw gyro gain.
Cross plots of these curves can be generated from these figures to show the
attenuation with variation in yaw gain _ for particular values of filter bane
pass 6.
6.11.9 Mean Squared Error Characteristics
Assuming the sensor noise to be. characterized by a Markovian process
whose spectral characteristics are given by the function
2 2s (6.nl)
O(w) :
where
¢(w) = spectral density function of noise process
= mean squared sensor noise
-- reciprocal correlation time of process
w = an_lar frequency
The mm __ roll amd y_ en'ors am
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YR(]=)TR(_=) u2+_2 Z(_=) d_ (6.112)
W.2 = YR, ° YY 
m I
(6.113)
"%÷=5
YR(_,) : YR(S=i=) = _ (6.114)
SKy-uK R
YY(]=) : YR (s=j=) : 6(s)
A(s) = s3+s2K+S(KR+Uo2)+=o2K+UoKy
(6.115)
(6.n6)
= (s+= 1) (s2÷2Y_2s+u2 2) (6.117)
Substituting Dq (_5), (_6), and (q7) into Dq (q3) and (4h), integrating
the result (see Ref. _), yields
_ss2 = a-it2 x(r.*x)[.2(_+¢)+r,J]+s___(___)__
(_[+_:) ((n-_) (x3+x2_+x(l÷n) +_+ _ )
(6.11B)
-- 2 = a--_2 x(E+x)[r.2(E+r.)+r, n2)+n2(F.n-r.) (6.119)
_SS ({+r,)({n-E) (x3+x2 f.+x(i+ n)+_.+_)
B
X = --
IJ
K
N
g " --It
IJ
Bouth's criZerion _nsures that _.-¢ is always positive so there is no ambiguity
in zh, .qmti_ s_m.
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The ease whenthe roll emdyaw gyro gains are equal can be obtained from Eq
6.118 and 6.119 upon setting n = ¢. The result is
i
i
_SS 2 = #--SS2 = n[x(_+x)(n+2_)+n(_-l)] ..... (6.120) j(E+n) ( E-1 )(x3+x2E+x(+n) +_+n )
To attenuate the error, it seems that n should be smal] and _ should be large.
The case n small is obvious; the case _ lar_;e follows from Eq 6.120 by observing
that for finite correlation times, the mean square error is asymptotic to i/(
for large 6. This is also noted from Fig. i, where as K increases ((increases)
the power as represented by the area decreases.
i
i
Note that if the filter K/s+K i:;used instead of I/s+K, the'erTor effect
[Eq 6.1ZK_ is asymptotically independent of _ for large values. This is a basic
difference between the effects of the two torquing f_mctions.
While it is desired to decrease n to reduce the mean squared error, n
of course must always be chosen greater than zero for stability and as noted in
_ig.6.16 n must be chosen such that the natural frequency of the quadratic is
sufficiently high as to redL_e the time constant. From the steady state error
point _ver_ reducing , also reduces the effect of bias.
i
i
i
A general design criterion for the case is to increase ( while setting n
to match the desired time ocnstant of the quadratic. In this case, the approximate
factox'ization as provided by Lin's method is nearly valid [Eq 6.10_. However, as
no%ed by Eq 6.105 and 6.106, increasing ( tends to increase the time constant of the
quadratic while decreasing the time constant of the real root of the cubic. A
reasonable criterion is to equate the two time constants. This results in the
relationship
UoTl=W_2
il
i "
i
Or'
O1"
i
i
w
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This requirement gives _se to a contradictory result. On the one hand,
it is desiPed to increase ( and keep n smaIl to decrease the mean squared e_r.
On the other hand, the requirement of constant time constants forces ( to be
bounded to n by the above equation. Indeed, the latter requirement of equal
time censtants imply that the mean squared error increases with large 6.
If represented in terms of the roots of the exact factorizations as
given by Eq 6.II7, Eq 6.I18 and 6.119 can be written in alternate forms. These
forms may plx_vic_ mo_e insight in the adjus_nt of the gains. Pae-evaluating
the integrals, Eq 6.112 and 6.113 with the alternate form F_ 6.117 yields
: hl_ 2
2YW23wl
n2(13÷Wl+2}w2) + JWo2 ( 2"f,.,2+_1 ) [ 82+B (2_w2+u,1) +=2 (2_'=1+w2) ]
"2 '2--
('i +w2 +27wI_2)[B3+_2("I+2Y_2)+_2('2+2_Wl)B+_I_22]
(6.121)
_2(B+_l+2_2)+n2_o2(2Yu2+Ul)[62+S(2Y_2+Uo)+_2(2Y_l+_2)]
_i_22 (_12+_22+2Y_l_2)[63+62(Ul+2Yw2)+_2(w2+2_l)6+_lU22]
(6.122)
L
In _pmeraZ, the.mean square e_ is _educed by increasing m,l' m2' and y
and decreasing ,. Ho_e_er, from the graphs (fig. 6.1_ %h_ough 6.18)-
K
I. ml Is increased if _ - _ is increased.
2. _2 is inc_ased if , = is increased.
3. y (_ing ratio) is increased if _ is increased and/or
n and _ _ _.
_O 1_e _ of _ and w2 are desirable also to effect
short tim our_1_mts.
_M c__ In in _greemant with the genera/ results obtained by bin's
=,tm [f46.zoz 6.Io6].
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6.11.10 Asymptotio Cases
For long collation times, x : 0 an,_ the result approaches the steaCy
state value. For small coln-elation times approad,Jn6 the chnracteristics of
constant power spec_ densitv (white noi_,.) × * ® and tne expressions, Eq 6.118
and 6.119, reduce E.
2 : A--_-2 1 n2(&+¢)+&_ 2 : _-_2 i we __,2w]_22+E2_oP(2Y_2+_ 1)] (6.123)
- 2 : A-f[21 _2((+¢)÷_n2 1%s EqTd .__zD_ = x
q
w0
2yw23Wl
2 2+ 2 2 ]_i_2 n wc (2Y_2+w I)
JL w] _2 L _.lw2 (6.124)
To attenuate the eI_or effect, Routn's criterion F,q-C > 0 should be ,w_de
as large as possible (see Fig. 6.7 and 6.8). In the general equations, Eq 6.118 and
6.119, (_n-_) is a factor in the denominator. _ _ ,1,her_,ope_, this condition _n-C •
is a general requirement to attenuate the etlect of noise.
Assuming further n : _ and ( is large, th,,se expressions reduce to
II
m
II
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2 KR _ 6__2
- = 2n _2 _
_ss 2 : ess 2 {x Kw 8
where (2_ 2-) is the constant power per unit frequency.
(6.125)
_igure 6.20 is a plot of the mean squared error due to white noise ot sensor
for sevel_al val_es of system gain [Eq 6.122]. Increasing _ decreases the error.
Other conditions can be obtai_d by consi(_rinK the a',temate form of FxI 6.120 and
6.121.
If the filter K/s+Kwere used, it can be shown that the errors are give_,
by Eq 6.118 and 6.119 with the small modificati_ of replacing all n and ¢ of
these equations with {n* and ((* where n* = KR/W and CA : Ky/W. For this ease,
Eq 6.122 will reduce to
which is ia_l:_md_t of the filter band pass K.
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_'_7.0 _ S_stem Mechanization Errors
7.1 General
In the previous sections the gyrocompass mechanizations assumed the
basic limitations to high accuracy system alinement was due to instrument
associated errors such as gyro drift, sensor errors, and initial condition
errors. The purpose for requiring self alinement of a stabilized platform
was to periodically re-initialize platform alinement to eliminate the pro-
pagated effect of these errors.
The existence of other accuracy limiting error sources must be recog-
nized in a complete mechanization analyses. It is the purpose of the present
section to re-examine some of the basic assumptions involved in the earlier
analysis and attempt to arrive at a measure of the resulting errors.
The pitch level torquing (orbital) rate error was previously consid-
ered in Section 6.2. For a constant rate error it was seen that damping
the channel will eliminate the effect of the error. However, if the spectral
characteristics of this error were to match the natural frequency of the
pitch mode, an error amplification would be possible.
Other effects to be considered are perturbations due to oblateness,
other attracting bodies, and air drag. A system completely slaved to the
horizon for vertical determination would not be affected by these errors.
However, it may be desired to torque the system on the basis of the angular
velocity inferred from the orbital parameters and use the sensor to occa-
sionally trim out the effect of the propagated errors. For this case, it
would be desired to investigate the effect of navigation on the gyrocompass
alinement.
When orbital gyrocompassing is viewed in this way, where it is coupled
to the navigational data, indeed then the general problem is identical to the
cruise system gyrocompass problem. This problem is more fully explored here.
In a system which is completely slaved to the vertical via the horizon
sensor, constant rate errors arising from the sensor will be damped for all
of the previously considered stable mechanizations. However, recognizing
the transient characteristics of rate torquing via the horizon sensor, the
effect on platform tilt from considerations of the associated spectral char-
acteristic must be examined. This problem will be considered in a following
study.
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7.2 Platform TorquinK Mechanization
To maintain platform local level, two basically different torquing
mechanizations are possible. The platform level may be maintained by con-
tinuously torquing the pitch gyro with the sum of the platform pitch gtmbal
angle and the horizon scanner error signal. Or the pitch channel may be
torqued with the nominal computed orbital rate based on the navigation data
with horizon scanner error signals used to update the pl•tform drtft_ In
the first case the platform is completely slaved to the horizon scanner
output •nd consequently, while the system output may be erratic, its level
response will be bounded. In the second mechanization the horizon scanner
Js used to train the system for computed level drift but is subject to the
navigation error which may cause an unbounded coupling of errors from the
navigation data. For example, a large bias in the horizon sensor will enter
directly as a platform attitude error. On the other hand, the trim torques
using the horizon error signals will see only • small part of this error
since it is • differential effect.
The choice of the particular torquing techniques depends upon the
relative accuracy of the horizon sensor to provide the vertical rate infor-
mation and the navigation dat• as obtained from orbit determination. Other
considerations involve the relative amount of computation. If slaved to
the horizon scanner limit, a no computation is required. If slaved to the
navigation data, the orbital frame torquing rate must be updated for eccen-
tric orbits; this may involve an undesirable amount of on-board computation.
7.2.1 GgngralSzgd P_at_r m T$1t Equati0n_
In either case an error which is associated with the error in deter-
mination of r•te of change of the vertical is introduced. To accommodate
the effect of this error, the basic platform tilt propagation equation
(Eq. 5.31) must be modified. From Eq. (5.9) the general platform tilt rate
error equation is obtained as in Eq. (5.25), this time including the varia-
tion in w O. The result is given as the matrix equation
A_pI . _pO - _pO ¢_pI ÷ _pI _0 + 3pO _0 sop (7.i)
which has the vector representation
+ ÷  .po . 6_+ !- (7.2)
where S pO = I nominally to the first order.
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As shown by this equation the additional error ___n arises from the
requirement to torque the platform (in this case, to loca_ level). If
completely slaved to the horizon sensor, _-0 is a measure of the error of
the horizon sensor defined rate of change of the vertical. As noted in
previous sections this rate determination is very poor in as much as pre"
sent day sensor pointing data, even with filtering, has high noise content.
The rate determination to torque the platform (pitch gyro) to maintain level
will be correspondingly poor which definitely limits capability to achieve
accurate gyrocompass alinement.
7.2.2 Coupled Platform Tilt Eouations
To avoid reliance on the horizon sensor for the determination of the
orbital rate W_O may be computed provided the orbital parameters (navigation
data) of the vehicles center-of-mass were known. Since in most cases where
on-board orbit determination requirement is absent and L/M orbit is known
to any desired precision, this latter method of torquing the platform would
appear to be the more desirable approach.
In conjunction with the foregoing, it is appropriate to note the
fundamental difference between celestial alinement and gyrocompass alinement.
In celestial alinement no positional information is required since platform
alinement is secured with respect to a pair of stellar lines. For gyrocompass
alinement, the platform is alined rela_iveto the orbital frame which frame
depends upon the trajectory parameters. Consequently, gyrocompass alinement
is closely coupled to the navigational data whereas in celestial alinement it
is completely decoupled. This dependence on navigational data has a close
parallel to the classical cruise gyrocompass alinement. There alinement error
equations are coupled to the level position and velocity errors, so that the
overall gyrocompass alinement involves both the attitude and the position-
velocity error equations, This coupling characteristic is used to level the
system by nulling the accelerometer outputs.
To show how position and velocity errors appear in Eq. (6.54) it is
necessary to express 600 in terms of its elements. From an earlier devel-
opment
_01 slO
_0 = =
m
0
m
-(6 + cu) &+6c 
SuS[ + _ Cu 0 0
-(u÷ 0 0
u
(7.3)
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Perturbing this equation
v
_o
= __oI slO_ _ozAslo
,,__ol 3IO. _oI3iosoi_sio
Lot
_OI m-AS O1 SIO
represent the angular position error of the vehicle center-of-mass. Then
t" ;
from which
_I ,,- _OI sIO - _sOI _IO
.- _OI sIO_ _sOI 310 sOI _IO
T
. __OI 310 + _OI (_OI sIO)
T
=-A_OI 310 +_OI (__0) (7.5)
__OI sIO ,, _I- _OI _0 (7.6)
3ubstitutin_ into Eq. (6.57) the following expansion for _0 is obtained
The angular position error matrix _I • _ ;_sOI slO can be expanded Zurther
In terms of the orbital parameters. Let the components of the matrix _IO
be expressed as
('1.8)
I
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Substituting Eq. (7.8) into Eq. (7.7) and expanding the result, the
following equation is obtained
_y = A_Oy
S_- ,% _ex - a_o,"
Here
- o -_;e So
z y
_0 z 0 -_0 x
-_y Sex o
Provided that the components of _u_.0 above are constants, the mech-
anizations discussed in th? earlier sections wil! bo_d their effects pro-
vided the system is stable. In general, the representation as given is
not constant but varies with time. For example, the _ropagation of initial
errors give rise to unbounded effects in _6v and _@x [roll and azimuth navigation
errors); therefore, the mechanization can almo yield unbounded errors.
The matrix_ I represents the angular position error of the orbital triad.
This can be seen by referring to the following development. The position
vector in the orbital triad is expressed as
R-O :, S01 _I (7.9)
m
J
r_
_H
J
J
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I
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and the position error i8 obtained by perturbing this equation
_R-O . _sOI _I ÷ sOI A_I
m,,-
. AselslOis+ sel_RI . # + , (7.1o)
from which the inertial position error in the orbital frame is
30I _I . AR-O ÷_OI _0 ('r.il)
From this equation it is seen that_ -Iw_ represents the angular position
error resultin_from the orbital triad being tilted relative to the de-
sired orientation.
The expansion of _0I = _ _ sOI sIO using the representation for SOI
on the previous page
m
_e - A_su s
o -(AW_ s_' +A_'cu) _u +A_'
+ A_cu o -(AOcu s _'-A_'_)
Au +60ov _Oc_ s _ -A_'_) o
(7.1:,)
where the second matrix represents the navigation error
r _e x = r(_Ou S_ -A_Su) - cores track navi6_-
tton error = _y (7.x_)
r_ey " r(Au +_"_C_' ) - range naviption (7.14)
@_A'Or " _X
tion error m _ +
RV li IV
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The rate errors _&x, _v, _&z are obtained from Eqs. (7.13), (7.13),
and (7.15) upon differsntiation_ and representing the results in terms of
Ax, Z 9' _z and the nominal orbit parameters.
Substituting Eq. (7.7) into (7.1) the complete attitude error equa-
tion with navigation error coupling is given as
_ _g sPO I_OI _I WO _0 }
+ + _ + _OI sOP
This equation can be given the equivalent vector representation
(7.17)
where both superscripts and subscripts have been removed, _@ is the naviga-
tion error in the platform frame; and the vector representation ie in the
platform frameo
Equation (7.17) is the final form of the complete platform attitude
error propagation equations which includes the effect of the navigation
error _@. The form of Eq. (7.17) is the same as the platform attitude
error propagation equation of Section 5.3; and therefore, the free-inertial
integral solution has the same form as that given in Section 5.4. This
equation suggests that in the presence of navigation errors, the platform
attitude error cannot be separated from the navigation errors for an open
loop type mechanization. To separate the two errors, the navigation error
_ must somehow be independently damped out; for example, with orbit reds-
termination.
To summarize the results of this section, orbital gyrocompass mech-
animation must take into account the intrinsic coupling of platform attitude
errors with navigation errors. In an open loop mechanization the gyrocompass
attitude errors cannot be separated from the navigation errors. In a closed
loop mechanization separate measures must be taken to damp out the naviga-
tion errors.
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v 7.2.3 Th_ E£fect 9_ Navigation Errors i_ the Kechani_a$ign
To show how the effect of orbit determination can propagate in the
alinement equations consider the following example for circular orbits,
Expanding Eq. (7e171 assuming the mechanization of Case 4 (porportional
control and roll and yaw), the roll and yaw mechanization error due to
navigation errors can be expressed as
w
s2+_s+% (% +Ky)E'-']E-":'°'J,.o+_y s+_. &e =oSex ('l.lS)
v
As noted earlier the pitch axis error _ @y presents no problems because its
alplitude can be bounded. A similar result can be shown to hold for the
roll-yaw channels. Considering only the effect of the navigation errors,
one obtains
(7.19)
(7.20)
Note that the error in yaw propagates as the navigation heading error.
For circular orbit the error _e x and _@s can be expressed as (for
any two-body conical orbits)
c(--v o) texo- .(,-v o) _e=o
• (,-- o) Sexo+ c(,-, o)_e=o
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where v-v O is the relative central angle between the two epochs.
Substituting the above set (Eq. 7.21) into Eq. (7.19) and (7.20),
it can be easily established that the steady state error response in the
roll and yaw channels are at most periodic for both circular and elliptic
orbits.
To summarize, the basic conclusion reached regarding the error in
platform level torquing due to the navigation error coupling is that, stable
mechanizations yield sinusoidal roll and yaw platform errors of orbital fre-
quency for both circular and eccentric orbits; while in the pitch mode (see
Section 6.2) periodic errors occur for circular orbits, and secular errors
to the order of the eccentricity occur for non-circular orbits.
Since the navigation errors will essentially be damped or bounded
by periodic orbit determination, the alinement errors can be bounded. It
is appropriate to discuss here again the similarity of the present case of
incorrect torquing in the orbital case with the cruise mechanization. In
the cruise case the navigation errors are damped with an external velocity
measurable (a doppler radar). In the orbital case these errors are damped
via orbit determination. In the cruise case the navigation errors can be
damped in real time by analogue mechanization. In the orbital case real
time mechanization of orbit determination involves complex computation, and
may be difficult to inpiement on a real time basis; hence navigation errors
will be bounded by periodic orbit determination at discrete intervals. To
this extent navigation errors propagate in open loop, while for the cruise
case, it propagates in closed loop.
7.2.4 The Effect of Perturbations
Orbital perturbations can affect the accuracy of gyrocompass aline-
ment in various ways. If the system is torqued to level by slaving to the
sensor, then the shape of the earth must be taken into account. The horizon
sensor derived vertical must be modified for the oblate earth. Reference
6 derives the oblateness connection equations which might be used to correct
the vertical.
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If, on the other hand, the system is torqued with the orbital
parameters, thee parameters must be updated for the perturbative accel-
eration effectm due to the oblateness of the earth. Also, For low
altitude orbits the effect of air drag must be compensated For. The
correction for these errors will depend upon such factors as the system
accuracy requirements and the frequency of orbit parameter re-initial-
ization for a given mission. First order error equations for various
perturbation forces are developed in reference 7.
The effect of perturbation on the alinement accuracy can be devel-
oped in terms of variations in the orbit parameters. The general tilt
equation is given as
-
w
where _ is the error in torquing which results from perturbation. In
Eq. (7.12-_ _0 is expressed in terms of the orbital paraaeter errors _,
AX , Au. These in turn can be related to the perturbations via the
variation of constant equations (nee Ref. 7).
8.0 _i_h Precision GyroconDaes Mechanization
Recognizing the dependence of high accuracy gyrocompass alinement
to the navigational data, a mechanization can be devised which slaultane-
ously performs orbit determination and gyrocompass alinement using the
horizon sensor data. Such a mechanization would be computational and
might include optimal parameter estimation procedures taking into account
the a priori statistics of the noise processes of the sensor and the gyro
drift. A Kalaan type mechanization which includes a recureive type setl-
nation algorithm is described in Ref. 5. Needless to say, a considerable
amount of on-board data processing capability is required.
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CHAPTER VIII
MEASUREMENT GYROCOMPASSING IN ORBIT
v
I. Introduction
The present chapter contains a study on orbital gyrocompass
alinement mechanization techniques for str,_pdown systems. The mechanizations
are discussed in a general way being _pplic_Lle to rotation sensors which in-
elude rate gyro, single axis pl_for_, _n_ E_ packnge:_. Because the output
data of ESG systems requires prozmssing of a nat,2re :nn,iderably different thaL
the other two, a separate section is devoted to its discussion. Cyro packages
which includes two body mounted free-rotor gyros o_ twn two-axis gyros are
similar in their output characteristics to rate gyro _nd single axis platform
packages; and for this reason are not considered.
On a conceptual basis the gyrocompass _]inement of strapdown systems is
no different them for the gimballed platform. Indeed the orbital gyro-
compass alinement equstioms are identical. The only difference is one of empha-
sis to be placed on the role of che hardware au@ the computer (software) partic-
ipation in the alinement problem. For the gimballed case, servo controllers
bring the platform into physical alinement with the desired frame of reference.
For the atrapdown system the same function oC stabillzin_ the error is performed
in the computer. Both systems would process the same kind of error observables
from the horizon sensors. However, the.e _re fundamental differences involved
in gyrocompaasing etrapdown systems; where_s the gimballed platform may be rota-
ted to the desired initial alinement while undesired vehicle rotations are com-
pensated automatically (vehicle angular rate isolation, Ref. I), the initial
gyrocomr_ss alinement for strapdown inertial pqcksges must be accepted in what-
ever attitude state the vehicle (platform) frame finds itself in, and the initial
conditions for the direction c_sine transformation computer must be determined
in the presence of this undesired vehicles motion. Since the computer is essen-
tielly following the v.hicle rotations via the gyro outputs, the initial condi-
tions must be determined and utilized instantaneously if the attitude determina-
tion is to be precise. Any delay in initializing the system relative to the
epoch at which the state of the system was d_termine_ introduces a bias error
in the rotation rate of the system. This appears as an integrated effect when
the direction cosine attitude matrix is updated.
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Whena atrapdo_a ESG package i_ con*i,Jered, other difficulties arise.
The direction cosines determined from the two or three readout:parts are actu-
ally computed for different times. In t_e presence of high body rates, it is
necessary to interpolate the direction cosines arid the vehicle angular rates
so that they will represent their actual values for the same Instant of time.
The couplimg of umstabilized vehicle angular rates into the gyrocompass
alinement loop is perhaps the principal limitation to achieving highly accurate
alinement with a minimal amount of computation. It is possible to minimize the
coupling with tighter attitude contrnl during the gyrocompass mode; thi_, how-
ever, is achieved at the expense of gre_ter fuel e_pendituree. Another way,
achieved at the expense of increased comput_Ltior,, is to estimate the effect
of vehicle rates and subtract its effect out from the basic gyrocompass equa-
tions. If the direction cosine equations _ir_ being continuously integrated,
the computed rates will slway_ be available, a:_ this computation poses no
real difficulty. On the other han_, in a ,minimal compu_tion system where
the direction cosine equations may not _e _ntegr_ted, vehicle ra_e coupling
becomes an important consideration.
Even if the vehicle rates are compurea via the direction cosine equa-
tions, it mhoald be recognized that ve_icle rate coupling can occur. In the
gimballed case this coupling is totally _bsent while in the strapd_wn case
it is absent only to the degree that the rates can oe accurately computed.
Thus in the presence of high body r_tes and depending upon the computer and
gyro data rates, computational error_ as,ociate_ w_tn the isolation of vehicle
rates will occu_ in turn, causing errors in _nltializlng the direction cosine
matrix. Tnis error will then be integrated causing the direction cosines to
drift.
m
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e Preliminary Nechanization Consideration_ for Strapdown In-orbit
Gyrocompass Alinement
2.1 Definition of Gyrocompas_ A]ine_ent Modes
The gyrocompass alinement of _trapdown systems may be considered in
two specific modes. Either, or both modes, may be operating for a given
mission. One mode involves gyrocompassing the vehicle frame in a physical
sense to aline with the orbital frame. The second mode would involve the
analytical gyrocompassing the vehicle fr, me transformation matrix in the
on-board computer. The former may be thought of as a coarse alinement mode;
the latter as a fine mode.
Gyrocompassing the vehicle physically is analogous to the problem
of gyrocompass alinement of a gimballed local level platform. One can
imagine the vehicle - attitude control system - strapdown gyro package in
orbit as a huge gimballed platform with the attitude controllers serving
the function of platform servoes. There are, however, several important
differences which are to be noted. First, the attitude control system is
non-linear with deadband limits, and insofar as accurate alinement of the
reference system is concerned can only serve the function o_ coarse aline-
ment. Second, the stability analysis considerations depend upon the vehicle
dynamics and the control system. For the gimballed platform stability analy-
sis, it is only necessary to consider angular velocities (kinematics) becau:_e
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the motion of the platform is largely described in terms of its gyroscopic
effect, i.e., torquing the gyros; while in the other case, the principal
inertias of the vehicle are being torqued and gyro coupling is nil. Finally,
for low earth vehicles in particular, the accuracy of gyrocompass alinement
will be limited by the residual unetablized vehicle angular rates while for
the gimballed platform the equivalent effect would result from gyro drift
rates the effect of which are negligible by comparison. Thus, for the gim-
balled platform, horizon sensor errors would limit alinement accuracy while
for _yrocompaesing the vehicle unstabilized angular rate coupling would
limit accuracy.
To reference basic accuracy capabilities of computational alinement
schemes, consider the basic errors associated with gyrocompassing the vehicle.
Suppose the vehicle frame is stabi]ized in level with a horizon scanner. In
the steady state the level alinement of the v,hicle frame is governed by the
horizon sensor errors (typically aho,lt one mil), or by the deadband (typic_lly
.i° = 2 mil). In the case of ya_ alinemezt, the accuracy is limited by a
gyrocompass type error. This error in st,_dy ,tale is V(yaw error) = _/_
where _ is the vehicle roll rate couplinF sad _o is the orbital rate. Rol_
rate coupling of the vehicle results from the unstabili_ed motion associated
with limit cycle oscillations. For Voyager _nd Agena typically _ ie about
2°/hr. On the basis this is adc type error yaw alinement accuracy for low
earth vehicles is about 8 mils.
The principal obJegtive of the present ,tudy is to consider the second
mode of computational gyrocompass alinement of the vehicle frame transforma-
tion matrix. The mechanization schemes considered do not involve the vehicle
attitude control system in a direct way; however, as noted earlier, the aline-
ment accuracy is dependent upon the characteristics of the unstabilized vehicle
rates in a subtle way.
Several different configurations c_n be envisioned for computationally
performing the gyrocompass alinement of strspdown systems. Table 1 is a s|m-
mary of the gross characteristics of some of the various schemes considered.
Depending upon the alinement accuracy requirement, real time data processing
requirement, the on-board computer capabity, and the unstabilized rotation
rate of the vehicles, the alinement mechanization equations can have varying
degrees of sophistication.
To update the attitude matrix, etrapdown systems typically require
the integration of the direction cosine equations. The integration and the
associated algorithm can place a heavy demand upon the computer capacity.
If two measurable non-collinear vectors (such as the vertical and the orbital
pole) can be processed in real time, then it may not be necessary to perform
this updating computation; or if the computation is required, the direction
cosines can be updated at a slower pece. The alinement accuracy will depend
upon the coupling of the unstabilized vehicle angular rate.
On the other hand if the direction cosine equations are computed on-
board then it is possible to follow the vehicle motion with the gyros, so
that on integration the uastabilized vehicle r_tes will be included in the
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estimate of the transformation matrix. As a result the alinement will be
more accurate because the effect of the undesired vehicle motion about its
center-of-mass will have been included in the gyrocompass alinement equations.
To determine a unique three-axis transformation matrix it Is necessary
to determine the directions of at least two well-defined non-collinear lines
relative to the body frame. These lines may be defined in a number of dif-
ferent ways. Figures I and 2 show two _rh_mes which nre called "one-point"
and "two-point" gyrocompass schemes.
In a one point gyrocompass scheme (FAg. I) the two vectors are instan-
taneously specified; typically, the direction =o the local vertical and the
direction to the orbital pole. Other directions that may be utilized in
earth's orbits might be the sun line. The ]ocnl vertical in the vehicle
frame might be defined by the d_rection of the horizon sensor axis, and the
orbital pole direction might be defined by measuring the rate outputs of the
_jro package. This is essentially the technique us-d Jn the fixed site gyro-
compass problem. There local vertical is defined by the direction of local
gravity vector; which is measured vi_ _be a'_e_erometers; and the gyro out-
puts measure the direction of the r0tntion nf the earth Jn the vehicle frame.
Because of the relative simplicity of the alinement equations, for the orbital
problem, this one point scheme might be used to coarse initialize the direction
cosine equations.
In a two-point gyrocompass schem_ (Fig. 2), the direction of the local
vertical might be measured in the vehicle frame for two different instants of
time. In this aequential scheme the history of the relatlve vehicle an_u]ar
motion must be known between the two instants of time. The, can be achieved
by integration of the direction cosin, equ_tions using the r_te outputs from
the gyro package.
In the one point scheme geometric sensitivity to error in the measure-
ment is minimized because the two vectors are orthogonal. In the two-point
scheme, because the two lines must be closely spaced if reel time determina-
tion is to be realized; alinement accuracy i_ extremely sensitive to the geom-
etry of the two lines. In particular, if 2u_t two verticals are processed
the alinement accuracy sensitivity is proporticnal to the reciprocal of the
square of the line of the angle between the two verticals. On the other hand,
the one point scheme is sensitive to unstabi]ized vehicle angular rate coup-
ling into the alinement equation; the gyrocompass error being essentially that
associated with gyrocompassing the vehicle. Because the two-point scheme pro-
cesses only horizon sensor data the allnem_nt accuracy is largely governed by
the sensor errors (provided vehicle rotation rates ,re computed).
Computation requirements associated with the one-point scheme tends
to be minimal. On the other hand it tends to be maximal for two point schemes
because of the requirement to compute the attitude matrix between the two
points. However, if vehicle rates are computed and compensated in the one
point scheme, the computational requirements are comparable.
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Both of these schemes can be extended into sequential procedures in
which optimal parameter estimation algorithms are used to estimate and up-
date the vehicle frame attitude state. One scheme which 18 an extension of
the two point scheme is considered in the pre_ent study. A series of hori-
zon sensor data are processed 8equenti_,l!y to upd,_e the vehicle attitude
matrix using Kalman's estimation -lgorithm. Phose schemes woul_ be utilized
for high precision gyrocompass alinem,_rt.
A limiting case of the foregoing mu]tipoint scheme Js the case where
the series of verticals are contlnuous]y measured and processed. An in-
sight on how to correct the attitude error matrix is provided by the orbital
8elf-alinementcgtbm gimballed platform (_eF. I). There the level deviation
errors defined by the horizon sensors are used to torque the level gyros,
thereby stabilizing all three axes. Since the attitude error propagation
equations are identical for both cases, the same technique of feedback cor-
rections, applied computationally might effect a "computational self-aline-
ment m of the attitude matrix. This prohlem is considered in detail in a
following section.
2.2 3_yetons Co ne_derat2ons
The overall system diagram of the gyrocompass alinement with a strap-
dovn system is shorn in Fig. 3. The vehicle dynamics include the _ttitude
control system. Typically, a horizon scanner and gyro rate outputs will
provide signal# to drive and hold the vehicle to the local level orientation.
The error signals provide the feedback signals to the vehicle attitude con-
trollers. Assuming the vehicle is stabilized in the local level configura-
tlon_ the direction cosine matrix 3P ° is initialized by processing the direc-
tions of the local vertical and the orbital hole in the vehicle frame. On
the basis of the estimated value of SP°. the two directions are in turn com-
puted in the platform frame, compared with their measured counterparts; and
feedback corrections to 3Do are determlned. 0ontinu0us feedback corrections
to the current estimate, in real time, while at the same time computing the
elements with the gyro outputs, provides the corrected updated direction
cosine transformation matrix. This feedback correction can be handled on
the basis of an analog or a discrete sampled data mechanization. The appar-
ent large amount of computation and the presence of , noisy environment
would _robably imply that the feedback corrections be mechanized on the
basis of sampled data. Sampled data techniques would p_rmit smoothing (pre-
filtering) the residuals before determinlng the corrections; maintain real
time; update albeit at the expense of the information being available at
discrete times; and be suited for digital computation.
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As noted in Fig. 3, while the vehicl_ rotation rates couple into
the aline,sent mode, the rates in turn are governed by the sensors which
control the vehicle. ?hum drift rates _n the gyro package, bias, and noise
errors in the horizon seusor act as driving inputs to the vehicle control
system. To characterize the error inputs to the gyrocompass loop, the
transfer functions between the sensor outp_,t_ tn the input point of the
vehicle attitude controllers are require_ to be knovrn. These transfer
functions are dependent upon the p_rticular vehicle and attitude control
systems. The present study will not consider this problem further, except
as to indicate its importance for a complete analysi, of a etrapdovn aline-
ment mechanization.
2.3 Strapdov-n Platforms
A strapdovn platform is a natural system for providing vehicle atti-
tude relative to the orbital frame. The primlry reason stems from the fact
that the system output yields the total inertial vehicle body rates in the
vehicle frame. For a vehicle whose axes are nominally oriented with the
local level orbital frame, continunu, yaw can be obtained directly with
little or no computation.
The strapdovu platform can be characterized by three specific config-
urations. Figure 4 shows a configuration which is made up of three single
axis platforms. Each gyro is a single degree of freednm integrating gyro
with a glmbal follow-up. The input axis of the gyro defines the axis of
stabilization. ?he output axis pickoff on the gyro controls the aervo motor
which torques the input axis of the _yro in order to null the gyro output
axis angle (precession angle). In this way, the servo torquer performs the
usual platform function of cancelling out disturbance torques appearing
about the input axis of the gyro (the stabilization axis). _'nen the vehicle
axes rotates about the gyro output _xls, the servo torquer performs the addi-
tional function of applying a precession torque (follow-up) to the gyro so
that it will follow the vehicle frame. Digital encoders or gimbal angle
transducer outputs are used to measure the gimbal angle and gimbal angle
rate between the gyro case nnd the vehicle frqme. The three platforms meas-
ure rotations about pitch, roll, and yav axes of the missile. A gimballed
platform can be considered otrapdown in the above sense where the glabals
are all held nominally orthogonal, (i.e., caged to the vehicle_fra_e).
Figure 5 depicts a second type of a strapdown package. ?he gyro
package includes three single axis spring restrained rate gyros. ?he spring
restrained output axis angle is a direct me_eure of the total angular rate
appearing about the input axis. This system is simpler thnn the integrating
platform because it requires no gimbal follow-up, servoee, and angle read-
outs.
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........ _m a computational point ?f viev the single axis platfors leads
to • simpler mechanization _han the rate gyro systei. Small angle deviation
indication is directly available at the readout, whereas for rate gyro systeuu
the attitude must be determined by Integration. For the local level orbital
frame configuration the yaw indication for the single axis platform ie avail-
able as the output of the yaw gyro an_]e transducer, while for the rote gyro
platform, it is available as the rate output of the roll gyro.
A third type of strapdown system utElizes the electroetatically sus-
pended gyro (ESG). Two free spinning gyro_ with the rotor cases mounted
directly to the vehicle frame provide the body axes attitude Infer•erich.
Optical readout data are used to compute the sp_n direction of the rotor
relative to the body frame. Thus, it is possible to obtain real time direc-
tion cosines of the body frame transformation matrix without the integration
of the direction cosine equations (as required for the other systems to up-
date attitude). The prociseing of the readout data to obtain direction
cosines involve a considerable amount of digital computation (as shown in
Appendix A). Thus, thie gyro system requires a high speed digital computer
with • large capacity.
1 Op#n Looo l$t_tud9 Determination and Error Characteristic9
3 • 1 General
To gain insight into the kind of errors involved with etrapdown
systems, it is initially instructive to consider two basically different
open loop attitude determination mechanizations. One mechanization pro-
cesses the roll gyro rate output directly to obtein yaw; Xhe other inte-
grates the rate outputs from the gyro package to determine the attitude.
Both of these cases are considered separately in the present section. These
cases are designated respectively aa Case ] and Case 2. In essence, these
cases are respectively the open loop analogue of the one-point _nd the
multipoint alinement schemes discussed in section 2.2.
3.2 Case 1 - Open .L_.gp Yaw Fpom Roll Gyro Rate Output
Suppose the vehicle fraae is nominally •lined to the orbital frame.
As shown in Ref. 1 the vehicle fraae rate error propagation eqwation is
given to the first order by
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wwhera_ pI is total inertial vehicle frame rate which is measurable by
th# gyro Imcka_, M_ is the orbits] rate of the vehicle center-of-mass
and _ z_ p° is the aline•ant error vector (assume small deviations) of
the vehicle frame relative to the desired orbital frame. For two-body
orbits and • locally vehicle configuration, the components of this equa-
tion are written am
L=
_÷ Wy_ = ,u vI m v_hicle roll rata
• vI
@ m Wy - wy m vehicle pitch rate (3.2)
V-_ _ - wvx mm vehicle yaw rate
where _, &, and _ are respectively the roll, pitch, and yaw vehicle
frame angular rate deviations relative to the orbital frame the vehicle
frame attitude deviation which is required to be determined is _, @, and
The angular rato8 •8 aonsed by the gyros include tho offoct of tho
orbital motion amd tho vehicle rotation about the orbital frame. If tho
vohiclo frame wore porfoctly slinod, then
_vI m 0 = roll inertial rate
wvI
Y = wO m orbital rate along pitch axis
vI
w m 0
I
= yaw inertial rate
Since the vehicle is slaved to the horizon sensor, the roll-pitch
vehicle angle and rate deviations relative to the vertical are nominally
equal to zero. leeu•iD_ this to be the case, the gyro rate outputs are
vI
wyY = mx
vl
Wy m WO
• wI
II_ - w
I
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The yaw gyro rate output m vl can be used to hold the yaw deviation to its
• E V_
steady state value (at _ = 0). Measuring the roll gyro output, "x '
yields a direct measure of yaw via the equatLon
y . t_ wvz (3.4)
x
This is one way in which the yaw deviation can be sensed. Notice that no
integration computation is required, and tLe resul: does not depend upon
initial conditions. Yaw is obtained by the simple scaling of the roll gyro
Output with the orbital rate. For large anEie yaw, yaw indication can be
obtained by taking the ratio of the roll and pitch gyro rate outputs. This
yields the result
vI
tan % C3.5)
= v--"_
Y
In the general case, the vehicle roll rate coupling must be taken
into account. Thus, the more correct expression for yaw is obtained from
th_ roll rate equation.
. L ( .Ix_ (3.6)
Y
If _ is negligible, yaw is simply obtained. If _ is a random rate fluctua-
tion, as might be associated with the limit cycle oscillations, then a time
average say smooth out its effect so that
?
1 t vl dT _ (3.7)
_(average) = (_----_ U x
0
where _ ; O. The accuracy of this average depends upon the smoothing time
and the correlation time of the drift rate process. It is expected that
the high frequency components, if they exists, can be smoothed in this
fashion. Per low frequency modes, such as resulting from the limit cycle
oscillations, longer smoothing times are required to attenuate their effects.
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Anpther way te reduce the effect of roll _ate coupling is te compen-
sate for _uminG the horizon sensor data. 8ere _ is computed from the
horizon data and subtracted from the ro)l gyro rate output. One such ooch-
anization is described in Ref. 6. _he principal drawback is that horisoa
sensor data must be differentiated. As andicated in the reference, the
noise in the sensor data limits obtaining accurate rate lnfolsJation. Fta-
ure 6 is • block diagram of a y_w indication systee with roll rate ¢ompenma-
tion.
w_
RDLL SIGNAL
H0 RI'ZOM SENSOR.
NETW01_. K.
I_L.
0.)o
INDICATED
'YAW
I_DLL
GY_O
Fig. 6
Roll Rate Compensation
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J
A network which effects ro11 r_te from rotl siznal might include
coIparing the roll signal with the outp.t of a ]'ag filtvr. One mechaniza-
tion is given in Ref. 6 ie shown as Fig. 7.
+
M
W
W
t
Fig. 7 - Roll Rate Network
If _ is noisy then differentiating this way will yield poor measures of 6
since a lag network is involved.
3.2.1 _rr_r Characteristics
To obtain measures of the accuracy of attitude determination of the
foregoing case, it suffices to note that the level errors are essentially
bounded to the horizon sensor error. Thus a 1 :_il sensor reeo]ution error
corresponds to level errors of the s_me m_nitude. Ignorlng the level
errors, the following is n discussion of yaw indication errors for the
various mechanization of roll r_te considereq in the p_evious section.
Table 2 is a summary of yaw indication error for various conditions of
smoothing and various correlation times of the noise process.
If _ is not mechanized then the error in the _ndicated yaw is
L (A_, + _) (3.s)_J(error) =
e
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where _w x is the drift rate in the roll channel due to instrument errors
and _ is the vehicle roll rate. Pitch _nd roll errors _re associated with
the steady state horizon sensor errors (bore: this is _ heuristic result).
0 (pitch error) = _ (t'it:h horizon scanner error)
(roll error) = _ troll horizon acanner error)
It is expected that the roll rate error _ is, by far, the limitin_ error
source. Typically, a roll rate of 2°/hr (li=It cycle oscillation) implies
an 8 mils gyrocospass error in yaw.
3.2.2 Smo?thinK _Tr_r_
If the vehicle limit cycle oecillation_ nre randon, the foregoing
error in yaw may be attenuated to , certain extent by averaging the roll
gyro rate output
¥(-,.r,,.) -
0
and if _0, then (average) gives a good indication of yaw.
is not equal to zero because of finite smoothing times.
indication is then
_(error)
?
Actually,
The error in yaw
(3.9)
It is instructive to characterize the variance of this error in
terms of the spectral characteristics of the _. Suppose for the purpose
of analysis, the closed loop vehicle roll motion in the presence of a
stochastic perturbation torques on the vehicle can be characterized by
the spectral density function
(3.1o)
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Then the mean squared error in yaw indication is
IIl_2= 2 i2 T2 du0
0
_4
___ I _ (l_-#T)]
- 2 _2 [#T (#T)_
0
Figure 8 is a plot of the square root of this function and shows the attenua-
tion possible with smoothing and with the cnmbined parameter _T. In all
cases smoothing improves performance. However, a penalty is incurred to the
extent that indicated yaw lags the actual yaw. In the presence of high body
rates, therefore, this lag can limit system _ccuracy.
The asymptotes of the plot in Fie. 8 _re worth discussing. If smooth-
ing times are larger then the noise correlation time, /ST_<l, the mean
squared error is asymptotic to
m
_ _ 2-_22 _ where T_ = _
0
(3.12)
If the correlation times of the limit cycle oscillations are larger than the
smoothing time _T•_I, the asymptotic error is
m
Y
This shows that increasing smoothing ti_e T increases the effect of low
frequency noise.
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The averaGin _ enhances the accurncy provided the correlation time
of the noise process is shorter than _he smoothing time. Considorin_ the
former case, a .Ol°/eoc roll rate with a 200 sec period (not unreasonable)
corrsspondin c to a 10 deadband implies that 200 sec smoothing time is re-
quired to attenuate the error effect by a F_,ctor of 2 (Fi_. 7).
Further reduction of this error c_n be achieved if the deadband
limits are lowered during the gTrocompass _ode, thereby decreasing the
correlation time. The approximate e_uation g_vtn_ the correlation time,
in terms of the vehicle control eyste_ deadband, is
2(deadband)
T_ m limit cycle rate
thus the rms yaw indication error is proportional to the square root of
the ratio of the control system dea_band _nd the _m_othin 6 time
co limit cycle rate
Y
(5.15)
_ =
3.2.3 Comp, nsatlon gz_r_rs
!
To estimate the effect of c_mp,nsqtion, suppose a 2 mi] rms peak-
to-peak horizon scanner resolution error is assumed. A one second msoothing
in the network implies a O.l°/aec roll rate determination error. A 100
second smoothin_ time constant implies a O.OOl°/sec drift rate. Table 1
tabulates the yaw error for several cases of smoothing times.
3.3 Ca09 2 " Inteera_$gn Of Attitud e Deviation Equa$_Oq
Since the attitude error equations correspond to the rotation equa-
tions of motion of the vehicle, and since the angular r_tes of:_gP _ are
available, the integration of these equations in the computer is another
way to determine the attitude. Suppose the vehicle is in a circular orbit,
then Wy = WO m constant (mean motion), and the e_uations can be inte-
grated to yield
252
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_(t) = _o c=o(t'to)- _o S=o(t-_'o)+ I t
t
0
c Wo(t-_).j,(_)dr
t
t o
_;(t) "_0 C Uo(t-to) + _o S=o(t-to) + It
to
,t
+l e w(t-_') _ (r)dr
0
e(t) =
t
e° + I (_ - _°)dr
s_o(t-r) _,(r)dT
t
0
thus, if the initial condition 0 o, _o' _o' can be fixed at a prior epoch
t or if the magnitudes can be bounded tn neg!igible values, the integrm-
O'
tion of the gyro rates will yleld the vehicle deviation qs a function of
time and, therefore, provide an updqted attitude matrlz 3vo or 3p°.
The primary drawback to this mechanization is that while the initial
level errors can be bounded with the horizon scanner, no such bound is
possible for the initial yaw deviation. To insure that yaw deviation can
be hotmded implies a gyrocompass alinement. Thus the integration scheme
considered in the above is just another of keeping sPO updated assuming
a prior gyrocompass mode had reduced the initial errors in both ]eve3 and
azimuth to bounded tolerable levels.
The foregoing is another way of obtaining an updated estimate of
the vehicle frame attitude relative to the orbital frame. Both of these
schemeo are typical of open loop attitude indication schemes.
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3.3.1 Uvdatinl the Attitude Error Naer_x
For the two-point or the multipoint ache=e, the attitude error
between two epochs can be characterized as the integral of Eq. (3.1).
Suppose that it is pomaible to com_ute the. to+el vehicle rate via the
direction cosine equations. Then the computed vsl_,e i_
where _po is the computed value and vo tn obtqined from S pO $ . Then
the difference between the menmlred and the computed is essentially the
gTro drift rate
If L can be taken to be zero between the two ti_es then Eq. (3.1) yields
J. * (._po%)= i = o (3._9)
Furthenaore, if ;po 3po is very small then S p° is nearly constant. The
solution to this equation at any attitude S P° and relative to circular
orbits La
_.(t) - [co, Sot I - _ sin =or • _,pI(_pX2)T..
o w 0
where
lapI = SPO_
This equation can be used to represent the attitude deviation at one epoch
in terse of another.
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3.3.2 _rror Analymi_
In the mechanization involving integrqtion, the errors are dependent
on initial errors and drift rates. These errors oscillate with orbita !
period in the roll and yaw channelsp while the pitch channel increases with
time from constant drift rate errors. A _orstant error in orbital torquing
rate causes the pitch indication error to ir,:rease with time.
• ypically initial condition_ errnrs in the level channels would be
set by the horizon sensor error. Therefore, a 1 mil level error corresponds
to level attitude errors with 1 mil amplitude. A .Ol°/hr rate error corrrs-
ponds to a .042 mil roll and yaw error while the pitch error increases as
.Ol°/hr (t hra). ?hese are the open loop errors. A closed loop response
with attitude control feedback would, however, botmd the pitch axis error
build-up. ?his problem will receive conoJderation in a following section.
. General Theory of Cgmputational Strapdown G_rocompass Alinemen_
4.1 Gengra t
This section is concerned primarily with the problem of computation
of gyrocompass alinement of etrapdovn _y_tems. As noted in the e_rller
sections of this study, the gyrocompass alinement problem for strapdoen
nystes is essentially a problem of initi_lizing the direction cosine matrix
of the vehicles frame relative to the orbital frame in the presence of
extraneous vehicle angular motionn.
Basic mechanization eqdations as3ociated with the-one-point and the
two-point schemes which were briefly described in Section 2.1 are more fully
described in the present section.
4.2 Attitude Determination Equations
4.2.1 Direetio_ Cosine Equations
The direction cosine matrix of the platform or vehic]e frame relative
to inertial space is given by
S pX • S vl " S v° S °l (4.1)
where S ,O - S pO is the transformation matrix (Euler angles) between the
vehicle and orbital frame, and S °l is the transformation between orbital
and inertial. The system output measures the total inertial angular velocity
of the vehicle frame
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=-VI _vI svZ _vo soy 3vo sOI sol soy
= _vO ÷svo _o s°v
(4.2)
Solvin K for $vo iron Eq. (4.2) the followin_ differential equation is
obtained.
~,I soy Sv° ~
m -- W ÷ W 0
~vl
In this equation w represents the three components oF the total vehicle
angular rate with respect to inertial space evailanle as outputs of the
gyro package, and 5 O is the orbital rate of the vehicle center-of-aass
which is computed on the basis of the orbita_ p_rameters (navigation deta).
The lnteKl'al of Eq. (4.3) can be written as
S "° . Sv°(to ) ÷ _t (__vI soy + svo _o)d r
"_o
Thus, if sv°(to ), the initial condition matrix, cqn be specified at to,
the attitude matrix 3 pO can be updated For any arbitrary vehicle notion.
The initialilation of the Batrix 3 p° constitutes the in-orbit Ejro-
compass problou. The objective is to determine the orientation of the
platform or vehicle frano relative to specifically the orbital frame by
processing aeasursble data (e.g., such as angular rates via the gyros, and
direction to the vertical via the horizon sen3or).
4.2.2 Attitude ErFor Propa_ation Equation (The Gyrocompass EQuation)
From Be. (4.3) the attitude error props_ation equation can be devel-
oped. Lot _v6 represent the computed estimate of the vehicle _rame attitude
matrix. The actual vehicle franc matrix is given by
svo . ÷ AsVO
whore _5 v° is conputed error matrix which is to be determined.
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The actual direction cosine equation Which characterizes the rate of
change of SPo in
- , ,.s . _sov)+ * _sV°)_o~
where _ is the drift rate matrix. The computed direction cosine equation
is governed by
_vo _vI _ov+ ,_vo ,,,
m - tM0
Subtracting the two equations (to the first order)
A_vo _vZ AsOV+ asVO - _ov
= - _o _ (4.4)
This is the direction cosine error prop.g_tion equntion. A vector repre-
sentation can be given to this equation which is more convenient.
Suppose the only error in the system i_3 the deviation in the s_ec-
ification of the attitude matrix. Denote this deviation by _S p°. Phen,
assuming small angular errors (such ss for example the errors in the qn_les
of the canonical Euler rotation matrix), the attitude error of the platform
or vehicle frame can be given As a vector which is repre._ented as an anti-
symmetric matrix
- .As p° s°P =
m
o -_ _y
_, o -_x
-_y _x o
(4.5)
This representation is always possible for expressing the attitude deviation
of an orthogonal tried.
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It
+,hen
- _AS v° Sov
. -/s "° s°" _ _s_° soy svo sO"
- - _s"°s°" + i_ a ° (4.6)
$ubetituting into Eq. (4.4) and poet multiplying by 3v°, there roeulte
the following equation
(4.7)
r .
or in vector fon_
(4.8)
This equation 2e identical to the one used as a basis for gTrocompass
alinement of a &labelled platform.
Note, howeverp that if the computed rate ignoree the effect of
the vehicle rate wv° w • considerably simpler equation reeulte. On the
baals of the eetieuated SpO the rate computed in the vehicle fraae is
.vI swo . soy
w = _o (4.9)
Tnia equation ilnorae the effect of vehicle motion _vo . _vo sow and
the neglect of thie tens ie Justified only if w vO c_n be held to meal]
waluee. 0theruiee the computed value must include this tel'=o
Tam inclusion of thie term ie achieved at the expenee of more
computation. Therefore, i£ the vehicle rates can be etabilized to low
valuee, it ie deetrable to neglect thie ten= in the computation, The
attitude error equation corresponding to Bq. (4.9) beconee
a_.,x. ,_,o . i + (s"° =o)== (4.zo)
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where _ is the effect of the vehicle rate_. Comparing this equation
with Eq. (4-9), it is se-n that the lptter came is limited by gyro drift
and the former is limited By vehicle r_tes.
In the general case, the re_idu_l vehicle rates are by far the
larger; therefore, if drift rates do li_it the _ccuracy of gyrocompass
alinement (e.g., as against the horiznn *_er_,nr errors) then the more
complex form is required to be computed. On the other hand, if horizon
sensor errors are larger than the unst_bIJzeJ vehicle rates, then the
simpler formulation would be more desirable.
4.2.3 H_rlson Error Bquati@n
To show how the horizon sensor output is used in the alinement
problem. Let _M represent the unit vector of the loral vertical as
represented in the vehicle frame. The true local vertical is given by
the radial unit vector 1 of the orbital triad. Then
" SP o _ = SP o [°10
1
In the presence of an error _S p°
+ A!. - (sP°+ Asp°)!
Z
- (z + _s p° soP)sp° l
"Z
Prom which it follows that
(4.11)
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This equation givem the relationship of the vehicle frame attitude error
to the deviation of the vertical ms obssrv,d in the vehicle frame. £1-
thot_h the _uation is given as a set of throe e,luation, (the components
of the vector), there are only two e_uations whi, h are independent. These
correepond to the two observables which _rP the residuals of the observed
tilt in the vertical arising from the error SP °. Phat is, the residual•
which are obeervable from the line-of-sight to the vertical are perpendic-
ular to the line-of-sight (e.g., the pitch and roll error of the vertical).
An error about the line-of-sight is unobservnble and, therefore, the cor-
responding equation is unusable.
4._ Mechanisation Schemes
4.3.1 Bas_q _ua_one
To summarise, the basic equations associated with gyrocompaee
alinement of s etrmpdovn myetsm are
aj - ÷ (sv° d (4.12)
a;. - • sv° (4.13)
Equation (4.12) gives the measurable angular rate error due to alinement
error of the direction cosine m•trix, and Eq. (4.13) give_ the observed
verticality error in terms of the same direction cosine" matrix error.
T_ese two equations represent • set of five qquations in six unknowns
(_, _). Three of the equations are a_soclat-d with the outputs of the
gyro package, and two of these equation• are associated with the measured
deviations of the local vertical.
If the set (4.1,?.) and (4.13) can be inverted, the _yrocompass
alinement mechanization would be s relatively simple problem for etrqp-
down systems in any attitude. ?he gyro outputs and the horizon sensor
deviations are monitored continuously providing measures of _ and _ which
in turn are umed to correct epo. The feet that six parameter8 need to be
determined, whereas only five equations are _vailable, presents the essen-
tial difficulty of the orbital gyrocompass alinement problem and forces
certain m£mplifying configuration,.
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It is easy to demonstrate why the set (4.]2) and (4.13) is insolu-
ble for a genera] one-point attitude confic_r,,tion. Assuming th, t _ v° is
known as a function of time, Eq. (4.1;) c_n be integrated to yield the
following functional solution
i
Here, _o' the initial deviation, 23 unknown :,r_iis composed of three para-
meters; _xo' _yo' and _zo" Substitutin_ the solution into gq, (4.13),
results in two equation_ in the unknown? _xo' _yo' _nd _zO" Thus, in a
seneral configuration the set (4.12) n,,d (4.13) Is insoluble.
4.3.2 Continuous Computational Self-Alinement _yrocompass Technique_
As noted by Eq. (4.12) and (4.13), the beslc equations governing
the gyrocompass alinement of strapdown syslems is completely equivalent
to the gimballed platform (Ref. I). It is approprlate to consider here
the possibilities of implementing the same feedback mechanization schemes
considered in Ref. 1 for atrapdo_n system,.
For a comparative discussion consider the corresponding Eqs. (4.12)
and (4.13) for the gimballed local level platform. In this case SP ° = I
and gimhal isolation eliminates the effect of the vehicle motion. The
basic equations are re-written
(4.14)
where _ has been added to denote the control torques. This set is still
insoluble for the open loop problem be_nu_e there _re six parameters to
be determined (_ and _) and only five independent equations.
Equations (4.14) and (4.15) are solved for the gimballed system by
forcing self-alinement of the system; thereby dampin_ out the initial errors
_o" The techniques by which, in effect, the solution (4.14) and (4.15) is
damped is to drive the gyros with a signal proportional to the horizon
sensor deviation ___. This effected damping of the system response, and
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the steady state solution was such that the deviation _ could be bounded
automatically to tolerable levels, _nd at the same time damp out the
initial errors _o (which, in effect, re_,;_e_ the order of the system).
The natural question tn ask i_ whether the s_me technique can be
implemented for strapdovn systems. Re'urninc to E_. (4.12) and _q. (4.1_),
it ie seen that the basic equPtior:s uSsociated vith +h_ gyPocomp_sS problem
are completely equivalent to that for the ¢iBballed system, Rq. (4.14) and
(4.15). Indeed damping out of t_e error _ is conc_iwhle by the applica-
tion of the same technique of driving the sy_te_ with horizon sensor de-
rived error signals.
_euristically, one might conceive of _ _ontinuous self-alinement
mechanization for strapdown systems which "coz:,_tationally m gyrocompass
alines the attitude matrix in just the same _ay in which s giBbs)lad
platfox_a is _physically e gyroco_esed. If, indeed, this yore possible
then the analysil given for local level platforms (Ref. 1) is dirertly
applicable to the stra_down systems. Furtheruorem the error sources which
limit the accuracy are essentially the s_me for both cases.
The difference between these two mechnnizations is that in the
glmballod case the plattor_ ia betnK torqued physically to alinement.
The present scheme for etrapdomn systems would perform the equivalent
function in the computer and in such a w_y _s tc cause the computed _ to
damp to null by the application of feedback signals k_4 on the horizon
sensor errors. In the gimballed case, a dy_ami_sl system is involved and
the not_on of dsusping has Beaning. In the computational case damping has
meanin_ only in the mathematical sense. Yet, in both cases, the end
result should be the same; that st driving the error vector _ to m, ll
or to bounded tolerable values. Stated z, _t_]l another way, computational
8_jrocompasalng is analogous to an on-bo_rd computer simulation, in real
tlne, of the giBballed platform _yste_. _he simulation of the gimballed
system is, itself, the mechanization motel r_lattve to which the strapdovn
g-yrocompass alinement ia secured. Closed loop operation takes place hy
a,_gmenting the tilt equation with a simulated feedback model which in the
gimballed case is simply the feedback control torque_ to the _jros.
4.3.3 0n_-Point Mechanization $cheme_ f'or Initial Att_tud _ D_t$_ainat. ipn
The present section considers mechanization techniques for initi_l
attitude determination utilizing the one-point scheme, In general, this
scheme would be utilized to quick g_'rocompass the sy_+em without processing
too many observables. ?he _act that residual vehicle stabilization rate
coupling limits the accuracy of alinem_n+ would appear to preclude its
application for high precision alinement. On the other he_d, if the vehicle
can be stabilized to lay level rates, einple smoothing techniques can re-
sult in simple mec_izations which are also reasonably precise. • more
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sophisticated approach achieved at the expense of more computation is
to compute the vehicle rate from th_ _irection cosine e_uations and sub.
tract the extraneous rates out so th,_t n true measure of the orbital
rate can be obtained relative to the v_hicle frame.
The close similarity of the ore-;nJnt orbital gyrocompass scheme
to the fixed site gyrocompass prorlem i_ _'_'rly evident. In the fixed
site _ase the gravity vector and the t_e r_nrth were the two basic vec-
tors used for alinement. In _he preach+ c',ae "gravity" is replaced by the
"vertical" and "true north" by the "orbital ".o]e". In the flxed site case
swaylng motion o? the vehicle is a p_im_ry error source to the alinement
accuracy. In the orbital case the unat,_ili:_ed vehicle .ngular r.te about
its center-o_-mase is the limiting error _-rce.
As noted earlier, to update the n+t_tude m'_trix S p° or Sv° as a
function of time, it ie necessary to inltJ.li_e thi_ mntrlx st an arbi-
trarily chosen epoch. With the Initi_ m_tr!x SP ° (to) specified the
direction cosine equations are integrated u.ing the rate output o_ the
_jros. Figure 9 sho_e a general block diagram _:_ _ way in _hich the
vehicle or platfor_m _rame attitude w_ll be -_,d_ted rel_tlve to the orbit-
al frame. For ESG strapdo_n systems, atti+'aJe update is not required,
since the attitude is directly aw, ilable by way of the in£or_ation ob-
tained £rom the picko_s; ho_ever, an_ul,=r r_te must be computed for gyro-
compass alinement.
The initialization o£ the matrix SpO oonstitut_s the gyrocompass
problem for atrapdown systems. If the v_L_1_ ?-.me _r to tempi., c_rth
pointing (local level attitude), the UFd_ting S_ ° i- n re!_tlvely simple
problem of measuring rate outputs from the gyros to _e_-rmlne yaw, _nd is
independent of the initial determination st SP o.
For an arbitrary vehicle attitude, the _'ro_cmpnss alinement
problem is somewhat more complicated. The vertfc_l must £irst be estab-
lished relative to the vehicle frame, _d the vehinle frame must be
stablized relative to this vertical (i.e., the orbit_l Frame). Thi_ is
the only way in which the two basic me,_ur,_b]e_ (the lo=v_ vertic_1, and
the direction oF the orbital rate) r_n be oht _red for re_erencing to
the orbital _rame. The following i. a di_cu_slon on _e initialization
of SP ° _or an arbitrery vehicle attit,ade (i.c., not necessarily local
level oriented). The one point mode (gyrocomp_s. mode Fig. 2) is consid-
ered initially.
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Let L 1 represent a unit vector in the direction of the total
vehicle orbital rate vector. Then
- _ i +I, I +L 1 I
_I [Wy_ " LIx --x ly "y z--z
" LP l + L P ! + L p I
ix "p* ly "py I z --pz (4.16)
where Llx, Lly, Llz are the components of _L] in +.he orbitPl, frame, which.
are known based upon the vehicle orbital y_r_.eter.; and L[., L_y, L{z
are the componente as measured on the vehicle or :,]t.tfor_ /'rare by the
gyros (assuse vehicle is local level stebilized so that vehicle attitude
rate relative to orbital frame is zero).
In a similar way let L_ repre_ert _ unit vector in the direction
of the local level. One can write the _o_nent_ of _2 in the orbttnl
and the vehicle frame
(4.17)
Here again the components in the orbital fr_.,e -re knoml on the basis
of the orbital _arameters, and thP coml,enents in the platform fr:sme nre
measured.
Both equations for Ll and L of course assu_e t),at the vehicle is
-_
etabilized relative to the orbital frame. That is to say, there t_ no
_ncular rate about the center-of-_.ss relqtive to the local veritcol. In
eq. (4.16) the components of _1 in the orbital fr:Jme _re nominally Llz =
L- = O, and L 1- m 1, and for _.2, L2x = L2- m O, L2 = 1. Thus, in thez J
a_oenco of er.,_re _ and_d_ are expressed _n the vo_icle frame as
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= S p° 0 (4.19)
As shown hers _1 and _ are orthogonal. The general case will
assume 21 and L._ to be non-or_hogonal (so that the effect of errors in
the nominal can_be included later). The non-orthogonal case can arise
when the measurables are other than local level and orbital rate. The
more general transformations for 21 and L__ are therefore given as
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The problem io to doterulne the dtroctfon cosine m_trfx 3 P° From those
rye equations. To facilitate this computation the vectors _, _, and
_(1 • _2 vhich opal the throo-d4meneionai vector space of the pla_fozst
triad are orthopmaltzed ultng $chmidt's ortho_onalizatlon process. It
tm easy to |hey that the 8or
r= %' I_ • _1 ' am= I_z• _1 (4.22)
represent • mutually orthoKonal set of unit vectors.
vrite the follovingmuttrix equation
One can, thereforep
Each of those natrtcom are orthonornal, thoroform, lnvorttn_ by transpoe_qr
one can solve for sPo
T
= ; ; ,
! I
Ls • chock, If the platform frame is perfectly •lLnod to the orbital frame
3 l>° - I, tkoa it to domtrod to mhov the equivalence
(4.z5)
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First it can be shown that
and
_x(,1.L 2) -
T
(_Llx(hl___ ) ) ("_lx(hl_) ) _, (hl.i,_2)ZChlhl_) - (hl-._)Cz, lh2T)
- (_L_-_)(_)_) + (-_2_)
i
i
0
z
i
Next it can be shown that _4
+ +
Substituting into Eq. (4.25), the equival,nce can be ,etablished.
Equation (4.24) can bn used as a basis for the Initialisation mech-
anization. First note that the maKnltude of the close product LlxL_ com-
uted ia the vehicle frane ie equal to that computed in the orbital frame
plovidod there are no errors in measurement and no relative anKular notion
of vehicles relative to the vertical)
Iatloducin_ thil condition into Eq. (4.24) 3 P° can be written al
(4.26)
(4.27)
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To conpute 8 p°, the conponents oF_ are obtained by nornalt=LuG the JOqre
rate outputs; the coapoaonts of L_ are obtained as the direction cosines
of the vertical as deCined by the horizon sensor relative to the vehicle
franc, Lad tJte ftret natriz is forued. The second eatrlz is kao_t befero-
kand rOpl_eoatLn_ the orbital franc relative to which the vehicle true
attltuAe Is te be aeaettrod.
If the basic noaou_ablos are the directions of the true local
vertical and the true orbital rate, then Eq. (4.18) and (4.19) can be
substituted for_l andS. Then
= -
and _. (4.27) oan be ozs, usdod
pononte of (4.18) and (4.19).
ell 312
321 |22
m m
el3 az
823 = ay
S33 as
Expanding th£e equation
in terns oF its elenents (ua:Ln_ the con-
b x Cx
by Cy
i m
0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 1
(4.28)
vhere
$11 " bz 812 = ez 813 = Cz
821 = by 822 = Sy 832 = cy
8_ 1 . b s 532 = as 3]3 = cs
a = = _;
(4.29)
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: - • , .
=
• (-"_"• _)
-. T .
++
(4.30)
and _n is the vertical as observed in the platform (vehicle) frame.
• quat_on (4.29) is the basic algorithm to use in determfnfng S_O with _ "
the elements of _ _, and _ computed via £q. (4.30).
4.3.4 An Alternate Scheme
The representation as shown by F.q. (4.24) is based on orthogonal-
iztng _, _ and _x_. This leads to the requirement for coaputing
• • - • - . Which is really superfluous as the following
develo_ent shows. Equation (4.25) can be written as
i
i
Wi
i
I , • h SPo , '; ,J = ; ' •
i
,
(4.31)
The matrix on the right side will always have an inverse provided _ and
_2 are not collinear. Solving for Sp° there results .
-I
I I , ,
(4.32)
Since the matrix is no_ orthonormai, the lnverseoper_tion must be used.
This inverse muatrix, however, is known via the reference paraaeters and
can, therefore, be pre-ooeputed. Again, for the particular case where
_- orbital rate direction, _ = local vertical direction
,1 [olo][%!_,, __%] . o o i (4.33)1 0 0
W
L_
I
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Suhetltut:Lnl F_I. (4._) into (4.32), the olesemtm can be reprmmmnted.a8
311 " bx 512 = ax 31_ = cx
321 - by a22 - ey S23 - ©y (4._4)
3_1 - bs 8_2 = as _ = cs
vhox'Q
Tag Lnverso elm be fftven For the more general ones. I4t L1, L2
be represented 4n an arbitrary frame !, _, _. Thee it is easy to ahoy that
! o
Comparing Fxl. (4._2) with gq. (4.24). Lt 1o seen that the foruer
ie simpler in that only _ £e used in place of _ _"__2x(PxLP). The inverse
matrix can also be analytically ropre=ontod in terua of 1re: direction
Oos:LIIe.
4._.5 alAnoaent RslatLve to Arbitrary Frames of _ofer_ce
It should be rOCOJ_LtSOd that Eq. (4.27) t8 m general alinement
equation. Xt It 18 4gaited to aline relative to anotkor frame of rotoz_-
once, them thm oeapenonts of _1 and _ are detozstlaed relative to this
,-.o. andth. o. t.t,on  pll by :q. C4.27)1. ,.
oxaaplop to dmtoxsLILno the m_trlz 8PAOf the velLtolo l_Jletivo to the
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inertial frame, the direction cosines of L1 and L2 (directions of orbital
rate and local vertical) are expressed in the celestial frame, with L1 .
and _ determined in the same way relative to the vehicle frame, and Sp
is determined from an equation similar to 19. For this particular case
note that _L1 and _ auat be updated with the orbital motion. Belati|e
the orbital frame, the only components needed to be updated are L1 andwhich are nearly constant for low vehicle an_alar motion.
4.3.6 't_9-Point Gyr_com_tt Mode
One special case of gyrocompass alinement of a etrapdo_n system
follows from Eq. (4.27). Suppose that a vehicle stationary relative_o
inertial apace ie required to be gyrocompass alined. The gyros would
hold the vehicle essentially fixed with respect to inertial space. The
direction to the local inertial will be measured relative to the body
framefor t.o _if_erent,pocha(co_reepondi._,o _ and_). :_en
lo •
Io •
,_ - s2
I°lL1 ., 0 ,,1
E°jL_2 - 0 -1
vertical at epoch 1
vertical at epoch 2
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F_OVlJ_4 the orbital paraaetere and the time the elements of S_ O and S_ O
can be computed, The matrix SP I of the platform relative to _ celestial
rofor_co frammO can be obtained using an equation sLatlar to Eq. (4o19).
In this scheme the Kyros •re used only to hold the vehicle fixed In
inertial spaco_ and the only external measurable used are the direction
cosines of the vortical as measured at two different t_Jmes. The direc-
tion of the orbital rate is implfed by the t_no difference and the orbital
paranotorso
The fore4oln 4 scheme can be eonBitive to noise errors, The anelo
b•tvoan _ and _2 is necessarily limited to small values bocaueo of the
require•out to Lnlt$•liso 3P ° in real time. Consequently. errors in 21
and _2 •re anplifled by the reciprocal of (_xL_ • _/x_) = otnZ@ whet;
G £s_he sn41s botvoon _ and _. For exaaplo_a 10a sop•ration botwson
the moasurolont of the ave verticals £uply a thirty to one aaplLftcation
of noise errors in the dotoralnatLon of attitude. Going to lar_or •ep•ra-
tion an41os dsfoats the purpose of gyroco=pae8 aline=ont. In the first
case vhoro _ and _2 correspond tooorbltal rate and local vortical direc-
tions the an41o between thou to 90 so that there t8 essentially no error
mapltftcatLon; hoverer, • 90 ° separation lmplLos approximately • 20 minute
delay tn the dotorLtnatlon (for low earth vohLcles) of the attitude,
This scheme has value to the extent that a gyro package Is not
required. The only requirement is that the vehicle can be hold stationary
relative to the orbital franc.
4._.7 UDdatlni the £ttltudo Katrlx
KavLu4 dotoru£nod $po or Sv° In the forocotn4 ray for a _lvon
instant of t4no. SP O cad be updated by procesetnf the ancul_r rats in-
formation obtained fron the 87ros and inte4Tattn4 equation (4,_). _o
tJsportant point to reco6ntso is that the initial aatriz can only be
doterLtned in the absence of all angular motion of the vehicle relative
to the local level,
If the components of a_ and £ vero available In the vohLclo
frame in real tins, thin Eq. (4.32) is a basis for real time dotorat_-
tion of 8P °. This would not roqulro the integration of the direction
cosine oquattoa. Bq. (4.3). The only roquLronont would bo that the
vehicle an4ular notion be sufficiently low so that the error In tend
_wtll be tolerable,
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Zn the presence of high vehicle angular rates, it would be diffi-
cult to compute !and _ in real time. In this case, S_ is determined
when the angular rates are low and the direction cosine equations are
integrated vlth the initialized SoP° determined by the gyrocompass aline-
ment procedure described above.
In a general gyrocompass alinement problem, the vehicle angular
motion must be included as error sources. The alinement must be accom-
plished in the presence of small residual vehicle rates such as the
presence of the lilit cycle oscillations resulting from the three axes
vehicle attitude control loops.
For an arbitrary vehicle frame orientation, there is no way in
which to separate the angular rates resulting from the motion of the
center-of-mass in orbit from the motion of the vehicles about its center-
of-mass. This difficulty has been discussed earlier and it is the prl-
mary reason for the requirement to stabilize the vehicle motion relative
to the vertical.
4.4 Fine Alinement Schemes IClosed Loop Mgdes )
The alinement schemes discussed in the previous sections was based
on the assumption that the vehicle angular rate about the local level
axes were negligible. Actually small residual motions of the vehicle
are present. These may be associated with the limit cycle oscillation
resulting from the deadband of the attitude control system. In the
presence of rotational motion, other than the orbital,-the computation
o_ the S p° via Eq. (4.16) will be subject to error because the L_ and
_ cannot be defined accurately relative to a rotating vehicle frame
riference simultaneously at a specific instant of time. Furthermore,
the vector_L_ will include the effect of the undesired motion of the
vehicle.
One scheme in which the system can be alined with higher precision
is to average the angular rate output of the gyro package. This is best
handled on the basis of linear equations. Figure 10 Is an overall block
diagram of this closed loop mode.
Suppose an estimate of _po (^ = estimate) le available from the
alinement scheme as described by Eq. (4.16). Then transforming the
measurables L_ and _L_ back to the orbital frame with the estimated
matrix
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Conpare _ an4_ vi_Lc,b are expressed in the orbital fraae with the de-
sired nominal _-and_. a difference in these vectors is ascribed to
an error in the direction cosine matrix.
Let
vhere _pe is the estimated (or computed) aatriz, then
^p
and
siailarly
whore both_ and_ can bo computed, then
As_ = : : _ ! !
l | | l
(4.41)
Thie equation can be the basis for a continuous closed loop
compass alineaent mechaniÁation. The coaponents of the deviations
are continuously meast_red; the.eleaents of Spo are computed; the
_tial eetiawts of SP 0 Ss updated, and if the relative vehicle motion
characteristics be sever, the direction cosine equations are integrated
for a continuous attitude update vith the hey initial conditions.
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To f_Lrther detail the mechanization equations, consider asain
the case where _ and _ are respectively the directions to the orbital
pole and lecal level; then Eq. (4.41) can be written as
$II 312 313
S21 S22 S23
S31 S_2 S33
m LP Iply 2y -
0 0 1
I 0 0
0 I 0
The components of _ an_ _ are obtained as __l,_llows. On the basis ofthe current e,tt_ate of SF- _denoted by (")), and _P computed are
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m4maures of _L_u_.and _ are true measures ef thePrevlded these
devlatiea in the tranafermatlon matrix Spe and are free of errors, the
expreseienm for the elments of ASPO when added to the estimated value
will yield the cerrecte4 matrix which is itself erthenermal. In general,
the presence ef errors An these two vectors will cause the aerrected
value te be nen-erthenormal.
Mete that the foregoing computatleas involve transfermatlon te
the vehicle frame, _practice, it say be more appropriate to cenput1_
in the erbltal frame for AseP rather than in the vehicle frame fer _$_.
4.4.1 Or_Meae_ality Ceaetra_at
If the vehicle motion has been stabilised, the cenpenents of
at, co"et ts yl, lda direct of the error in the
estimate ef SPe. In the presence of small escillatery vehicle netiens
and _ may be averaged yielding an average value.fer _Spe. In the
presence er dc notion, hevever, _ veuld include the effect ef the vehicle
notion and, therefere, _3__ veuld be in error. These error sources vili
all be such as te cause SPe to deviate free ite crthener_al property.
In the foil,lying it Is demonstrated that the corrected value of
Spe v_ll alvayo rot, sin orthenerlal to the first order provided that
_eP an_ _ inclu_, _ only the ueaeuree of the tilt of the platfem frame.pr_,_lel is to r:hov that _SP°S ep leads to an antisymmetric utrix eith
a vector representLtlon. This deviation has value since it viii ales
lead t) s simpler mechanization involving a three angle Euler rotation
matrix.
Suppose the residuals represented by __ and_ result from
platform frame tilt errors only, then Eq. (4._) can be represented
in a more simple way. Alinement errors represented by the error matrix
_Spe as a pertttrbatien on Spe _ill alvamys be such that Spo ÷ _3 pe is an
orthonormal matrix. Cen_equently _SPOS ep is antieyaaetrlc matrix repro-
seating tilt errors (this viii be demonstrated)
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sad Lt toZZevs that the tilt
vkore the =eetd_sl•_T_snd_]_reou/t only fz_l platform fz_me tilt
oz_ez_ (1.o., le se_14-_ ozTQrs_. _Le result can besd to • elsplor
• _rLtha than that of Irq. (4.41). Only throe olo•eate of_lPo_i°P
need be comlmted. 3Lace oac,h co•portent cu be analytlcslly ropruutod,
this may be • slJ_lor way to u_ate Spo
?0 prove Uu_t the rlllht side ot Eq. (4.43) Is antisyaaetrLo vith
• vector repz_entatLo• first note that the reeL4uale can be ropresem-
ted _n terns of the platforo tilt vector
- -__ (4..)
_Luatiaa 44.46) Is 4ez_ve4 as follovs (remove superscript)
.-(jr_),_- _,,(_)
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. -[(_h__) - (_L_r)]_
- -_ CL_I=_)
Substituting Eqe. (4.44), (4.4b), (4.4t, :ate %4.4_), there results
the equivalence
Asp°s°p =' -_ (,4.47)
--- <- _ -
This result shows that if _L_ and /%L.,_ truel F measure the alinement
error of the platform triad? then Eq. [4.4_) will y_eld th¢ tilt error
vector whose components are _x' _' and _z" Thxs vector _ is then
used to correct the attitude matrix to uDt_ln t_e _ore correct matrix
_po by the equation
spo + _sp° = _ + :i_P°s°P)_po
- SPO - _ Sp°
_4._)
In general the matrix represented by the right szde o_ Eq. _4.43)
will not be antlsymmetric because the r_uJ_Is t!_ an_ A_ will
include the uncorrelated effect of sen_or errors and gyro drift.
The _ro errors will cause A_ to vary in a _ifferent way from the
horizon sensor errors associated with _/L__.
4.4.2 APeue_o Inv_e,e Scheme
Aaother example of a fine .linezent scheme employing dzfferental
correction is presented here. This scn._me i_ si_il;_r to that associa-
ted with Eq. (4.45), and is presented ncre primarily because _he plat-
form t_It can be analytically rePre_nte_ in ter_s of tne residu_,l s.
Further details of this scheme and the determination of attitude rate
is given in Ref. 7.
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Let _=1 and _reepectivel_ define the direction to the orbital
pole and the local vertical. RepresentAng_l, in terms of the plat-
torn axes, one can write
_ = (_1 " "]_'Zp)l-'xp ÷ ('r"l " "_p)'_p +('61 " ._=l;)_]gr.p
(4.49)
Each of the direction cosines in this equation are measured as normal-
uzed tyro rate outputs. From these three components an orbitrary
orthosonal rotation triad can b_ defined. Letting the triad of unit
vectors be defined as _, Ap
_1' _1 one can write (dropping the subscript
p)
mm
='1"_,
" =-l",6p
_l "_p
r _pI
I
_='zp
(4.5o)
Since the ysctor_ can b_ described relative to the.platform axes by
tuo rotation anslss_ a particular rotation _atrix can be t_pically
_ivsn as
88
coc 1 c_l s_ 1 C_l S_l
-m_, I c_ 1 0
m mm
i_ _P
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where _1 and _1 •re the rotation an61es respectively •bOUt the s
and y exam. Knoiing the Components o£ L_I in the piat_orm triad, the
complete rotation matrix can be specified. For example, let
• = a L 1 : = b _1 -zp_LI P -_ P I = c
then
2eS = c; c_ = +_ I- c (4.53)
(4.52)
W
U
J
u
-j
I
b_ c
col = +_ ; c_ = + (4.54)
the quadrant problem can be resolved by the signs on a, b, and c. In
• similar way a tri•d can be def:ned with L_ (horizon sensor axle
direction in the vehicle frame) with a corresponding direction cosine
matrix.
qm
w
I
Next, using these two direction coeine matrix and the estimated
attitude matrix _po these two directions are computed in the platform J
frame, compared wlth the measured values, and their residuals are com-
puted. Using Just the residuals seen in the directzons perpendicular
to _1 and _ respectively, and ascribing all deviations or a rotation
error in 3_, the following equation can be written
" _A1 "
_A2
_V2
A1 " _X p A l " --ypl A1 " lX p
v z " z _: " Avp _vl " A_p
--_p
 'A,p "½p  'qp
 'A,p
"g_x
(4.55)
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where _A1, _D1, _A2, and _D2 _re t_,e an_alar re_duale perpendicular
to L1 and_ roapecti,ely.
lnvorttng thie equation by p_eudo inverse techniquoe yioldo
the nolution
_w 8
-1
I_D2
whoro M io tho matrix _ivon abovo.
r
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In a special case vhere the vehicle is alined to the orbital
frmne, one+confilur,a_ion is to select
- ix - _L1 = _+
"+ "+,+'-h "
J'zp
Then the pseudo inverse yields the re_ul:
D
_y " _D2
" J,1
(4.5e)
(4.59)
In this result the asiauth deviation is (lven by the azimuth residual
of the deviation in the sealured an_lar velocity, the pitch by t:_e
measured horilon sensor defined pitch, acd the roll by. one-half the eu_
of the horison and gyro measured residuals.
_o Bixh Precision Oyrocom_a8 _lLnement
5.1 Prelilinary Consldera+lopq
Is noted on several occasions, the priLary limitation to achiev-
in_ high accuracy _rocoepase alinement of strapdoen sySteLs results
from the coupling of vehicle an_ular r-re i_to the alinement equations.
If indeed vehicle ancular rates can be detected, computed, _d separated
from the orbital rates, the alinement problem would be no different then
for giaballed platforms.
On ray in ehich the alinement problem can be lade sore accurate
Is to utilise p_reaeter estimation techniques in vhich the effect of
an_ttlar rates are estimated on the basis o_ its a priori stochastic
284
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characteristics. These techniques are discussed using stellar obser-
vables for the celeetial alinement of a coUrdinate reference system _
in References 5, 8, and 7. Reference 4 considers the orbital determina-
tion problem (which is similar to the attitude determination problem of
using horison scaa_ner data. The _se of optim_,l parameter estimation
techniques as an on-board comput, tton_l _,Igor_t_ _aproves accuracy
from another point of view. The north;on _en_or a_t_ i_ inherently
noisy including both a random bias _id _,_u-sian noise. These errors
are associated with the instrument aza the _t_ospheric _henomena both
of which Ifalt hlgh accuracy attitude _ete_in_Ltion. If a stochastic
model characterizing the errors can be develope,:_ its use in the estima-
tion algorithm will improve the accur,,cy of tr_e _t_itude determination.
Reference 4 concludes a ten-to-one improvement of orbit determination
accuracy if a Kalaan estima_io_ algorithm (Ref. 4) is used over a deter-
ministic procedure in which horizon data are processed.
It is well to review here, some of the _aslc difficulties asso-
ciated with the gyrocompass alinement of strapdown systems.
In the one point gyrocompass moae, _he two vectors used for
alinement are the local vertical and the total angular rate vectors.
As long as angular rates remain the basic source of data, the alinement
accuracy will be limited by the inclusion of extraaeous vehicle angular
motion. Thus, during the gyrocompass mode the vehicle frame stabiliza-
tion would be an important consideration.
On the other hand, if the one-point scheme can be staged in a
sequential fashion, and angular rates compensated by computation ' an
optimal parameter estimation procedure can be developed in which con-
stant gyro drift rate and sensor bias errors can be estimated and their
effects eliminated in the direction cosine determination, thereby enhanc-
ing accuracy.
The intrineic difference of one-point alinement modes which
processes two stellar lines as against the gyrocompass problem which
processes the vertica!and the angular rate datai_ to he'noted In
the former case alinement is po..ible whether or not the vehicle is
undergoing angular motion. The integration of the direction cosine
equations will keep the attitude updated and the stellar lines Can be
used as the basis for continuously re-initializing the direction co-
sine matrix. In the latter gyrocompass problem, while measuring the
direction of the vertical is identical to meaeuring the direction of
the stellar line, the measuring of angul_r rates is intrinsically
different. This difference results from the fact that the angular
m
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m
m
M
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rate data from the _ro package reflects the effect of undesired vehicle
motion. 3ince the primary data required of the Kyro package is the
direction of the orbital pole, it follows that the alinement suffers
by the _abtlity to compute the rates accurately.
In comparing the two alinement techniques, it is clear that
gyrocompass alinement accuracy Is inherently deKraded by the effect of
the unstablltsed vehicle rotation rates. To ellJainate the effect of
rotation rates, a solution would avoid use of the gYro outputs and,
therefore, rather than a one-point alinement node, consider a sequen-
tial type alinement procedure in which the data obtained from the
measurement of the vertical only are processed. Between successive
ieasurenont8, the dtrectLon cosine matrix can be inteKrated usJ_K the
Kyro outputs. This technique will load to highaccuracy Kyroconpaa8
alinement procedures because the integral of the rates are the basis
nsaeurablee, thus yleldJ_[ Nenoothed" residuals ae a_a_net processJJ_
the rats data directly. For this reason, mltheu_h perhaps nero subject
to Keonetr$c poor conditioning, the two-point scheme Is considered in
the followtJ_ as a basts for high precision alinements
In a two-point nods, or for that matter, a nultL-point node, a
sez_oe of vertl¢al8 Is a baste for alInement. In this ease the neaoua_-
abloo are the directions of the vertical ms defined in the vehicle
frame. The accuracy of the alinement in this case 10 1J_tted by the
hortson scanner accuracT capability. Therefore, if a smoothing proce-
dure that pro-filter8 the aeasurables t8 employed, hish accuracy re-
siduals can be obtained, and Kyrocompass alinement can be secured
despite the presence of vehicle notion,
5.2 A Hultt-Do_nt Gyrocompass Alinement 3chauo
In th_s section a uultL-polnt orocoapass alineaent schese which
utilizes a recurstve optimal parameter estimation algorithm is described.
A Kalnan filter is used to process a series of residuals from the hori-
zon scanner derived vert£cal which are measured in the vehicle Frame.
This is combined with an updated set,ate of the attitude as obtained
by integration of the direction cosine equations.
The following developments are based on the linear _yrocoapass
equations of 3cotton 4._. The basic equations are re-written below for
CO_V_DieDco.
÷ (sv° *
s
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vI AVIA-_ - _- -_-
(5.2)
p,vI
- A-_"x - ,i _._ = Difference oetween actual measured
as6ul_,r r_te ,',nanominal orbital _
r-re in the v_hlcle frame
Estimated dlrection cosine matrix
Vehicle frame tilt error vector
relative to eBtimated 5vO
: - _sv°S°v
m True orbital vertical in the orbital
frame
Error (residual) of vertical ae
observed in the vehicle frame
Avl
Computed vehicle angular velocit_
Keasured vehAcle angular velocity
Assuming for the moment the vehicle rates are stabilized
vo . O, gq. (5.1) and (5.2) are written in the state vector form
i m F ÷U
y m Mx 4"U
(5.))
(5.4)
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+
whore
I( = The equivalent matrix o: ,'q. (5.2)
• - _s equivslen_ a, trix of Zq. (5.1)
u "A,_
n . IdcLltive gauesian noise of sensor and associated
phenonenology
Those equation8 assume that there •re no bias errors in y.
In cenoral, the horizon scanner derived residuals y = _ tends
to be noisy, and furthoruoro, the data rates may be relatively high in
conparison to the basic coaput_tion cycle of the computer. To reduce
the data rates, and still process all of the mo_sur•blos, y as repro-
sontod by Eq. (5.4) aiKht represent • smoothed value at • discrete time.
In any case, at a specific discrete tide, _ is measured, l_ne Kalman
aleorithn Rof. (_ provides For ost_ating • continuously by lnteKra-
tion of Eq. (5.3) botvoon the discrete tl_ee_ at which 7 are aeaourod.
_rnon y is available the ourront ostinato • £e conbinod with the newly
available data y.
The update of Eq. (5.3) i8 handled nunerically In the follow_
way. Lot the tranlition natrix of the homogeneous part of Eq. _5._)
be defined am _(tnm tn_1). Then
- •l |(tn_ I+, in. l) -I (5.s)
v
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and
xn " }(t n, tn_1)Xn_l + Itn
t
is the _aneral solution, n-1
}(t n, v )_)d_
Let (^) designate the optimum estim_.te of ,.
algorithm is _iven as
fnen the estimation
A A ! !
x(t n) = • (t n) + _n(Y(t n) -Y (tn))
where
_(t n) = optimum estimate at t n
AI
• (t n) = predicted estimate at t n
w n - optimal [alman filter
y (t n) = NnXn = predicted estimate of residual
z(t n) - measured residuals of horizon scanner at t
n
At
The predicted estimate • (tn) Is obtained from Eq. (5.6)
_' (tn) {(t n. t__1) "= X(tn_ 1) + N(t n)
whor_
J(t n) m
t n
tn- 1
|( tn, _ ) uC'r)d"t
(5.6)
(s.7)
(5.9)
(5._o)
= = =
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The Kalman algorithm for the optimal wei@hting filter reduces to
the following sets of matrix equations
-1
' : ' MT ÷ On] (5.11)
_. - P:. [.: P: o
t
L;
I
Pn ,, j_(n, n-l)Pn_ I j_(n, n-l) T + Rn (5.12)
Pn-1 Pn-1 (I MT T. ' _n_l )n-1
where
' ,, x(t n tn)Pn co,( )-;'( )
Pn " °°'('(to)-;(tn))
Rn " cov(NCtn))
C - coy(n)
n
Equation (5.7) can be written in a simpler form
" );'n÷ "nYnxn" (z- _:"n
(5.1+)
(_.18)
To compute this estimate the Kalman filter n is computed in recursive
manner via Eq. (5.11) to (5.13). To 8tart the process a set of initial
conditions are assumed for • and Cn.
Using the currant estimate
as follows
the attitude is immediately updated
xn . (5.19)
C6-332/3061
V
n = n-1 1 n-1 = u n-i
Having re-set Sp°, _n(tn +) is presumed equal to zero and procedure is
iterated for the nex_ me,asurable Yn÷l that becomes available. Thus,
the predicted estimate • can be assumed to be equal to zero after the
first term iterations. Equation (5.18) can then be expressed as
Z
_n _nYn (5.,21)
Q
e_
m
m
5'3 _lxtica_ TransitiOn Matrix
Assuming that 3 p° is nearly constant and gyro drift rate is
negligible, Eq. (5.1) and (5.5) can be analytically represented for
nearly circular orbits.
U
m
" _x -
_pz 2z(2z)T
- r.. - [ cos,%.r z - -- ein ,%_ , (z-coe,,,o"r)]
u}o 2
For an aribtrary vehicle attitude, therefore, the transition matrix _ is
the inner bracketed expression. Where the angular velocity matrix is
obtained from
@pI sPOw
"O
• YO
_zo
am
Z_
'wF
Z
wB
W
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Xn the presence of the constant unknown vehicle motion, such as
resulted from gyro drift, the state vector c_n be augmented to include
this vector as another get of par_=eter_ to be estim_,ted
The state tranlition matrix Is expanded ,_nd this higher dimension system
solved An essentially the same way. _avin6 estimated _, the estimate
would necessarily be nero accurate.
To accommodate the effect of bi_s _n the sensor residuals, further
au_entation can be made on the state vector; and this higher order system
eolved in the ea,,e manner. Estimating out the sensor bias will enhance
even further the accuracy of the estimate.
There is, of course, an upper limit to the dimensionality of the
parazeters-to-be-deterttned. This is limited by the data rate at which
y(t n) i8 available, the allowable accuracy in the estimate _, the computer
capacity, the quality of the measurables, the characteristics of vehicle
rate coupling, and its error model representation. These considerations
require further study. Meedless to say, parameter estimation techniques
require a considerable amount of computer capacity and. speed.
6. 3tra_do_na ESGOrbLtal Gyrocompass Alinement
The mechanisation of the orbital gyrocompass alinement problem
for strapdown LqO systaaB le very similar to the conventional strapdovn
system. An ESG system description and a mechanization is briefly de-
scribed below (aef. 10 and ll).
The strapdoen F_Q gyro package consists of two /tee-rotor ESC
gyros. Optical pickoffs on each gyro permit the determination of the
rotor spin vector (the rotor angular momentu_ vector) relative to the
vehicle frame. The orientation of the two gyros whose angular momentum
vectors are separated by about ninety degrees are also known or comput-
able relative to thl orbital or inertial frame. The vehicle frame atti-
tude is detert_ed ulAng an equation similar to _q. (4.32)
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With ESG systems there is no requirement for updating the trans-
formation matrix by integration of _he direction cosine equations. The
pickoffs yield direct measures of _ne _irection cosine of the spin axis
relative to the body or platform axes.
6.1 AttAtud e Deter_nation
Let _1 ._d
2. Then represented
frame one can write
define the angular momentum vector of gyros I and
in the vehicle fr_me ar,S the inertial reference
H 1 I HlPx Ix + H_y _y + H_z l_.pz
" !x ÷ AY÷ Az (6.1)
U
I
Q
W
i
where the H's are all normaiized and read as directlod cosines. If the
vector represented in the platform frame is denoted by the superscript
p, the relationship of the components of _i and _2 represented in these
two frames are given by the matrix equation
The components of _ as measured in the platform fr_e are available as
direction cosines of the spin axis relative to the three piukoffs re-
solved along to throe orthogonal platform frame axes. The components
expressed in the inertial reference frame are pro-computed constants.
The direction cosine transfor_ation matrix is obtained by solving
for spo
-I
I
m
z
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Relative to the orbital frame, the _l_tfor_ fru_e is given by
\
IL_+:
+_+=.
F_
FT ¸
sp° - spz sx° (e.5)
where 31° Is computed on the baals or the orbital p_rametere. ?he
details of this computation _s presented in Ref. 10 and 11°
£ttitude determination for ESG str_pdo_u systems is a fairly
straight forward computational problem. F_nowing the matrix [_lUu__
determined from vhtch 3 £ determined fro_ the trajectory parameterl.
In this computation it is necessary to determine sP initially Lna_uch
aa the vectorm _ and _ have constant directions only in the _nertial
frame. To ease _hle computation somewhat, it may be possible to form the
product
-1
directly. _q_Ls matrix, however, _ill be time varying thereby raq_trindj
a continuous update _or the _yrocompaas problem.
6._ Gyrocom_Maaa _l_nement
The technique for _rocompaas alinement is similar to the fine
alinement scheme discussed in the previous sections _or the _onventional
strapdo_ systems. _ith the computed estimates of 5 p° or 3P available_
the directions to the local vertical ane the orbital pole are computed
and compared vith the corresponding meas_cred values. The reeulting
residuals are used as a baals to re-determine the spin directions _ and
relative to the _nort£al reference s_°atem. _avinK re-determined
these directions the attitude is computed _ meaeurin_ _ and H_.
The present section describes a one-point and a rye-point gyro-
compass al_n_emt scheme.
In common, _ atrapdovn alinement mechanizations are exceedingly
complex and involve a considerable amount of on-board computation. The
difficulty ia pr_arily ameociated vith the fact that the pAckoff data
do not provide rate information directly, but must be computed via an
algorithm. There la no apparent ray in which a simple algorithm can be
developed to obtain ratem along three axes by data proceaein4j a aeries of
direction cosine measurements,
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6.2.1 One-Point Scheme ....
Le= (^) denote the computed value, then the computed vertical is
given by
W
,o I to7.
= po o I : 2'__° ! ° " (6.6)
,1]
J
M
and the computed orbital rate Lu the platform frame is
m _ u
0 0 "I
_P @po _pI _Io '
-o " = U,o l (6.7)
0 i
0 I
W ;
e_e
W
The measured vertAcal in the platform frame is
I
_y
I
is
The measured platform rate in the platform frame is computed from
(6.8)
w
L
W
-I
(6.9)
Provided that H. and H_ are true rate errora of a rotating coordinate
systel_ will _e henc_ in vector representation. The componente of
_1 and H2 are aeo_d to be measurable.
W
w
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,..t - -I=.=,A.2. - (6.to)
then aecribin_ all deviations to an uncertainty in the directions H1
=und _ _n the lnertAal frame
_qpO = _qpI sis
-1
A(__I-"_2)] (6.ll)
and
Am' _(_ • _P)- As_
O
0
1 oUJo0
or
&=_ - [A_ A=p _% • =P)]
m
0 0 1
o .I_ o
¢Uo
..L. o o
%
(6.1_)
The elments of _$pO are _i,en directly in terms of the deviations
in the local vertical and the orbital rate. From a knovledge of d3 p° the
AH A(H • H )] can be obtained to re-set the directioncorrection [&HI 2 1 2
of the spin axes in the Lnertial frame in the computer. Thee constitutes
the _rrocompas8 alinement for ESG strapdoun system.
6.2.2 Two-Polnt or Multi-Point Scheme•
In a rye--point Or a multi-point _rocompase alinement ache=e, the
basic residuals vhioh are used to re-deter=ins K1 and _ are a series of
vortical measurement erro_. In the presence of unstablli=od vehicle
=orion, £t is necejear/ to connect the vehicle attitude at the tvo differ-
ant ttae8 o£ neasur_ent of the vertical. If the vehicle rate is etab£-
ltsgd then the alLMmont technique le similar to the one-point scheme.
UsLnGa subsor_pt 1 and 2 to denote the two different tines of measurements
C6-332/3061
of the vertical. If the vehicle rate i_ stabilized then the allneaent
techalque is eiailar to the one-point scheme. Using a subscript 1 as4
2 to denote the two different tl_es of measure_ents the deviation in
the estimate of SP I is obtaine_ it, t,.e following way. Let the con-
luted reeidttale of the vertical at t_o _ifferent instants of tame be
¢iven as in _t. (6.10)
I°]. A_pI Io o/it_:, sI I
UP
W
u
[ojIo 01
where S_aT and S_ °• are the direction cosine matrix coaputed on the basis
of the orbital paraJmetere. T_nen one can write
V
n_m
I I] [l0 I 0IoI vI : i :
! !
i !
w
w
from which
[o]]lo 0 • lo 0S 1 S 21 1
_pl lo obtained by inversion.
qD
V
Up
m
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_o aeennt For the eff_t of -otLon between the two tIiu, to
• firot order lda_ d£1_oet_on oosine equations mast be tnto41_tod, t_ls
roq_ that _v be ooaputable which, ta tun, tJIplle8 that th£8 :ate
be determinable free the ptekoff data (awe appendix C)
TO Gy_ooon_to• BZTOr kuatlou
For the multlpo_nt IIyrooompau meohanlIation dioeuoood 40 :leoticm
5, the Orl_r analysis can be developed around the coy•fiance natriz of
the oottaatton o_r. _tnoo this covarlanco matrix is part of the oetlaa-
tion alprtthn vhteh i8 oonputed, its printout will yield • neaeuro of
the •llnolont •couraey. • senoitivity analysis itud_ cad be IadO by oom-
puttn 4 thle satrlz For each oF the doslnant error eouroeJ.
The error oquatLou for tho detorIintettc caeoe eu_h aetho olae-
pot_t and two-Fotnt echemoe can be developed analyticallyaD outlined In
the follovlad.
The 6_norsl altnemeat error oquatLon cad be developed from either
I_. (4.2i) or (4,_2)0 eoJ_i the !atto_oquation, if the ioaaursbloe
and _ are poz_urbed the error in S Is repreeentod •e
-I
The equation le detailed for the one-point Cyroeonpael node from Bq. (416)
thelrefore_
29_
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ht4l - _ _ nominally, therefore,
- el_ ]
w %
0
B
I
W
_.2x . _._, _ ÷ s_ % •
where vo it the residual vehicle rate, _ the alinenent error of the
system and the draft rate. The error in _L_ is finally expreesed as
w
m
w
-[I- spo_'.2s°p][-'po"_,%+s'_% "_]
O
In a similar way the error in the vertical ie obtained fron _. This
error is given directlyas A_. Whose compooente in the vehicle frale
can be _irectly related to the pointing resolution error of the horison
Iol_r,
Bote that tJa general the error equation cannot be expree_ed as !
vector equation. The reaeon for this is that the measurables t_--_eand _
are not rigidly fixed relative to each other, and, therefore, errore
associated with theee vectors are not constrained so that one can write
As noted earlier, this is the only condition under which _3P°S °p becomes
the antisymnetric matrix eith • vector equivalent.
8uppoJe one considers the specAal case _oro the vehicle is
nominally alined to the orbital frame. Then 8"_ - X, and
=_
g
w
I
_m
m_
I
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[(loo)" 0 I 0 -0 0 1 I 00 0
v
i 0
- 0 0
0 0
w o
0
rate error along roll axis
rate error along pitch axis
rate error alon_ yav axis
and
A_ - _ -
0 I horizon sensor error along roll 1
horizon sensor error along pitch
yaw sensor error undefined
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CHAPTER IX
SPECIAL SITUATIONS AND TEC_IqUES
1. Introdugtion
The foregoin 4 discussions have presented the gyrocompassir_ systems of significance
for space applications, under the constraint of minimum on-board computer capability.
Thus, some of the sophisticated filtering techniques such as Kalman and others have
not been covered. Similarly, low accuracy passive techniques such as the use of single
gyroscopes with mechanical damping and twin gyroscopes with mechanical coupling have
been overlooked as being too inaccurate.
Variations on the general approach to direct and indirect gyrocompassing may be
expected to appear in the literature. A It is firmly believed that analysis of such
systems cannot vary greatly from those developed in this document. There are essen-
tially only two possible philosophies applicable to gyrocompassing, direct measurement
and indirect measurement.
Some special situations and associated special techniques, however, are worthy
of consideration here.
2. Gyr_compassinR DurinR Powered Lift _nto Or_i_
During the initial boost phase of flight from the earth's surface into parking
orbit, some possibility for gyrocompassing exists, provided that the trajectory is
confined to a plane. Two difficulties are associated with this effort. One is the
high pitch rate required of the platform, perhaps 90 deg in i0 min. The second is the
absence of a good vertical reference during boost.
2.1 HiKh Pitch Rate
The problem associated with large pitch rates is that of processing the gyros
rapidly enough to keep up. In this case, pitch rate refers to platform pitch rate
rather than vehicle pitch rate. During a i0 min boost into orbit, the vehicle may pitch
IFor example of one inventive system see Chatkoff, Marvin L. and Lynch, Lewi! G.,
"Attitude Control of a Space Vehicle by a Gyroscopic Reference Unit", Aero/Space
Engineering, May 1960
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through 180 deg, while the locally level platform may be required to pitch through
on16 90 deg. Still, this may exceed the capabilities of the gyroscopes employed.
If the system is strapped down, there is no remedy for the situation. Failure
of th6gyrosc0pes to precess rapidly enough wili result in nonlinear operation of the
instrument with attendant loss of attitude information.
If the platform gyrocompassing (indirect) is employed, the problem of excessive
pitch rates may be side-stepped by locking the platform pitch gimbals to the vehicle.
This presupposes that the vehicle will be attitude controlled. Previous investigation
into the equations of motion for the locally level platform mechanization indicated
that the pitch channel was completely (for small angular errors) decoupled from the
roll-yaw channel. If this is the case, then there literally is no need to place the
burden of platform rotation in pitch upon the pitch gyro. Analysis of errors in the
roll-yaw channels proceeds identically to that described in Chapter 7.
If s full inertial platform is not required for any phases of vehicle navigation,
then the pitch gyro may be eliminated and a two-axis platform may be substituted for
the full inertial platform. Such a device has been designed and laboratory tested by
MIT I. It supplies only roll-yaw information. Pitch information may be supplied by
the vehicle attitude control system.
While the ro!l-yaw channels may be uncoupled from errors in pitch, they are not
unaffected by variations in pitch rate. It will be recalled that W (the platform
Y
angular rotation rate about the y-axis) provided cross-coupling between yaw and roll
errors. This angular rate appears in the dynamical error equations. If it is a
variable rather than a constant, the effect of such variation on the dynamic response
of the roll-yaw feedback system must be studied. However, there is no reason to
believe that the nonuniform pitch rate profile associated with the boost trajectory
would result in instability of any form. If transients in pitch rate occurring during
the early stages of boost introduce undesirable disturbances in the roll-yaw mechani-
zation, gyrocompassing could be delayed until the final state.
This roll-yaw mechanization might be usefully employed during the orbital phase
of a space mission. Again, this obviates the requirement of high precession rates for
the pitch gyro. The only essential requirements are attitude control of the vehicle
in pitch and some indication of the local vertical which will supply a measure of
platform roll.
2.2 Vertical Referenge
The requirement for a vertical reference suggests that gyrocompassing during
boost must be restricted to such time as the horizon sensor may be operative. Actually,
if the vehicle is in a controlled trajectory, then the guidance control system must
have resonably accurate knowledge of the local vertical. Such knowledge may even be
preprogrammed, but it must be present either explicitly or implicitly. This information
could be transmitted for use by the gyrocompassing system. The system being gyro-
compassed cannot be the system providing steering control.
iFinal Technical Documentary Report fop Contract AFO4(695)-289, MIT R-441,
MIT Instrumentation Laboratory, I0 March 1964 (Confidential)
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Such an effort on behalf of early gyrocompassing is undoubtedly unjustified.
The most reasonable approach would seem to be to utilize knowledge of vehicle attitude
during the very last portion of powered flight to erect the gyrocompass platform in
approximately the proper attitude. Closed loop gyrocompassing may or may not be
possible prior to injection. Certainly, if the vehicle may be expected to tumble at
injection, continuous closed loop gyrocompassing will be impossible because inability
of the horizon sensor to function. In this event, open loop gyrocompassing operation
may be employed until the vehicle is attitude stabilized. Open loop behavior of
platform systems is discussed in Chapter 7. During the time that the vehicle was
tumbling, it would not be possible to continue gyrocompassing unless a three-gimbal
platform were used.
Gyrocompassing may be initiated prior to injection equally well with strapped
down systems. However, there is probably no justification for doing so. If the
vehicle tumbles upon injection, the rapid angular rates may produce sufficient
commutation errors and instrument errors during the open loop updating period to
negate the advantages of an early start.
S. Spin Stabilized Vehicles
It is possible to stabilize a vehicle in orbit gyroscopically by spinning it
about its pitch axis. If this were done, it would be preferable to mount the horizon
sensor at one end so that it might rotate counter to the vehicle spin and always
present its input axis to the earth. If this is not done, then horizon sensor infor-
mation will be available for only a portion of the spin period. Durin_ this time,
closed loop gyrocompassin_ may be employed. While local vertical reference information
is unavailable, it will be necessary to open loop gyrocompass| i.e., torque the plat-
form according to the best information available so as to maintain it close to locally
level. Obviously, the effectiveness of gyrocompassing will depend upon the ratio of
improvement achieved during the open loop period to the degradation occurring during
the open loop period. If this is not greater than unity in an r.m.s, sense, then
gyrocompassing will probably not be possible. It certainly will not be possible
without resort to more sophisticated means. If some knowledge of the vehicle motion
may be inferred from orbital information or other sources, it may be possible to
devise an optimum control law for platform motion (or for updating the direction cosine
matrix in the strapped down case) between the times at which local vertical reference
information is available. The study of such a problem appears quite involved as well
as quite interesting. But, it is perhaps academic in nature inasmuch as the time
required to obtain useful gyrocompassing alinement would undoubtedly be quite excessive
under such circumstances.
In the more general case, the period of horizon sensor operation will be an
appreciable portion of the spin period and very little degradation of alinement will
take place during the open loop operation. The effective settling time may be approxi-
mated by dividing the settling time for continuous operation by the ratio of horizon
sensor operating time to spin period.
4. Oueration on Interplanetary Orbits
The basic limitation on gyrocompassing feasibility during interplanetary transit
is simply the roll gyro drift rate divided by the orbital rotation rate. This repre-
sents the theoretical minimum azimuth error in radians. Unfortunately, vehicles
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en route to Mars will rotate about the sun at a rate comparable to .04 deg/hr. In
order to achieve an r.m.s, accuracy of 1 deg in azimuth, the r.m.s, gyro drift rate
would have to be at least as small as .0007 deg/hr. While this is a little beyond
the capabilities of present day space gyros, it is by no means infeasible for the
next ten years.
4.1 Utilization Qf Arbitrar/(_Vertical References
It is clear that higher accuracy gyrocompassing can be achieved by increasing
the orbital rotation rate. The same effect may be obtained for short time periods
by using some close object in the orbit _lane for a vertical line-of-sight reference.
The horizon sensor (or other body sensor) tracking the Close body will indicate a
rapid rotation rate to the gyrocompassing system. There are two principle diffi-
culties associated with this scheme. One is that the level reference for the vehicle
is now established with respect to the near body and not the orbit. The second is
that the rotation rate about the arbitrary body will change rapidly.
The former difficulty is not a very great one since it is usually not difficult
to reacquire the sun and re-establish the proper level reference without altering the
azimuth alinement. The latter depends upon how greatly the rotation rate changes.
This is the parameter _o in the mechanization equations of Chapters 7 and 8. If _o
varies appreciably over the interval of the longest system time constant, then system
behavior is not well described by the equations of the previous chapters.
The conclusion is that gyrocompassing around bodies within the orbital plane,
but not at the orbit center, may indeed prove useful as a means of improving azimuth
alinement.
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Fig. 4.1
Representation of lines-of-sight from the sun to
vehicle and to out-of-plane object at Point a.
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4.2 Out-of-Plane Objects
If Kvrocompassing around in-plane objects is possible, what about out-of-plane
objects? Let the situation be described by Fig. 4.1. The vehicle is in orbit around
the sun. The out-of-plane object might be Mars, located by the vector _ from the sun.
The vector distance from _qrs to the vehicle is _ and from the sun to the vehicle is
R. Vehicle velocity tangential to the orbit is given by _. This is the total
velocity vector and is constant only in the special case of a circular orbit. However,
for short periods of time, it may be assumed constant, as also may _.
Orbital rotation rate is _ •
0
The rotation rate about Mars is
r_ x v_
Mars r.r
(4.1)
The vector X may be broken into in-plane and out-of-plane components, Xi and/D.
Equation 4.1 then becomes:
r x v r. x v + r x v r. x v + r x v
-- -- "i -- --0 -- "i -- --0 --
- 2 2 - 2
r
r.r ri + r° ri 2 (i +
2 4
_i x v ro ro_A_-
_ - ri 4r. 2 (1 r-_ +
1
+
2 4
r x v r r
-'o -- (i_._2 + 04
ri2 ri ri
•.. )
r. xv rxv r
--I -- --0 -- 0
+
2 2
ri ri ro
1 (4.2)
The first term to the right of the approximately equal sign is an angular
rotation perpendicular to the plane of the orbit. This is the desired direction for
an azimuth reference. The second term is an angular rotation lying wholly within the
plane of the orbit. This contributes to an azimuth reference which is not true orbital
north. Furthermore, this cannot be corrected unless the exact values of r. and r are
• , . 1 0
known. But, r_ can only be known if the exact vehxcle posltzon is known. If such
knowledgs is available, correction for out-of-plane reference objects may be made.
Otherwise, the ratio of r to r. must be sufficiently small so as to satisfy the gyro-
0 1
compassing accuracy requirements without correction.
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APPENDIX A
TIME HISTORY OF ALINEMENT ERRORS
FOR ONE EXAMPLE 0F
INDIRECT TERRESTRIAL GYROCOMPA_SING
The following graphs show a time history of attitude errors resulting
from selected error sources. They may be thought of as error sensitivities.
Attitude errors are in rms seconds of arc along the axis of ordinates and
time in seconds is plotted along the axis of abscissas. The error source
for each curve is labeled at top left. Magnitudes are rms.
In some instances the error sources could equally well be deterministic.
The attitude errors plotted would then be absolute value of seconds of arc
rather than rms seconds.
Whether considered deterministic or rms, the attitude error associated
with each error source scales directly with the magnitude of the error
source, with the exception of correlated noise. The effect of variation in
correlation time does not scale.
Instrument configuration is shown in Fig. 5.1 of Chapter IV. The actual
characteristic equation is Eq. (5.2) of the same chapter. Figure A-I is a
block diagram for the system whose response is characterized by the graphs
of the following pages.
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Error Block Diagram of Gyrocompassing System
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The following graphs show a time history of attitude errors resulting
from selected error sources for three candidate systems, each with two choices
of system time constants. Each graph may be thought of as an error sensitiv-
ity as a function of time. Attitude errors are in rms seconds of arc along
the axis of ordinates. Time in seconds is plotted along the axis of abscissas.
The error source for each curve is labeled at top left. Magnitudes are under-
stood to be rue.
In some instances the error sources could equally well be deterministic
rather than random in nature. The resultant attitude errors, as plotted,
would then be the absolute magnitude of arc seconds of error rather than rms
seconds.
In all cases the attitude errors scale directly with the amplitude of
the error source except where correlated noise is concerned. The effect of
correlation time variation does not scale.
Figures B-l, B-2, and B-3 show the block diagrams associated with each
of the cases studied. Case numbers correspond to the candidate system cases
listed in Table 4.1 of Chapter VII.
Two computer runs were made with each system in order to demonstrate the
variation in dynamic results associated with variation of system time constants.
The runs are labeled 1 and 2. System gains and associated characteristic equa-
tions are listed below:
ease 4: Run i K d = 6.66 x 10 -3
K - 1.078 x 10-2
g
Kj = 3.33 x IO-3
B-1
C6-322/3061 _ u
Characteristic equation for pitch $ S + .0033 = O
for roll-yaw , (S + .0033 - J .OO17) (3 + .0033 + J .OO17) = O
Kd = 2.22 • 10-3
K = 1.57 x 10- 4
Kj = 1.11 • 10-3
Characteristic equation for pitch : (S + .OO111) = O
for roll-yaw : (S + .OO111 + J .000553) (S + .OO111 - j .000553) - 0
Case iO: R_ i Kd :, 3.74 x 10-5
•, 264
Kj - 1.38 x 10-5
Ki = 480
K = 4.78 • 10-5
g
Characteristic equation for pitch : (S + .00333 + j .00167) (S + .00333 - J .00167) - 0
for roll-yaw : (S + .00132)(S + .00428 + J .00488)(S + .00428 - j .0o488) - 0
Kd : 2.56 x 10- 6
: 1285
Kj : 1.54 • 10- 6
Ki : 1440
K = 1.42 x 10-6
g
Characteristic equation for pitch , (S + .00111 + j ,000557) (S + .O0111-j .000557)= 0
for roll-yaw : (S + .000325)(S + .00111 + J .00169) (S + .00111-J .00169) = 0
Case 14: Run i = 9.88 x I0-3
Ka = 3.74 x 10-5
Kg _ 3.64 x 10-5
Ki 6.66 x 10- 3
Kj = 1.38 • 10- 5
B-2
g
E
g
B
J
J
l
mm
W
I
g
u
m_m
W
m
i x
==
J
W
li| I_
'-.._../ C6-322/3061
Characteristic equation for pitch : (3 + .00333÷j .00167)(3 ÷ .00333-J .00167) - 0
for roll-yaw s (S + .0032)(S ÷ .00334+J .0025)(S ÷ .00334-j .0025) - 0
Run___A Kb = 3.30x 10 -3
Kd = 2.56 • 10- 6
Kg _ -2.415 • 10-6
Ki 2.22 • 10-3
Kj = 1.54 • 10- 6
Characteristic equation for pitch : (3 + .O0111+j
for roll-yaw | (S + .00109)($ + .O0112+J .0OO555)I _ + .O0111-j.000542) + .O0112-J .OOO5551 = 0.0(X)542 = 0
]3-3
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Error Block Diagram for Case 4
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Error Block Diagram for Case IO
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Error Block Diagram for Case 14
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APPENDIX C
_'e_wAeI_aTION OF 3T_PDO_ ZSG ATTITUDB
A_D ANGULAr. RATE DETER_INATION
To gyrocompass aline an ESG syste_ it is necessary to measure
angular rates. Since the pickoff data basically yields whole value
direction cosines, the angular rate must be obtained by computation.
The current literature on ESG attitude mec_anizatlon does not consider
the problem of determining angular rate from direction cosines. In
the following a derivation is given on one approach to computing vehicle
rates from a series of direction cosine measurements.
First, it As necessary to give a discussion on how direction
cosines are computed from the optical pickoff data. Figure A-I shows
a rotor with • scribed great circle _hich is canted relative to the
rotor spin axis.
Latitude Circle
/
Scribed f
Grea!_ _A
\ _ eadout
__ , _/ Port
/
Nerideaa (not-
scribed) of readout
mall cLrcle vith scribed
great circle
\
\
\
\
/
/
/
/ _ Equator
Fig. a-1
ESG Gyro Readout Latitude Circle _eoaetry
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The anglo.is the colatitude of the point of closest approach of the
scribed great circle and is a consta:.t when there is no rotor drift.
The angle @ is the desired colatitude of the readout port which defines
the direction cosine of the fort tel=tire to the spin axis. This angle
e is a function of the difference in the time_ of crossing of the scribed
great circle in the field of view of _ne port.
An optical pickoff senses a pulse .!enever the gre_t circle scribe
llne p_s_es in its field of view. There _re tnree pic_offs for each gyro,
differebtly oriented; two of which yleld independent data, and the third
is used for redundancy. For each rotor revolution two pulses are regis-
tered. For a number of revolutlons _ series of pulsez will be registered
at each read port yielding three time 3eriee, one of which is typically
shown in Fig. A-2.
g
i
I
W
l
w
5'
I
W
B
Fig. A-2
Time Series of Pulses Read From Pickoff Porte
m
The basic measurables which are recorded are the time spacing between
two successive pulses. The measure of the latitude of the readout port
tO the spin axis is given by the ratio of the crossing times s and t.
If s = t then this indicates the read port is located _t the equator
of the spinning rotor.
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/
/
/ \',.
J
\
\
Ti_. A-3
Top View of Readout Latitude Circle
a top view of the readout latitude circle correnponding to the time
eerlee Fig. A-2 is ahown in Fig. A-_ From thAe figure it Aa aeon that
...,u (,-I)
= , AdO = W" t+e
-_-? * T
where
p= ,-t (,-2)
o+t
and e+t is the period of rotor revolution (= conatant). For mechanisa-
tion purpoaee P is a better observable than the parameter e.
w
0-3
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From Fit. A-3
ce = c< cL ,c (A-3)
= sL BAC
= _ cZAC
8@
s_ ce tan_ctne
= sO co( "
Therefore,
from which
m
m
t
W
c_ = - s _" P = tan,,(, c tn@ ('-6) _
II
ctne = - s _P ctn_ (A-7)
Thus, for _ = constant, meaningP yie!ds a measure of @. An alternate
form yielding c_ directly can oe obtained from the above equation
oe : ]½ (,_8)[tan2_( + sin 2
_P
The sigu ambiguity is resolvable by the redundant third readout.
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AIs-,.:l_, for siaplicity, the readout ports corresponding to
the orthosonal body frame axes, the three readouts yield the spin direc-
tion of the rotor
" C@x 4x + C@x 4y + cSz 4z
C,-9)
• similar result is obtained for the second gyro.
The spin direction, as given by Eq. (A-9) is well defined if
the Kyrocaso (vehicle frame) is not under6oizg angular rotations. In
the presence of an6_lar motion, the cosine of each port must be initial-
lsod to the same time, because the computations occur at different times.
Actually the P's are computed on the basis of smoothed values of s and t;
therefore, high frequency.rates greater than the sampling tiae (of the
order of rotor revolution) are smoothed out. the smoothing algorithm
must include the effect of rates and possibly accelerations. This, in
essence, is equivalent to providing for an interpolation type algorithm
to tie the cosine computations to the same epoch.
The vehicle an_ular rate in inertial space can be obtained in the
folloein_ say. From the equation
-1
s,x , ,
The an6_ar rate i8
-1
The time derivative R_ typically is
• i
-sO x @x
"SOs Os
D
v
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To express • I- terms of 8 and t, from Eq. (A-7)
_csc2@ " _ -
e =-c _P_ ct._ _ Pd
Front
onl cad exprsls
• T2
31nee P is ilalured by maoothln_
From which us£nc pseudo inverse methods one can compute by Inversion
and f£nally to £ntorpolate
P " Po "r ÷ Po _ eo_,
v£th thls expression _ is computed and tho components of
. -+ _ •
_pI are def£ned.
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